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AGENDA: Reports attached
ITEM

SUBJECT

Presented
by
CHAIR

1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (IF ANY)

3

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE INTERIM
JARAC HELD ON 13 MARCH 2014

CHAIR

4

Review of Actions, Terms of Reference, Self
Assessment and Annual Report: verbal update

HELEN
BOFFY

5
5A

RISK
Force Risk Management
This report is: For assurance

TERRY
NEAVES

6
6A

EXTERNAL AUDIT
External Audit Plan 2013/14
This report is: To Note

EXTERNAL
AUDIT

6B

External Audit Annual Fees 2014/15
This report is: To Note

EXTERNAL
AUDIT

7
7A

INTERNAL AUDIT
Internal Audit Annual Report 2013/2014
This report is: For Assurance

INTERNAL
AUDIT

7B

Internal Audit Progress Report
This report is: For Assurance

INTERNAL
AUDIT

7C

Internal Audit Report: Priority Based Budgeting
This report is: For Assurance

INTERNAL
AUDIT

7D

Internal Audit Report: Follow up Collaboration Governance & Financial Framework
This report is: For Assurance

INTERNAL
AUDIT

7E

Internal Audit Report: Estates Building Design
Consultants
This report is: For Assurance

INTERNAL
AUDIT

7F

Internal Audit Report: Risk Management
This report is: For Assurance

INTERNAL
AUDIT

ALL

7G

Internal Audit Report: Payroll
This report is: For Assurance

8

FINANCIAL
REPORTING
Assurance Map 2013/14

8A
8B

Annual Governance Statement 2013/14 Police and
Crime Commissioner
This report is: To approve

8C

Annual Governance Statement 2013/14 Chief
Constable
This report is: To approve

8D

Statements of Accounts 2013/14
This report is: For assurance

8E

Local Audit Consultation
This report is: for information and action

INTERNAL
AUDIT

TERRY
NEAVES
HELEN
BOFFY

TERRY
NEAVES

HELEN
BOFFY
TERRY
NEAVES
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MINUTES of a meeting of the JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE held at the Derbyshire Police Headquarters, Butterley Hall, Ripley
on 13 March 2014.
PRESENT
Miss K Alcock (in the Chair)
Mr M Carrington, Mr S Cook, Mr A Salt
Apology received from Ms S Hart and Internal Auditor Mr P Green.
OPCC Present:
ACPO Present:
Internal Audit:
External Audit:

Mrs H Boffy, Mrs L Kelly,
Mr T Neaves
Ms A Ward
Mr J Cornett, Ms T Enticott, Ms Lauren Jackson

Lauren Jackson (External Audit) was welcomed to the meeting as an observer.
Ms S Hart gave her apologies for the meeting as she was taking maternity leave
after the birth of a baby boy; heartfelt congratulations and warmest wishes were
sent on behalf of the committee.
01/14

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
01.1 No declarations of interest were declared.
RESOLVED:
1.
To note that no members declared any personal or prejudicial
interests.

02/14

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JARAC HELD ON 17
DECEMBER 2014
02.1 The minutes of the meeting of the JARAC held on 17 December
2014 were available for members to confirm.
RESOLVED:
1.
That the Minutes of the meeting of the JARAC held on 17 December
2013 be confirmed by the Committee

03/14

ACTIONS
03.1 The actions arising from the previous meetings of the JARAC were
available for noting.
RESOLVED:
1
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1.
04/14

To note the JARAC Review of Actions.
HMIC INSPECTION ACTIVITY

04.1 The report provided information on the process that the
Constabulary takes in relation to Her Majesty’s Inspectorate (HMIC)
inspection activity recommendations and Mr Neaves’ added further
commentary in relation to inspection activity, as below.
04.2 Mr Neaves explained that recommendations arising from inspections
range from being unspecific and general to much more targeted
recommendations, specific to Derbyshire. After each inspection a
hot debrief takes place to highlight key areas of an inspection which
the force may subsequently act upon. Dependent upon the outcome
of the inspection and the seriousness of the recommendations, in
some cases a Steering Group may be established.
04.3 After publication of a national inspection report members queried the
reviewing procedure undertaken by the Constabulary. Mr Neaves
explained that the Force Lead for a particular area will examine the
report supported by Corporate Services, any issues arising from the
report will be fed into an action plan to ensure these are addressed.
In addition, any significant risks will be transferred to the Force Risk
Register. To ensure progress on any action plans arising, Corporate
Services receive regular updates to maintain oversight.
04.4 Mr Neaves informed the committee that the HMIC have been
provided with extra resources to complete all Force inspections and
this increased activity could cause extra pressure to prepare and
plan for inspections as well as following up on actions and
recommendations arising.
04.5 Members queried whether the potential increased HMIC activity
would lead to a duplication of work between Internal and External
Audit. Mr Neaves explained that the HMIC inspections tend to focus
on delivery of operational policing and are less focussed on
governance, however, one area of overlap would be around valuing
police work and any focus on preparedness for austerity plans. Mr
Cornett added that previously there was a danger of overlap around
Value for Money Conclusions, however, this overlap has recently
been eliminated, External Audit are however, always mindful of
HMIC findings. Internal Audit assured the committee that they would
cross check their activity plan to ensure there is no obvious
duplication.
RESOLVED
1.
The committee gained direct assurance that there is a process in
place to implement where relevant, HMIC recommendations.
2
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05/14

EXTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT
05.1 The latest progress report for March 2014 was attached at Appendix
A to the report.
05.2 Ms Enticott presented the report and highlighted to members the
uncertainties surrounding the accounting arrangements for the Stage
2 transfer, together with the ongoing discussions surrounding the
format of the 2013/14 accounts. CIPFA will provide a LAPP bulletin
in March to provide definitive guidance on the form and content of
financial statements, but until this has been received it would not be
appropriate for External Audit to issue a detailed Plan.
05.3 Highlighted on page 2 of the report was the letter written to the
JARAC Chair seeking a response to three questions around fraud,
which is a requirement of professional auditing standards. Mr
Cornett informed members that the wording of this section will be
amended as it currently states that enquiries will be made to those
charged with governance, when in fact it is the Chief Constable and
the Police and Crime Commissioner who are charged with
governance and it is the Committees’ responsibility to have a
knowledge and understanding of the arrangements. To be amended
in due course.
05.4 The finalised version of the LAPP bullet is expected by the end of
March at which time the Audit Committee will draft the Audit Plan.
Members were asked whether they should view and have comment
on the plan at their next meeting in July or whether the Plan should
be sent prior to the July meeting. It was agreed that Officers should
email the Plan to members for agreement prior to the July meeting
and if there is any disagreement the committee would call an
additional meeting to discuss this. An additional recommendation
was agreed to reflect this (3).
05.5 Mr Cornett advised that the first draft of the LAPP bulletin states that
local discretion in applying CIPFA guidance is detailed within,
however there is ongoing discussion as to whether this wording will
remain in the final version. Should local discretion be removed it
may mean re-accounting and re-stating 13/14 accounts. Mr Neaves
added that the approach taken last year was appropriate and was an
approach taken by the majority of policing bodies, Mr Neaves
supported the need to have local discretion for next year as well.
RESOLVED:
1.
Progress to date was noted.
2.
No significant audit findings to date were noted.
3
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3.

06/14

Members to receive the Audit Plan by email for agreement prior to
the July meeting. If there is any disagreement the Chair will call an
additional meeting to discuss this.
STRATEGY FOR INTERNAL AUDIT:
INTERNAL AUDIT ASSIGNEMENTS

ASSIGNMENTS 2014/15

06.1 The Plan for Internal Audit assignments 2014/15 was attached at
Appendix A for members’ consideration.
06.2 Ms Ward presented the plan for 2014/15 and the following was
highlighted and discussed;
06.3 Governance and Delivery of Business Plan – It was highlighted
that the Commissioner will agree the Terms of Reference for the
Plan. Members’ queried the audit approach of ‘advisory’, Ms Ward
explained that an advisory approach is more subjective in nature and
does not take a checklist approach.
06.4 Data Quality – It was noted that the Constabulary are changing the
system that records crime types, due to take place in April. Due to
this change members’ queried the appropriateness of a July audit
and it was agreed that this may slip to September.
06.5 Collaboration – Members were informed that there will be a further
meeting in April to discuss the scope of this audit and if there are
radical changes these would be referred to in the scoping paper.
The committee questioned how they can get information and
assurance in this area. To provide reassurance it was highlighted
that a PCC Collaboration Board takes place every three months
where the monitoring and oversight of collaborative arrangements
are scrutinised, additionally any serious issues would be flagged on
the Force Risk Register and Internal Audit would also flag any areas
of concern arising from an audit. Members’ were also advised that all
major collaborations are disclosed in the accounts, allowing
members to get a sense of work in this area.
06.6 ICT – Mobile Devices – Members were informed that a specialist IT
team form part of the audit for this area.
06.7 Miss Alcock suggested an audit around partnership arrangements
for the future and was informed that audit activity in this area has
been earmarked for 2015/16.
RESOLVED:
1.
The proposed Strategy for Internal Audit 2014/15 was reviewed and
commented upon.
4
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2.

07/14

The final plan (subject to amendments) to be recommended to the
Chief Constable and the Police and Crime Commissioner for their
respective approvals.
INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT

07.1 The progress report (Appendix A) showed a summary of progress
against the Internal Audit Plan, including the status of the
assignment, the opinion issued and the actions by priority. The
following was highlighted and discussed;
07.2 Payroll, HR, Mouchel – A report will be presented to the next
meeting of the JARAC in July and members were informed that
assurance gained has been positive.
07.3 Regional Collaboration – Governance – Noting that the opinion
was ‘amber/red’ members requested some assurance. Mr Neaves
will request an update on how the actions have been progressed and
this update will be circulated to members by email. Mr Cornett
stated that consideration should be given as to whether the findings
should be reported in the Governance Statement. A further report to
be presented to the committee in July.
RESOLVED:
1.
The committee took assurance that the internal audit plan addressed
relevant matters and was being delivered as expected.
08/14

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT – GENERAL LEDGER
08.1 The scope of the audit work was to examine the Constabulary’s
policies, procedures and internal controls relating to the operation of
the general ledger. The full report was attached at Appendix A and
stated that taking account of the issues identified the organisation
should take substantial assurance that the controls upon which the
organisation relies to manage this area are suitably designed,
consistently applied and effective.
RESOLVED:
1.
The committee took assurance that the controls upon which the
organisation relies to manage this area is suitably designed,
consistently applied and effective.

09/14

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT – PAYMENTS AND CREDITORS
09.1 The scope of the audit work was to examine the Constabulary’s
policies, procedures and internal controls relating to the operation of
payments and creditors particularly in respect of control through the
Agresso workflow function.
5
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09.2 The full report was attached at Appendix A and stated that the
organisation can take substantial assurance that the controls upon
which the organisation relies to manage this area are suitably
designed, consistently applied and effective.
09.3 One medium priority recommendation arose from the audit.
RESOLVED:
1.
The committee took assurance that the controls upon which the
organisation relies to manage creditors and payment are suitably
designed, consistently applied and effective.
10/14

VALUE FOR MONEY
10.1 A summary of the Value for Money Profiles 2013 had been circulated
to members under separate cover and was available at the meeting
(filed with the minutes).
10.2 At para 2.15 members noted that Derbyshire spend less than similar
forces but it earns more external income and the source of the
income was queried. Members were informed that the income can
come from football charges or through partnerships or speed
awareness training courses.
10.3 Members also noted at para 2.15 that Derbyshire spend more on
police officers and less on police staff and PCSOs and reassurance
was requested as to how this translates into a VfM conclusion. Mr
Neaves advised that assurance can be taken that there are more
front facing officers on the streets and in addition, Derbyshire are a
low spending Force.
10.4 Members noted that the VfM profiles are cost orientated however, it
was asserted that public satisfaction should also be considered and
this lead to a discussion about public perceptions around safety
which can be subjective.
10.5 Mr Neaves asserted that the committee should take assurance that
the Force are delivering Value for Money; since making significant
reductions during times of austerity the Force have saved in the
region of £21m and during this time significant reductions in crime
have been achieved, in addition public confidence has improved and
Derbyshire remain one of the lowest spending forces nationally.
10.6 It was noted at para 2.17 that the ‘force tends to deploy officers to
more incidents than most other forces’. Members were informed that
this is being addressed by examining demand management profiles.
6
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RESOLVED:
1.
The committee gained assurance from the report and detailed Value
for Money profiles that the force is delivering value for money.
11/14

PRIORITY BASED BUDGETING
11.1 To enable Derbyshire Constabulary to be able to deliver further
savings of £22m over the next few years the Constabulary are
embarking on the next Phase of the Moving Forward programme
and the main focus will be on the fundamental Priority Based
Budgeting (PBB) reviews.
11.2 Force Departments will undertake an in depth budget review to
assess the relative priority and importance of the various services
that the team can deliver. The first phase of the reviews is complete
and a further two phases are commencing, the outcome of the
reviews will be considered by the Commissioner and the
Constabulary towards the end of September, enabling them to
produce a four year plan to address the financial challenge that
Derbyshire Police faces.
RESOVLED:
1.
The committee gained assurance from the report that Derbyshire
Police is continuing to take steps to deliver future value for money.

12/14

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
12.1 The report detailed the changes to the final accounts process both
nationally and locally with particular emphasis on the role of the
Committee, as detailed within the report.
12.2 It was highlighted that the account approach is subject to further
guidance and if the CIPFA LAPP guidance fundamentally changes
the changes would be highlighted to the committee in a covering
report.
RESOLVED:
1.
The report was noted.
2.
The Statement of Accounting Policies was approved.

13/14

JARAC MEETING DATES
13.1 Members were asked to consider the proposed dates for the JARAC
until March 2015. The following was agreed.
17 JULY – Public meeting commence at 2pm. Members’ ONLY
meeting commence at 1pm.
7
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23 SEPTEMBER - Public meeting commence at 11am. Members’
ONLY meeting commence at 9am. Members’ meeting with Auditors
from 9.30am.
11 DECEMBER – Public meeting commence at 10.00am.
Members’ ONLY meeting commence at 9.15am.
12 MARCH – Public Meeting commence at 10am.
ONLY meeting commence at 9.15am
RESOLVED:
1.
The meeting dates 2014/15 were agreed.

8
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JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
REVIEW OF ACTIONS
Agenda Report Title and Action Required
Item
Meeting of the JARAC 17 December 2013
4A

Responsible Progress
Officer

HMIC Inspection Activity
To be reported to the Committee once per year and future reports should
provide a briefer overview of activity and include; the total number of
inspections and the total number of issues transferred to the risk register
during the period in question.

5A

8B

Terry
Neaves

December 2014

Mrs Boffy to present the PCC’s Risk Register to the committee in
September 2014.

Helen Boffy

September
2014

Mrs Boffy to contact other PCC Offices already using the Orchid System to
examine the feasibility of using this within Derbyshire and feed back to the
Committee.

Helen Boffy

By September
2014

Force Risk Management

Internal Audit Progress Report
Internal Audit to examine the possibility of adding some commentary on
timings and/or delays for future reports.

-1-

Internal Audit Clarification
from Internal
Audit awaited.
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8C

Audit Report: Financial Governance Report
An Information Sharing Protocol will be developed and the scheme of
delegation and consent governance will be reviewed in readiness for Stage
2 Transfer. Each policy will be reported to the committee in due course.

10A

Helen Boffy

In hand.

Terry
Neaves

September
2014

The wording about ‘those changed with governance’ on page 2 of the
Report to be amended.

John Cornett

Complete. PCC
and Chief
Constable are
those charged
with
governance.

The first draft of the Audit Plan to be emailed to members prior to the next
meeting of the JARAC in July. If members need to discuss in detail
members may call an additional meeting.

External
Audit/Helen
Boffy

Complete.

Terry
Neaves

On this agenda

NCRS and NSIR Compliance Report
A report be presented just once per year (to be included in the annual
reporting cycle) to highlight trends in compliance levels and to also provide
a statement to highlight any concerns.

Meeting of the JARAC 17 March 2014
05/14

06/14

External Audit Progress Report

Internal Audit Progress Report
Regional Collaboration – Governance. An update on activity against
actions will be requested and circulated to members. Consideration may
be given as to whether the findings should be reported in the Governance

-2-
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Statement. A further report will be presented to the Committee in July.

13/14

JARAC Meeting Dates
Arrangements for the following meeting dates 2014/15 to be made:
17 July (pm)
23 September (am)
11 December (am)
12 March (am)

-3-

Liz Kelly

Room bookings
made and noted
on the PCC
website.

Section B
Part I For Publication
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JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
17 JULY 2014
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

5A:

FORCE RISK MANAGEMENT – 2014/15 MID-YEAR REVIEW

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To provide Committee members with an opportunity to consider the Corporate
Risk Register at the 2014/15 mid-year point; and to advise them of the
strategic risks facing the Force.

1.2

To update the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) on the progress of work
being undertaken in relation to the development of the Force’s risk
management process, and to inform him of any significant changes in the
impact or likelihood of current risks contained within the latest review of the
Strategic Risk Register.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Chief Constable is responsible for the dynamic management of the
Force’s operational and strategic business risks and is supported by an
executive team which determines the Force’s appetite for risk.

2.2

Effective risk management also assists the PCC in delivering his Police &
Crime Plan, optimises the quality and efficiency of the Force’s service delivery
and safeguards the Force’s reputation. It should be noted that many of the
risks are owned jointly by the Chief Constable and the PCC, through their
shared commitment to meet the policing priorities.

2.3

In order to support arrangements for good corporate governance it is
necessary for the Force to have a clear statement of its overall position in
relation to corporate risks and to review these on a regular basis. The
Corporate Risk Register (CRR) is a key governance document as part of this
process.

2.4

Under the Risk Management Strategy 2013-15, the CRR captures the key
strategic risks faced by the Constabulary, allowing the Force Executive,
Divisional Commanders and Heads of Department to make informed
decisions in terms of their mitigation. Acknowledging that there is
considerable detail in the complete CRR, a summary version is attached at
Appendix A, setting out the risk description, risk ownership and risk score.

2.5

It is important to note that risks are liable to change as circumstances alter
and the CRR presents the position at a particular point in time. Appendix A
(attached) reflects the mid-point position. The register is a dynamic document
and risk owners have a responsibility to ensure that it remains focused and
relevant.
1
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2.6

The CCR risks are assigned to a Chief Officer, Divisional Commander or
Head of Department to ensure the most senior level of ownership and
accountability.

3.

RISK MANAGEMENT BOARD

3.1

The Force Risk Management Board (RMB) meets every four months and is
chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable (DCC), with other Chief Officers and
senior representation from the OPCC attending as substantive members of
the Board.

3.2

Following the latest review of the Strategic Risk Register, at its latest meeting
in April 2014, the Board considered updates of high priority (red risks)
provided by our risk owners; deciding whether any re-prioritisation/re-scoring
was necessary and whether existing and planned controls in response to high
priority risks are sufficient and controlled as far as practicable.

4.

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER REVIEW – UPDATE

4.1

Risk owners have reviewed the risks under their control, utilising the
electronic Orchid system, in full consultation with their respective Command
or Senior Management teams.

4.2

The key risks have been assessed, analysed and re-scored using the risk
matrix and a total of 61 risks now exist following the latest review. Currently,
there are 2 risks with high (Red) residual scores, 20 with medium (Amber)
residual scores and 39 risks with low (Green) residual scores. The latest
review provided an opportunity for risk owners to archive three strategic risks,
and to create five new risks for consideration and acceptance by the Board.
The re-scored and archived risks are briefly outlined below.

4.3

Reduction in Funding and Uncertainty of Funding Levels in future years
Risk
STR1192
Finance

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

3
3
9
High
High
Red
Risk Owner: Head of Strategic Finance

Previous
Score

Movement

9
Red

While it is clear that the level of cuts will continue and austerity will be
extended possibly until 2020, the long-term impact on the police service still
remains unclear. However, the Force needs to ensure its financial resources
focus on threat, risk and demand as it is likely that Derbyshire Constabulary
will reduce in size as funding diminishes. The current financial position means
the Constabulary now has the opportunity to plan for and deliver against the
future challenges in a controlled and measured way with the next phase of its
‘Moving Forward’ change programme, supported by the ongoing Priority
Based Budgeting (PBB) approach.
2
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4.4

Functionality of Case and Custody System
Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

STR1741
Operational

3
3
9
High
High
Red
Risk Owner: ACC Operational Support

Previous
Score

Movement

9
Red

A series of system upgrades have now been installed. However, given that we
are still in a test phase with these upgrades the decision was to maintain the
score at 9 (red). The Board extensively discussed this risk acknowledging no
change to its risk score.
4.5

Corruption or Inappropriate Actions of Police Officers/Staff
Risk
PRO1088
Knowledge
Management

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

3

2
Medium

6
Amber

6
Amber

High

Movement

Risk Owner: Head of Professional Standards

Proactive strands of activity have taken place to uphold the ‘Force Values’
and our ‘Standards of Professional Behaviour’ including an integrity review of
Force systems and processes. However, despite this recent work it is felt that
he score should remain at 6 (amber), to reflect the prominence of police
integrity on the strategic national landscape.
4.6

Collaboration may conflict with Priorities and Austerity Plans
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

3
High

1
Low

3
Green

6
Amber

Movement

STR1742
Leadership
and Strategic
Planning

Risk Owner: Director of Finance and Administration

Derbyshire continues to address its ongoing financial challenges in a
measured, structured way, with particular regard to internal efficiency and the
aligning of resource to threat and risk. In addition, the Force plays a leading
role in many of the collaborations between the five East Midlands Forces,
particularly in the areas of serious and organised crime, counter terrorism and
forensic services. Although other collaborations are ongoing between two or
more other Forces in the region, Derbyshire’s approach is one of caution until
3
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such time as the compelling business case has been made to demonstrate
real benefit to the communities of Derbyshire. In support of that approach, a
set of collaboration principles have been produced to ensure that any existing
or future collaborations deliver tangible benefit for local service delivery. This
clarity has enabled the Board to decrease the risk score from (6) amber to (3)
green.
.
4.7

Partnership Funding Arrangements Impacting on BCUs
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

STR1786
Finance

2
2
4
Medium
Medium
Green
Risk Owner: Divisional Commander (D Division)

Movement

NEW
RISK

-

The Constabulary contributes to a range of partnership arrangements and
initiatives, either by resource “in kind” or by a financial contribution, but as all
agencies are having to make difficult choices in this age of austerity, there is a
risk to the future stability of these arrangements. . This risk was initially raised
by the BCU Commander at Derby but following discussion at the RMB, it was
deemed appropriate to extend the risk to include the other two BCUs and
thereby assess the risk across the widest possible range of partners across
the county.
4.8

Potential withdrawal of Fuel Card Contract by Supplier
Risk

Impact
Score

STR1758
Operational 2
Medium

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

2
Medium

4
Green

Previous
Score
-

Movement
NEW
RISK

Risk Owner: Head of Assets

The Constabulary has for many years participated in national arrangements
for the procurement of fuel for its substantial vehicle fleet, involving the use of
“fuel cards” at local retailers. Renewal of the national contract has been
delayed by Government Procurement Service (GPS) after the existing
supplier requested changes to their terms and conditions. However,
negotiations have taken place with the Home Office to ensure service
continuity is in place for the Emergency Services pending formal resolution of
the contract. This new risk was acknowledged by the Board, including the risk
score.

4.9

Loss of Fingerprint Information due to GEM-PNC Link Failure
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

4
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STR1781
Operational

3
1
3
High
Low
Green
Risk Owner: Head of Criminal Justice

NEW
RISK

-

A software link failure between GEM (the Force’s custody system) and PNC
(the Police National Computer) can result in fingerprints taken from suspects
not being properly transferred to the Ident1 database, upon which crime
scene and other searches are made. The IS Department is working on the
problem and trying to isolate which part of the business process is causing the
failure but in the meantime, custody staff are operating a workaround solution
to ensure that the fingerprints records are forwarded to Ident1 in a timely way.
This new risk was acknowledged by the Board including the risk score.

4.10

Contact Management - IT System Performance
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

CONM1787
Infrastructure 3
2
6
and Assets
High
Medium
Amber
Risk Owner: Head of Information Services

3
Green

Movement

NEW
RISK

A software-related issue is currently affecting the Contact Management
Centre (CMC) which is causing certain systems to run very slowly and on
occasions erratically. The problem it is currently under investigation by the IS
Department and the necessary checks are being made to ensure that the
same problems are not affecting the back-up sites for those systems serving
the CMC. This new risk was acknowledged by the Board but they challenged
the scoring being set at 3 (Green) and determined that it be re-scored at 6
(Amber) to reflect the interdependency between effective IT systems and
public accessibility.
4.11

Chief Officer Continuity
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

STR1090
Political and
1
1
Compliance
Low
Low
Risk Owner: Deputy Chief Constable

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

1
Green

-

Movement
NEW
RISK

This was raised as a new risk in light of the recent departure of both the
Force’s two Assistant Chief Constables (ACCs) and the consequent need to
make temporary appointments until a recruitment process was conducted.
This has now taken place with one permanent ACC in post and the other due
to arrive in early July 2014. The immediate risk has therefore been mitigated
and the RMB will consider whether it should remain open at its next meeting.
5
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4.12

Reliance on External Grants/Funding Streams
Risk
STR1193
Finance

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

3
High

3
High

9
Red

9
Red

RISK
CLOSED

Risk Owner: Head of Strategic Finance

Following the Risk Management Board (RMB) meeting held in December
2013, a new risk was created to deal with the uncertainty of funding decisions
by partners and the subsequent impact on policing in Derbyshire (See 4.7
above). Given that this new risk better reflects the partnership funding issue,
the Board considered this risk (STR1193) as obsolete and closed it.
4.13

Force undertaking too many projects
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

STR1064
Leadership
1
1
1
and Strategic Low
Low
Green
Planning
Risk Owner: Head of Corporate Services

Previous
Score

Movement

1
Green

RISK
CLOSED

The Force has had effective programme management arrangements in place
since 1999 to provide visibility and co-ordination to all the various projects
ongoing across the organisation, with robust oversight from the Deputy Chief
Constable. When this risk was introduced some years ago, it was at a time of
intense activity, both internally and in the early days of collaboration with other
Forces, to ensure that resources such as IT and Estates were not being over
committed. The risk was scored as very low at the outset and since its
establishment, there has been very little movement in its scoring or risk
exposure. This stability was acknowledged by the Board and the risk closed.
4.14

Transfer of Commissioning for Detainee Healthcare and Forensic
Medical Services
Risk
CRIMJ1285
Operational

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

2
1
2
Medium
Low
Green
Risk Owner: Head of Criminal Justice

Previous
Score

Movement

2
Green

RISK
RESTORED

To date, no major concerns have been registered by the Criminal Justice
Department with the contracted service provider’s performance and feedback
from custody teams is that they are providing a satisfactory level of service.
The Board considered the request for closure of this risk but following
6
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discussion around the forthcoming transfer of this service to the NHS, a
decision was taken to restore the risk and monitor it through the period of
transition to the new provider. A position statement is to be provided by the
Head of CJD to the next Board meeting.
5.

ORCHID SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

5.1

The Force’s risk management database has recently undergone a number of
system improvements which benefits our risk owners, these are:
•
•
•
•
•

Printable view of the risk
Date archived risk field
Comments field for each risk
Increased ‘Control Note’ text boxes
Allow ‘Exist Controls’ to be edited/amended

5.2

The costs have been reasonable and have shared across all associated
system users within the East Midlands region.

6.

INTERNAL AUDIT OF RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

A review of the Risk Management arrangements of the OPCC and the
Constabulary took place in February with internal audit consultants Baker
Tilley (formally RSM Tenon). This review was conducted to provide assurance
that robust and effective processes are in place. The review considered the
previous report completed for the then Police Authority concerning Risk
Management and checked that key controls still remain in place. These
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.2

Identification and ownership of risks.
Assessment of risks.
Identification and assessment of mitigating controls.
Utilisation and update of the Orchid system for the Constabulary and
spread-sheet for the OPCC, to provide assurances that they are
appropriate and fit for purpose.
Action monitoring and the timeliness of the monitoring.
Sources of assurance.
Governance and reporting arrangements. Specifically to demonstrate a
clear linkage/consideration between the risks included within the OPCC
risk register and those included within the Constabulary.

The Force is currently awaiting the finalised report but early indications are
that it will provide a good degree of assurance in the risk management
arrangements within the Force and the OPCC. Once received formally, any
residual issues will be addressed by way of an action plan, with ownership
and oversight provided by the RMB. The outcome of this audit will be
reported back to this Committee in due course.
7
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7.

RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

The JARAC receives the report to gain direct assurance that this area of
business is being managed efficiently and effectively.

8.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

LOW
X

MEDIUM

HIGH

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Name: T/Chief Superintendent Sunita Gamblin
External telephone number: 0300 122 4196
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A – Corporate Risk Register (Summary Version)
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Reference No

Risk Title

STR1192

Reduction in Funding and Uncertainty of
Funding
Functionality of Case and Custody System
Corruption of Force Employees
High Staff Turnover (Police Officers)
Inadequate Fire Safety Procedures
Increased Use and Complexity of External
Grants
Building and Property Portfolio
Corruption or Inappropriate Actions of Police
Officers and Staff
Technical Failure of Force to Upload to PLX
Data, IT and Communications Integrity
Failure to meet Derbyshire Police and Crime
Plan
Failure to Support Decision Making
Financial Stress – Police Officers and Staff
High Profile Incident impacting on Public
Confidence
Inappropriate Management Decision Making
National Agenda towards Police Integrity
Contact Management – IT System
Performance
PFI owned building
Sharing of Information with Partner Agencies
Poor Information Management
Failure to comply with MoPI

STR1741

Priority Rating

Risk Status

Responsible Officer

9

Controlled

Head of Strategic Finance

9

Awaiting Control

8
8
8
8

Awaiting Control
Controlled
Awaiting Control
Controlled

Assistant Chief Constable
(Operational Support)
Head of Professional Standards
Head of HR
Head of Assets
Head of Strategic Finance

6
6

Controlled
Controlled

Head of Assets
Head of Professional Standards

6
6
6

Controlled
Awaiting Review
Controlled

Head of Corporate Services
Head of IS
Head of Corporate Services

6
6
6

Controlled
Controlled
Controlled

Head of IS
Head of HR
Head of Corporate Services

6
6
6

Controlled
Controlled
Controlled

Head of HR
Head of Professional Standards
Head of Information Services

6
6
6
6

Controlled
Controlled
Controlled
Awaiting Review

Head of Assets
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services

Confidential Risk

PRO1051
STR1422
STR1100
STR1193
SE1035
PRO1088
STR1795
STR1033
STR1057
STR1048
STR1219
STR1086
STR1061
STR1104
CONM1787
STR1023
STR1092
STR1046
STR1050
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STR1098
STR1029
STR1555

Staff Resource Loss via Personnel Absence
Budget Plans
Continuity of Procurement Expertise

6
4
4

Controlled
Controlled
Awaiting Control

STR1786

4

Controlled

4

Awaiting Control

4
4
4
4
4
4

Controlled
Controlled
Controlled
Awaiting Review
Controlled
Controlled

Head of Corporate Services
Head of Assets
Head of HR
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services

4

Controlled

STR1093
STR1019
STR1094
STR1607

Partnership funding arrangements impacting on
BCU’s
Potential Withdrawal of Fuel Card Contract by
Supplier
East Midlands Regional Police Collaboration
Environmental Targets
High Staff Turnover
IT Case Management (Anti-Social Behaviour)
Legislative Compliance
Loss of Confidence/Engagement with Local
Communities
Loss of Confidence and Engagement with New
and Emerging Communities
Operational or Support Resource Availability
Public Fear of Crime
Reduced Redeployment Opportunities
Failure of ANPR System

Head of HR
Head of Corporate Services
Director of Finance and
Administration
Divisional Commander
(D Division)
Head of Assets

4
4
4
4

Controlled
Controlled
Controlled
Controlled

SE1087
OPS1090

Vehicle Compound Exposure
Major Disasters and/or Civil Emergencies

4
3

Controlled
Controlled

STR1781

Loss of Fingerprint Information due to GEMPNC Link Failure
Force Payroll Provider (Ceases Trading)
JDRs – Emergency Extraction of Detainees
Loss of Key Building, Facility or Specialist

3

Awaiting Review

Divisional Commander
(D Division)
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services
Head of HR
Assistant Chief Constable
(Crime and Territorial Policing)
Head of Assets
Divisional Commander
(Operational Support)
Head of Criminal Justice

3
3
3

Controlled
Awaiting Control
Controlled

Head of Strategic Finance
Head of Criminal Justice
Head of Assets

STR1758
STR1105
STR1028
STR1099
STR1490
STR1199
STR1190
STR1677

STR1581
CRIMJ1687
STR1039
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IS1032
STR1062
STR1060
STR1557

Support Vehicles
Force IT Systems
Industrial Action
Ineffective Performance Management System
Counter Terrorism Funding

3
3
3
3

Controlled
Controlled
Awaiting Control
Controlled

3

Controlled

3

Controlled

2

Controlled

Head of IS
Head of HR
Head of Corporate Services
Director of Finance and
Administration
Divisional Commander
(Operational Support)
Director of Finance and
Administration
Head of HR

2

Awaiting Control

Head of Corporate Services

2
2
2
2
2

Controlled
Controlled
Controlled
Controlled
Controlled

Head of Assets
Head of Assets
Head of Assets
Head of Professional Standards
Head of Criminal Justice

1

Controlled

Head of Corporate Services

1
1

Awaiting Control
Controlled

Head of Crime Support
Head of Crime Support

1

Controlled

Head of Corporate Services

1

Controlled

Deputy Chief Constable

Confidential Risk

STR1089
STR1742
STR1095
STR1063
SE1025
STR1026
STR1041
PRO1101
CRIMJ1285
STR1106
STR1052
STR1059
STR1349
STR1090
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Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
Planning
Collaboration may Conflict with Priorities and
Austerity Plans
Resilience Weaknesses of Trained Specialist
Senior Command Officers
Failure of NMIS to Supply Data to Home Office
Data Hub
Environmental Compliance in Service Delivery
Hazardous Waste
Loss of Lease for Key Building Stock
Staff Drug and Alcohol Misuse
Transfer of Commissioning for Detainee
Healthcare and Forensic Medical Services
Limiting Damage to Force Reputation
(Adverse HMIC Insp. Observations)
Cross Border Information Sharing
Failure to Combat Serious and Organised
Crime
Police and Crime Commissioner
(Transition Governance)
Chief Officer Continuity
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June 2014
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High Priority (Red 9 – 16)
Medium Priority (Amber 6 – 8)
Low Priority (Low 1 – 4)

Page | 4

Comprehensive controls, Frequent Monitoring and reporting, Immediate action and comprehensive
contingency plans
Cost effective controls, Regular monitoring and reporting, Necessary action and outline contingency
plans
Low cost controls, Occasional monitoring and reporting, Sporadic action and contingency plans not
essential
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JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
17 JULY 2014
JOINT REPORT OF THE TREASURER AND THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

6A:

EXTERNAL AUDIT PLAN 2013/14

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To advise the Committee of the proposed Audit Plan for 2013/14 accounts.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

An External Audit Plan covering the work that will be carried out to support the
Audit opinion for the Statements of Accounts for 2013/14 has been provided
and reviewed by the two statutory financial officers.

2.2

The plan details the audit approach which covers planning, the control
evaluation, substantive procedures and other audit matters. A copy of the plan
is attached as APPENDIX A to this report.

2.3

The plan identifies 2 audit risks; one relates to the presentation of the financial
statements and the other to pensions matters after the triennial revaluation.
Pages 11 and 12 of the Appendix refers.

2.4

Once again the presentation of the financial statements is a cause for
concern. Members will recall that last year the production of the statements of
accounts for 2012/13 were fraught with difficulties as there had not been clear
and agreed guidance between the Audit Commission and the firms on the
format of the accounts. It had been expected, not unreasonably, that this
would be resolved in good time for the 13/14 production of the statements;
unfortunately this has not been the case. Therefore this has been identified
as a risk – wholly beyond our control.

2.5

The pensions risk relates to the data provided to the actuary for the valuation
exercise in respect of police staff pension fund. There may be some
additional work and costs by audit to verify this information.
1
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2.6

Mr Cardoza, the Director, KPMG, will be present to talk to this paper and
answer Members’ questions.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

To note the External Audit Plan 2013/14

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

√

Environmental

√

Equality & Diversity

√

MEDIUM

HIGH

√

Financial
Health & Safety

√

Human Rights

√
√

Legal
√

Personnel

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 01773 733779

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS NONE
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. External audit plan 2013/14 KPMG
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External Audit Plan
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Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and Derbyshire Chief
Constable

July 2014
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Introduction
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This document describes

Scope of this report

Structure of this report

how we will deliver our audit

This document supplements our Audit Fee Letters 2013/14 issued to
you in April 2013. It describes how we will deliver our financial
statements audit work for both the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and the Chief Constable for Derbyshire (‘the PCC and CC’).
It also sets out our approach to Value For Money (VFM) work for
2013/14.

This report is structured as follows:

work for the Police and
Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and the Chief
Constable for Derbyshire

We are required to satisfy ourselves that your accounts comply with
statutory requirements and that proper practices have been observed
in compiling them. We use a risk based audit approach.
The audit planning process and risk assessment is an on-going
process and the assessment and fees in this plan will be kept under
review and updated if necessary.
Statutory responsibilities
Our statutory responsibilities and powers are set out in the Audit
Commission Act 1998 and the Audit Commission’s Code of Audit
Practice.

■ Section 2 includes our headline messages, including any key risks
identified this year for the financial statements and Value for Money
audits.
■ Section 3 describes the approach we take for the audits of the
financial statements.
■ Section 4 provides further detail on the financial statements audit
risks.
■ Section 5 explains our approach to VFM work.
■ Section 6 provides information on the audit team, our proposed
deliverables, the timescales and fees for our work.
Acknowledgements
We would like to take this opportunity to thank officers and the Joint
Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee for their continuing help and cooperation throughout our audit work.

The Code of Audit Practice summarises our responsibilities into two
objectives, requiring us to review and report on your:
■ financial statements (including the Annual Governance
Statements): providing opinions on your accounts; and
■ use of resources: concluding on the arrangements in place for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in your use of
resources (the Value For Money conclusions).
The Audit Commission’s Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors and
Audited Bodies sets out the respective responsibilities of the auditor
and the PCC and CC.
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Section two

Headlines

This table summarises the

Audit approach

headline messages. The
remainder of this report
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Our overall audit approach is unchanged from last year. Our work is carried out in four stages and the timings for
these, and specifically our on site work, have been agreed with the Director of Finance and the Treasurer.
Our audit strategy and plan remain flexible as risks and issues change throughout the year. We will review the initial
assessments presented in this document throughout the year and should any new risks emerge we will evaluate these
and respond accordingly.

provides further details on
each area.
Key financial
statements audit
risks

We have completed our initial risk assessments for the financial statements audits and have identified the following
significant risks:
■ The Audit Commission issued late audit guidance on the form and content of the 2013/14 accounts. In particular,
they expect auditors to see policing activities accounted for in the Chief Constable’s accounts in recognition of the
control that the Chief Constable exercises in practice. This is a significant departure from the treatment adopted in
the 2012/13 accounts, when all transactions were accounted for in the Commissioner’s accounts, and will require
restatement of last year’s accounts to be consistent with the new approach. We will need to form a view as to
whether transactions and balances are reasonably split between the two bodies.
■ During the year, the Local Government Pension Scheme has undergone a triennial valuation with an effective date
of 31 March 2013. The IAS 19 numbers to be included in the financial statements of all admitted bodies for 2013/14
will be based on the output of the triennial valuation for the first time. The valuation is rolled forward to 31 March
2014, 31 March 2015 and 31 March 2016 for accounting purposes. As data provided to the actuaries for the
triennial valuation (mostly by the pension fund) is more extensive than for the roll forward, it is likely that this year
there is a risk around the accuracy of the estimate for pensions liabilities. Please note that this only relates to the
pensions of police staff and not police officers who are members of a separate pension scheme.
These risks are described in more detail on pages 11 to 12. We will assess the PCC and CC’s progress in addressing
these risk areas at our year end visit.
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Section two

Headlines (continued)

This table summarises the
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VFM audit approach

At this stage, we have identified financial resilience and medium term financial planning as a significant risk to our
VFM conclusion for 2013/14. We will update the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee of any findings or
changes once we have completed our initial risk assessment.

Audit team,
deliverables, timeline
and fees

Our audit team will be led by Andrew Cardoza (Director) and Anita Pipes (Assistant Manager). Both Andrew and Anita
have strong experience of audit within the police sector.

headline messages. The
remainder of this report
provides further details on
each area.

Our main year end audit is currently planned to commence in July. Upon conclusion of our work we will again present
our findings to you in our Report to Those Charged with Governance (ISA 260 Report).
The planned fees for the 2013/14 audit are £41,380 (PCC) and £20,000 (CC) respectively. This is unchanged from the
position set out in our Audit Fee Letters 2013/14.
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Section three

Our audit approach

We undertake our work on
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We have summarised the four key stages of our financial statements audit process for you below:

your financial statements in

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

four key stages during 2014:

■ Update our business understanding and risk assessment.

■ Planning
(January to February).

Jul Aug Sep

1

■ Assess the organisational control environment.
Planning

■ Control Evaluation

■ Determine our audit strategy and plan the audit approach.
■ Issue our Accounts Audit Protocol.

(February to April).
■ Evaluate and test selected controls over key financial systems.

■ Substantive Procedures
(July to August).
2
■ Completion (September).

Control
evaluation

■ Review the internal audit function.
■ Review the accounts production process.
■ Review progress on critical accounting matters.
■ Plan and perform substantive audit procedures.

3

Substantive
procedures

■ Conclude on critical accounting matters.
■ Identify audit adjustments.
■ Review the Annual Governance Statement.
■ Declare our independence and objectivity.

4

Completion

■ Obtain management representations.
■ Report matters of governance interest.
■ Form our audit opinion.
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Section three

Our audit approach – planning

February 2014 we completed
our planning work.
We agreed that we would not
issue our detailed Audit Plan
until Audit Commission
guidance on the form and
content of the financial
statements had been

Our planning work took place in January and February 2014. This
involved the following aspects:
■ Update our business understanding and risk
assessment.
Planning

During January and

■ Assess the organisational control environment.
■ Determine our audit strategy and plan the audit
approach.
■ Issue our Accounts Audit Protocol.
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Delay in issuing the Audit Plan
We completed our planning work in February 2014 as scheduled,
except that we were awaiting guidance from the Audit Commission on
the form and content of the financial statements. We agreed that we
would not issue our detailed Audit Plan until this guidance had been
published. We will present our detailed Audit Plan for 2013/14 to the
Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee at its meeting in July 2014.
Organisational control environment

published.

Business understanding and risk assessment

Controls operated at an organisational level often have an impact on
controls at an operational level and if there were weaknesses this
would impact on our audit.

We assess the key risks

We updated our understanding of the PCC and CC’s operations to
identify any areas that will require particular attention during our audit
of the PCC and CC’s financial statements.

In particular risk management, internal control and ethics and conduct
have implications for our financial statements audit. The scope of the
work of your internal auditors also informs our risk assessment.

We identified the key risks affecting the PCC and CC’s financial
statements. These are based on our knowledge of the PCC and CC,
our sector experience and our ongoing dialogue with PCC and CC
staff. The risks identified to date are set out in this document. Our audit
strategy and plan will, however, remain flexible as the risks and issues
change throughout the year. It is the PCC and CC’s responsibility to
adequately address these issues. We encourage the PCC and CC to
raise any technical issues with us as early as possible so that we can
agree the accounting treatment in advance of the audit visit.

Audit strategy and approach to materiality

affecting the PCC and CC’s
financial statements and
discuss these with officers.
We assess if there are any
weaknesses in respect of
central processes that would
impact on our audit.
We determine our audit
strategy and approach, and
agree a protocol for the
accounts audit, specifying
what evidence we expect

We meet with finance officers on a regular basis to consider issues and
how they are addressed during the financial year end closedown and
accounts preparation.

Our audit is performed in accordance with International Standards on
Auditing (ISAs) (UK and Ireland). The Engagement Lead sets the
overall direction of the audits and decides the nature and extent of
audit activities. We design audit procedures in response to the risk that
the financial statements are materially misstated. The materiality level
is a matter of judgement and is set by the Engagement Lead.
In accordance with ISA 320 ‘Audit materiality’, we plan and perform our
audits to provide reasonable assurance that the financial statements
are free of material misstatement and give a true and fair view.
Information is material if its omission or misstatement could influence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial
statements.

from the PCC and CC to
support the financial
statements.
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Section three

Our audit approach – planning

APPENDIX A
AGENDA ITEM 6A
(continued) JARAC
17 JULY 2014

We issued our Accounts

Accounts Audit Protocol

Audit Protocol following

At the end of our planning work we issued our Accounts Audit Protocol.
This important document sets out our audit approach and timetable. It
also summarises the working papers and other evidence we require
the PCC and CC to provide during our interim and final accounts visits.

completion of our planning
work.

In February 2014, we met with key members of the finance team to
discuss mutual learning points from the 2012/13 audit. These will be
incorporated into our work plan for 2013/14. We will revisit progress
against areas identified for development as the audit progresses.
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Section three

Our audit approach – control

We completed our interim
audit work in March 2014.

Our interim visit on site was completed during March 2014. During this
time we completed work in the following areas:

effective during 2013/14. We
work with your internal audit
team to avoid duplication.
We work with your finance

Control
Evaluation

We assess if controls over
key financial systems were

APPENDIX A
AGENDA ITEM 6A
evaluation
JARAC
17 JULY 2014

■ Evaluate and test controls over key financial systems
identified as part of our risk assessments.
■ Review the work undertaken by the internal audit
function on controls relevant to our risk assessment.
■ Review the accounts production process.
■ Review progress on critical accounting matters.

team to enhance the
efficiency of the accounts
audit.
We will report any significant
findings arising from our
work promptly to the Joint
Audit, Risk and Assurance

Accounts production process
Last year there were different accounting approaches and practices
across a number of police bodies. The Audit Commission’s guidance is
intended to harmonise the accounting approach adopted this year. We
have maintained ongoing dialogue with your finance staff regarding
changes and key decisions following issuance of guidance.
Critical accounting matters
We will discuss the work completed to address the specific risks we
identified at the planning stage. Wherever possible, we sought to
review relevant workings and evidence and agree the accounting
treatment as part of our interim work.

Controls over key financial systems
We updated our understanding of the PCC and CC’s key financial
processes where our risk assessment identified that these are relevant
to our final accounts audit and where we have determined that this is
the most efficient audit approach to take. We confirmed our
understanding by completing walkthroughs for these systems. We then
tested selected controls that address key risks within these systems.
The strength of the control framework informs the substantive testing
we complete during our final accounts visit.

Committee.
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Section three

Our audit approach – substantive

During late July and August
2014 we will be on site for

APPENDIX A
AGENDA ITEM 6A
proceduresJARAC
17 JULY 2014

Our final accounts visit on site has been provisionally scheduled for
July and August 2014. During this time, we will complete the following
work:

We complete detailed testing
of accounts and disclosures
and conclude on critical

Substantive
Procedures

our substantive work.
■ Plan and perform substantive audit procedures.
■ Conclude on critical accounting matters.
■ Identify and assess any audit adjustments.
■ Review the Annual Governance Statements.

Audit adjustments
During our on site work, we will meet with key finance staff on a weekly
basis to discuss the progress of the audit, any differences found and
any other issues emerging.
At the end of our on site work, we will hold a closure meeting, where
we will provide a schedule of audit differences and agree a timetable
for the completion stage and the accounts sign off.

required to the financial

Financial Statements

To comply with auditing standards, we are required to report
uncorrected audit differences to the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance
Committee. We also report any material misstatements which have
been corrected and which we believe should be communicated to you
to help you meet your governance responsibilities.

statements.

We will audit the following financial statements:

Annual Governance Statements

We also review the Annual

■ The Chief Constable’s single entity accounts;

Governance Statements for

■ The Police and Crime Commissioner’s single entity accounts; and

consistency with our

■ The Police and Crime Commissioner’s Group accounts (which
consolidate the PCC and CC single entity accounts).

We are also required to satisfy ourselves that the PCC and CC’s
Annual Governance Statements comply with the applicable framework
and are consistent with our understanding of your operations. Our
review of the work of internal audit and consideration of your risk
management and governance arrangements are key to this.

accounting matters, such as
specific risk areas. We then
agree any audit adjustments

understanding.
We will present our Joint ISA
260 Report to the Joint
Audit, Risk and Assurance
Committee in September
2014.

Substantive audit procedures

We report the findings of our final accounts work in our ISA 260
Report, which we will issue in September 2014.

We complete detailed testing on significant balances and disclosures.
The extent of our work is determined by the Engagement Lead based
on various factors such as our overall assessment of the PCC and
CC’s control environments, the effectiveness of controls over individual
systems and the management of specific risk factors.
Critical accounting matters
We conclude our testing of the key risk areas as identified at the
planning stage and any additional issues that may have emerged
since. We will discuss our early findings of the PCC and CC’s
approach to address the key risk areas with the PCC’s Treasurer and
the CC’s Director of Finance on an ongoing basis, prior to reporting to
the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee in September 2014.
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Section three

Our audit approach – other
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In addition to the financial

Whole of Government Accounts (WGA)

Independence and objectivity confirmation

statements, we also audit

We are required to review and issue an opinion on the PCC’s WGA
consolidation to confirm that this is consistent with the PCC’s Group
financial statements. The audit approach has been agreed with HM
Treasury and the National Audit Office. Deadlines for production of the
pack and issue of our opinion on the pack have not yet been
confirmed.

Professional standards require auditors to communicate to those
charged with governance, at least annually, all relationships that may
bear on the firm’s independence and the objectivity of the audit
engagement partner and audit staff. The standards also place
requirements on auditors in relation to integrity, objectivity and
independence.

Elector challenge

The standards define ‘those charged with governance’ as ‘those
persons entrusted with the supervision, control and direction of an
entity’. In your case this is the Police and Crime Commissioner and the
Chief Constable, supported by the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance
Committee.

the PCC’s Whole of
Government Accounts pack.
We may need to undertake
additional work if we receive
objections to the accounts
from local electors.

The Audit Commission Act 1998 gives electors certain rights. These
are:

We will communicate with

■ the right to inspect the accounts;

you throughout the year,

■ the right to ask the auditor questions about the accounts; and

both formally and informally.

■ the right to object to the accounts.
As a result of these rights, in particular the right to object to the
accounts, we may need to undertake additional work to form our
decision on the elector's objection. The additional work could range
from a small piece of work where we interview an officer and review
evidence to form our decision, to a more detailed piece of work, where
we have to interview a range of officers, review significant amounts of
evidence and seek legal representations on the issues raised.
The costs incurred in responding to specific questions or objections
raised by electors is not part of the fee. This work will be charged in
accordance with the Audit Commission's fee scales.
Reporting and communication

KPMG LLP is committed to being and being seen to be independent.
APB Ethical Standard 1 Integrity, Objectivity and Independence
requires us to communicate to you in writing all significant facts and
matters, including those related to the provision of non-audit services
and the safeguards put in place which, in our professional judgement,
may reasonably be thought to bear on KPMG LLP’s independence and
the objectivity of the Engagement Lead and the audit team.
Appendix 1 provides further detail on auditors’ responsibilities
regarding independence and objectivity.
Confirmation statement
We confirm that as of the date of this report in our professional
judgement, KPMG LLP is independent within the meaning of regulatory
and professional requirements and the objectivity of the Engagement
Lead and audit team is not impaired.

Reporting is a key part of the audit process, not only in communicating
the audit findings for the year, but also in ensuring the audit team is
accountable to you in addressing the issues identified as part of the
audit strategy. Throughout the year we will communicate with you
through meetings with the finance team and the Joint Audit, Risk and
Assurance Committee. Our deliverables are included on page 19.
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Section four

Key financial statements audit risks

In this section we set out our
assessment of the
significant risks to the audit
of the PCC and CC's
financial statements for
2013/14.
For each key risk area we
have outlined the impact on
our audit plan.

APPENDIX A
AGENDA ITEM 6A
JARAC
17 JULY 2014

Professional standards require us to consider two standard risks for all organisations. We are not elaborating on these standard risks in this plan
but consider them as a matter of course in our audit and will include any findings arising from our work in our ISA 260 Report.
■ Management override of controls – Management is typically in a powerful position to perpetrate fraud owing to its ability to manipulate
accounting records and prepare fraudulent financial statements by overriding controls that otherwise appear to be operating effectively. Our
audit methodology incorporates the risk of management override as a default significant risk. In line with our methodology, we carry out
appropriate controls testing and substantive procedures, including over journal entries, accounting estimates and significant transactions that
are outside the normal course of business, or are otherwise unusual.
■ Fraudulent revenue recognition – We do not consider this to be a significant risk for PCCs and CCs as there are limited incentives and
opportunities to manipulate the way income is recognised. We therefore rebut this risk and do not incorporate specific work into our audit plan
in this area over and above our standard fraud procedures.
The table below sets out the significant risks we have identified through our planning work that are specific to the audit of the PCC and CC's
financial statements for 2013/14.
We revisit our assessment throughout the year. Should any additional risks present themselves we will adjust our audit strategy as necessary .

Key audit risks

Impact on audit
Risk
Audit areas affected

Form and
content of
accounts

■ Financial
statements
presentation

The Audit Commission has issued guidance on the form and content of the
2013/14 accounts. In particular, they expect to see policing activities accounted for
in the Chief Constable’s accounts in recognition of the control that the Chief
Constable exercises in practice. This is a significant departure from the treatment
adopted in the 2012/13 accounts, when all transactions were accounted for in the
Commissioner’s accounts, and will require restatement of last year’s accounts to
be consistent with the new approach.
Our audit work
We have held discussions with your finance team to discuss the impact of the
Audit Commission guidance. We will need to form a view as to whether
transactions and balances are reasonably split between the two bodies.
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Section four

Key financial statements audit risks

In this section we set out our

Key audit risks

Impact on audit

assessment of the

Risk

significant risks to the audit

During the year, the Local Government Pension Scheme for Derbyshire (the
Pension Fund) has undergone a triennial valuation with an effective date of 31
March 2013 in line with the Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration)
Regulations 2008. The PCC/CC’s share of pensions assets and liabilities is
determined in detail, and a large volume of data is provided to the actuary in order
to carry out this triennial valuation.

of the PCC and CC's
financial statements for
2013/14.
For each key risk area we
have outlined the impact on
our audit plan.

APPENDIX A
AGENDA ITEM 6A
(cont.) JARAC
17 JULY 2014

LGPS
Triennial
Valuation

Audit areas affected
■ Pensions Liability
■ Actuarial gains or
losses

The IAS 19 numbers to be included in the financial statements for 2013/14 will be
based on the output of the triennial valuation rolled forward to 31 March 2014. For
2014/15 and 2015/16 the actuary will then roll forward the valuation for accounting
purposes based on more limited data.
There is a risk that the data provided to the actuary for the valuation exercise is
inaccurate and that these inaccuracies affect the actuarial figures in the accounts.
Most of the data is provided to the actuary by Derbyshire County Council who
administer the Pension Fund based on information received from Derbyshire PCC.
Our audit work
As part of our audit, we will need to agree the data provided to the actuary back to
the systems and reports from which it was derived, and test the accuracy of this
data.
We will liaise with the separate KPMG audit team for the Pension Fund, where this
data was provided by the Pension Fund on the PCC/CC’s behalf. The Pension
Fund may seek to recharge any additional costs arising from this work.
Please note that this pension scheme only relates to police staff and not police
officers who are members of a separate scheme.
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Section five

VFM audit approach

Our approach to VFM work

Background to approach to VFM work

follows guidance provided

In meeting their statutory responsibilities relating to economy,
efficiency and effectiveness, the Commission’s Code of Audit Practice
requires auditors to:

by the Audit Commission.



plan their work based on consideration of the significant risks of
giving a wrong conclusion (audit risk); and



carry out only as much work as is appropriate to enable them to
give a safe VFM conclusion.

The Audit Commission has revised the VFM audit methodology for
PCCs and CCs in 2013/14, recognising that the two organisations will
operate as separate entities for the whole of 2013/14. The
methodology for 2012/13 reflected the change in governance
arrangements following the election of the PCC in November 2012.
There will be a separate VFM Conclusion for the PCC and the CC.
The approach is structured under two themes, as summarised below.

Specified criteria for VFM
conclusion

Focus of the criteria

Sub-sections

The organisation has proper
arrangements in place for securing
financial resilience.

The organisation has robust systems and processes to:



Financial governance



manage effectively financial risks and opportunities; and



Financial planning



secure a stable financial position that enables it to
continue to operate for the foreseeable future.



Financial control

The organisation is prioritising its resources within tighter
budgets, for example by:



Prioritising resources



Improving efficiency and
productivity

The organisation has proper
arrangements for challenging how it
secures economy, efficiency and
effectiveness.



achieving cost reductions; and



improving efficiency and productivity.
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Section five

VFM audit approach (continued)

We will follow a risk based

Overview of the VFM audit approach

approach to target audit

The key elements of the VFM audit approach are summarised below.

effort on the areas of
greatest audit risk.
No further work required

VFM audit risk
assessment

Identification of
specific VFM
audit work (if
any)

Financial
statements and
other audit work

Assessment of work by
HMIC and other review
agencies

Conclude on
arrangements
to secure
VFM

VFM conclusion

Assessment of
residual audit
risk

Specific local risk based
work

Each of these stages are summarised further below.
VFM audit stage

Audit approach

VFM audit risk
assessment

We consider the relevance and significance of the potential business risks faced by all PCCs and CCs, and other
risks that apply specifically to the PCC and CC. These are the significant operational and financial risks in achieving
statutory functions and objectives, which are relevant to auditors’ responsibilities under the Code of Audit Practice.
In doing so we consider:


the PCC and CC’s own assessment of the risks it faces, and their arrangements to manage and address their
risks;



information from the Audit Commission’s VFM profile tool and financial ratios tool;



evidence gained from previous audit work, including the response to that work; and



the work of HMIC and other inspectorates and review agencies.
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Section five

VFM audit approach (continued)

Our VFM audit will draw
heavily on other audit work
which is relevant to our VFM
responsibilities and the
results of last year’s VFM

VFM audit stage

Audit approach

Linkages with
financial statements
and other audit
work

There is a degree of overlap between the work we do as part of the VFM audit and our financial statements audit.
For example, our financial statements audit includes an assessment and testing of the PCC and CC’s organisational
control environment, including the PCC and CC’s financial management and governance arrangements, many
aspects of which are relevant to our VFM audit responsibilities.

audit.

We have always sought to avoid duplication of audit effort by integrating our financial statements and VFM work,
and this will continue. We will therefore draw upon relevant aspects of our financial statements audit work to inform
the VFM audit.

We will then form an
assessment of residual audit
risk to identify if there are
any areas where more
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Assessment of
residual audit risk

detailed VFM audit work is

It is possible that further audit work may be necessary in some areas to ensure sufficient coverage of the two VFM
criteria.
Such work may involve interviews with relevant officers and /or the review of documents such as policies, plans and
minutes. We may also refer to any self assessment the PCC and CC may prepare against the characteristics.

required.

To inform any further work we must draw together an assessment of residual audit risk, taking account of the work
undertaken already. This will identify those areas requiring further specific audit work to inform the VFM conclusion.
At this stage it is not possible to indicate the number or type of residual audit risks that might require additional audit
work, and therefore the overall scale of work cannot be easily predicted. If a significant amount of work is necessary
then we will need to review the adequacy of our agreed audit fee.
Identification of
specific VFM audit
work

If we identify residual audit risks, then we will highlight the risks to the PCC and CC and consider the most
appropriate audit response in each case, including:


considering the results of work by the PCC and CC, HMIC and other inspectorates and review agencies; and



carrying out local risk-based work to form a view on the adequacy of the PCC and CC’s arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in their use of resources.
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Section five

VFM audit approach (continued)

Where relevant, we may
draw upon the range of audit
tools and review guides
developed by the Audit
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VFM audit stage

Audit approach

Delivery of local risk
based work

Depending on the nature of the residual audit risk identified, we may be able to draw on audit tools and sources of
guidance when undertaking specific local risk-based audit work, such as:

Commission.



local savings review guides based on selected previous Audit Commission national studies; and

We have completed our



update briefings for previous Audit Commission studies.

initial risk assessment and

The tools and guides will support our work where we have identified a local risk that is relevant to them. For any
residual audit risks that relate to issues not covered by one of these tools, we will develop an appropriate audit
approach drawing on the detailed VFM guidance and other sources of information.

have identified one risk to
our VFM conclusion at this
stage. This relates to the A19
failed employment tribunal

Concluding on VFM
arrangements

and the likely impact on the

At the conclusion of the VFM audit we will consider the results of the work undertaken and assess the assurance
obtained against each of the VFM themes regarding the adequacy of the PCC and CC’s arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources.
If any issues are identified that may be significant to this assessment, and in particular if there are issues that
indicate we may need to consider qualifying our VFM conclusion, we will discuss these with management as soon
as possible. Such issues will also be considered more widely as part of KPMG’s quality control processes, to help
ensure the consistency of auditors’ decisions.

ongoing financial resilience
of the PCC/CC. We will
update our assessment
during the audit.
Reporting
We will conclude on the
results of the VFM audit
through our Joint ISA 260
Report.

On the following page, we report the results of our initial risk assessment.
We will report on the results of the VFM audit through our ISA 260 Report. This will summarise any specific matters
arising, and the basis for our overall conclusion.
If considered appropriate, we may produce a separate report on the VFM audit, either overall or for any specific
reviews that we may undertake.
The key output from the work will be the VFM conclusions (i.e. our opinion on the PCC and CC’s arrangements for
securing VFM), which form part of our audit reports.
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Section five

VFM audit approach (continued)

We have identified one
specific VFM risk.
We will carry out additional
risk-based work in the
following area:
■ Financial resilience and
medium term financial

In line with the risk-based approach set out on the previous page, we
have:
■ assessed the PCC and CC’s key business risks which are relevant
to our VFM conclusions; and
■ identified the residual audit risks for our VFM conclusions, taking
account of work undertaken in previous years or as part of our
financial statements audit.
Further work will include:

APPENDIX A
AGENDA ITEM 6A
JARAC
17 JULY 2014
■ considering the results of relevant work by the PCC and CC, the
Audit Commission, HMIC and other inspectorates and review
agencies in relation to these risk areas; and
■ concluding to what extent we need to carry out additional riskbased work.
Below we set out our preliminary findings in respect of those areas
where we have identified a residual audit risk for our VFM conclusions,
We will report our final conclusions in our ISA 260 Report 2013/14.

planning
Key VFM risk

Financial
resilience &
medium
term
financial
planning

Risk description and link to VFM conclusion

Preliminary assessment

Derbyshire Police is facing the challenge of
saving £21million over the next five years, and in
response has started an in depth review of all
spending to look at ways of reducing spend over
the next five years

This is relevant to the financial resilience criterion of our
VFM opinion.

The review is due to be completed in the
summer of 2014, with clear five year plans to
close the budget gap being produced around
September 2014.

■

Processes, assumptions and techniques
underpinning the budget and medium term financial
plan;

■

Arrangements for monitoring performance against
budget; and

■

Arrangements for identifying the need for, and
taking, remedial action where budget targets are not
being achieved.

Given the scale of the challenge faced, it is
recognised that reserves may need to be used in
the future to help cushion the impact of budget
cuts.
.

In determining whether additional work is necessary to
support our Value For Money conclusion, we will
undertake a high level review of the:

We will use the work of internal audit to inform our high
level review.
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Section six

Audit team

Your audit team has been
drawn from our specialist
public sector assurance
department. Our audit team
“My role is to lead our team
and ensure the delivery of
high quality external audit
opinions. I will be the main
point of contact for the Joint
Audit and Scrutiny Panel, the
Police and Crime
Commissioner and the Chief
Constable.”

were all part of the
Derbyshire PCC/CC audit
last year.
Contact details are shown
on page 1.
The audit team will be
assisted by other KPMG
specialists as necessary.

Andrew Cardoza

Anita Pipes

Director

Assistant Manager

“I will be responsible for the
management, review and onsite delivery of the audit,
liaising with finance staff and
providing quality assurance
for any technical accounting
areas. I will work closely with
you to ensure we add value.
Together with Andrew, I will
liaise with the PCC’s
Treasurer, the CC’s Director
of Finance and Head of
Internal Audit.”
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Section six

Audit deliverables

At the end of each stage of
our audit we issue certain
deliverables, including
reports and opinions.

Deliverable

Purpose

Committee dates

■ Outlines our audit approach.

February 2014

Planning
External Audit Plan
(Joint for PCC and CC)

Our key deliverables will be

■ Identifies areas of audit focus and planned procedures.

delivered to a high standard

Control evaluation (if required)

and on time.

Interim Report (Joint for
PCC and CC)

We will discuss and agree as
appropriate each report with
the PCC and CC’s officers
prior to publication.
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■ Details any control and process issues arising

July 2014

■ Identifies any improvements required prior to the issue of the draft financial
statements and the year-end audit.

Control evaluation and Substantive procedures
Report to Those
Charged with
Governance (ISA 260
Report) (Joint for PCC
and CC)

■ Details any control and process issues arising.

September 2014

■ Details the resolution of key audit issues.
■ Communicates adjusted and unadjusted audit differences.
■ Highlights performance improvement recommendations identified during our audit.
■ Commentary on the PCC and CC’s Value For Money arrangements.

Completion
Auditor’s Reports
(separate reports for the
PCC and CC)

■ Provides opinions on your accounts (including the Annual Governance Statements).

September 2014

■ Concludes on the arrangements in place for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in your use of resources (the VFM conclusion).

Whole of Government
Accounts (PCC only)

■ Provide our opinion on the PCC’s WGA pack submission.

October 2014

Annual Audit Letter
(Joint for PCC and CC)

■ Summarises the outcomes and the key issues arising from our audit work for the year.

October 2014
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Section six

Audit timeline

We will be in continuous

Key formal interactions with
the Joint Audit, Risk and
Assurance Committee:
■ June – External Audit

Regular meetings between the Engagement Lead and the Treasurer to the Police and Crime Commissioner and Director
of Resources for the Chief Constable

Communication

dialogue with you
throughout the audit.

Presentation
of the ISA260
Report

Presentation of the
External Audit Plan

Plan;

Presentation
of the Annual
Audit Letter

■ June – Interim Report (if
required)
Jan

■ September – ISA 260

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Report;
■ October – Annual Audit

team and internal audit
throughout the year.
Our main work on site will
be our:

Audit workflow

Letter.
We work with the finance

Audit planning

Control
evaluation

Substantive
procedures

Completion

Continuous liaison with the finance team and internal audit

■ Interim audit visit during
April.
■ Final accounts audits
during July.

Final accounts
visit

Interim audit visit

Key:

 Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee.
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Section six

Audit fee

The total fee for 2013/14
audits of the PCC and CC is
£61,380. The fee has not
changed from that set out in

Audit fee

– the financial statements are made available for audit in line with
the agreed timescales;

Our Audit Fee Letters 2013/14 issued to you in April 2013 first set out our
fees for the 2013/14 audit. We have not considered it necessary to make
any changes to the agreed fees at this stage.

– good quality working papers and records will be provided at the
start of the final accounts audit;

2013/14
(planned)

2012/13
(actual)

– requested information will be provided within the agreed
timescales;

Police and Crime Commissioner

£41,380

£46,000

– prompt responses will be provided to queries and draft reports;

Chief Constable

£20,000

£20,000

Total

£61,380

£66,000

Element of the audit

our Audit Fee Letter 2013/14
issued in April 2013.
Our audit fees remain
indicative and based on you
meeting our expectations of
your support.
Meeting these expectations
will help the delivery of our
audits within the proposed
audit fee.

Our audit fee includes our work on the VFM conclusion and our audit of
the PCC and CC’s financial statements. The total fee for 2013/14 is
£61,380. This is a reduction of 7 percent compared to the 2012/13 fee.
Audit fee assumptions
The fees are based on a number of assumptions, including that you will
provide us with complete and materially accurate financial statements,
with good quality supporting working papers, within agreed timeframes. It
is imperative that you achieve this. If this is not the case and we have to
complete more work than was envisaged, we will need to charge
additional fees for this work. In setting each fee, we have assumed:

■ internal audit meets appropriate professional standards;
■ additional work will not be required to address questions or
objections raised by local government electors or for special
investigations such as those arising from disclosures under the
Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998.
Meeting these expectations will help ensure the delivery of our audit
within the agreed audit fee.
The Audit Commission requires us to inform you of specific actions you
could take to keep the audit fee low. Future audit fees can be kept to a
minimum if the PCC and CC achieve an efficient and well-controlled
financial closedown and accounts production processes which
complies with good practice and appropriately addresses new
accounting developments and risk areas.

■ the level of risk in relation to the audit of the financial statements is not
significantly different from that identified for 2012/13;

Changes to the audit plan

■ you will inform us of any significant developments impacting on our
audit;

■ new significant audit risks emerge;

■ you will identify and implement any changes required under the CIPFA
Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the UK 2013/14
within your 2013/14 financial statements;
■ you will comply with the expectations set out in our Accounts Audit
Protocol, including:

Changes to this plan and the audit fee may be necessary if:

■ additional work is required of us by the Audit Commission or other
regulators; or
■ additional work is required as a result of changes in legislation,
professional standards or financial reporting requirements.
If changes to this plan and the audit fees are required, we will discuss
and agree these initially with the Treasurer and Director of Finance
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This appendix summarises

Independence and objectivity

auditors’ responsibilities

Auditors are required by the Code to:

regarding independence and

■ carry out their work with independence and objectivity;

objectivity.

■ exercise their professional judgement and act independently of both
the Commission and the audited body;
■ maintain an objective attitude at all times and not act in any way
that might give rise to, or be perceived to give rise to, a conflict of
interest; and
■ resist any improper attempt to influence their judgement in the
conduct of the audit.
In addition, the Code specifies that auditors should not carry out work
for an audited body that does not relate directly to the discharge of the
auditors’ functions under the Code. If the PCC and CC invite us to
carry out risk-based work in a particular area, which cannot otherwise
be justified to support our audit conclusions, it will be clearly
differentiated as work carried out under section 35 of the Audit
Commission Act 1998.
The Code also states that the Commission issues guidance under its
powers to appoint auditors and to determine their terms of
appointment. The Standing Guidance for Auditors includes several
references to arrangements designed to support and reinforce the
requirements relating to independence, which auditors must comply
with. These are as follows:

■ Auditors and their staff should not be employed in any capacity
(whether paid or unpaid) by an audited body or other organisation
providing services to an audited body whilst being employed by the
firm.
■ Firms are expected to comply with the requirements of the
Commission's protocols on provision of personal financial or tax
advice to certain senior individuals at audited bodies, independence
considerations in relation to procurement of services at audited
bodies, and area wide internal audit work.
■ Auditors appointed by the Commission should not accept
engagements which involve commenting on the performance of
other Commission auditors on Commission work without first
consulting the Commission.
■ Auditors are expected to comply with the Commission’s policy for
the Engagement Lead to be changed on a periodic basis.
■ Audit suppliers are required to obtain the Commission’s written
approval prior to changing any Engagement Lead in respect of
each audited body.
■ Certain other staff changes or appointments require positive action
to be taken by Firms as set out in the Standing Guidance.

■ Auditors and senior members of their staff who are directly involved
in the management, supervision or delivery of Commission-related
work, and senior members of their audit teams should not take part
in political activity.
■ No member or employee of the firm should accept or hold an
appointment as a member of an audited body whose auditor is, or
is proposed to be, from the same firm. In addition, no member or
employee of the firm should accept or hold such appointments at
related bodies, such as those linked to the audited body through a
strategic partnership.
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We continually focus on
delivering a high quality
audit.
This means building robust
quality control procedures
into the core audit process
rather than bolting them on
at the end, and embedding
the right attitude and
approaches into
management and staff.
KPMG’s Audit Quality
Framework consists of
seven key drivers combined
with the commitment of each
individual in KPMG.
The diagram summarises
our approach and each level
is expanded upon.
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At KPMG we consider audit quality is not just about reaching the right
opinion, but how we reach that opinion. KPMG views the outcome of a
quality audit as the delivery of an appropriate and independent opinion
in compliance with the auditing standards. It is about the processes,
thought and integrity behind the audit report. This means, above all,
being independent, compliant with our legal and professional
requirements, and offering insight and impartial advice to
you, our client.
KPMG’s Audit Quality Framework consists of seven
key drivers combined with the commitment of
each individual in KPMG. We use our seven
drivers of audit quality to articulate what audit
quality means to KPMG.
We believe it is important to be transparent
about the processes that sit behind a KPMG
audit report, so you can have absolute
confidence in us and in the quality of our audit.
Tone at the top: We make it clear that audit
quality is part of our culture and values and
therefore non-negotiable. Tone at the top is the
umbrella that covers all the drivers of quality through a
focused and consistent voice. Andrew Cardoza as the
Engagement Lead sets the tone on the audit and leads by
example with a clearly articulated audit strategy and commits a
significant proportion of his time throughout the audit directing and
supporting the team.
Association with right clients: We undertake rigorous client and
engagement acceptance and continuance procedures which are vital to
the ability of KPMG to provide high-quality professional services to our
clients.

technically enabled audit. All of our staff have a searchable data base,
Accounting Research Online, that includes all published accounting
standards, the KPMG Audit Manual Guidance as well as other relevant
sector specific publications, such as the Audit Commission’s Code of
Audit Practice.
Recruitment, development and assignment of
appropriately qualified personnel: One of the key
drivers of audit quality is assigning professionals
appropriate to the Authority’s risks. We take great
care to assign the right people to the right
clients based on a number of factors
including their skill set, capacity and relevant
experience.
We have a well developed technical
infrastructure across the firm that puts us in
a strong position to deal with any emerging
issues. This includes:
- A national public sector technical director
who has responsibility for co-ordinating our
response to emerging accounting issues,
influencing accounting bodies (such as
CIPFA) as well as acting as a sounding board
for our auditors.
- A national technical network of public sector audit professionals is
established that meets on a monthly basis and is chaired by our
national technical director.
-A dedicated Department of Professional Practice comprised of over
100 staff that provide support to our audit teams and deliver our webbased quarterly technical training.

Clear standards and robust audit tools: We expect our audit
professionals to adhere to the clear standards we set and we provide a
range of tools to support them in meeting these expectations. The
global rollout of KPMG’s eAudIT application has significantly enhanced
existing audit functionality. eAudIT enables KPMG to deliver a highly
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We continually focus on
delivering a high quality
audit.
This means building robust
quality control procedures
into the core audit process
rather than bolting them on
at the end, and embedding
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Commitment to technical excellence and quality service delivery:
Our professionals bring you up-to-the-minute and accurate technical
solutions and together with our specialists are capable of solving
complex audit issues and delivering valued insights.

Commitment to continuous improvement: We employ a broad
range of mechanisms to monitor our performance, respond to feedback
and understand our opportunities for improvement.

Our audit team draws upon specialist resources including Forensic,
Corporate Finance, Transaction Services, Advisory, Taxation, Actuarial
and IT. We promote technical excellence and quality service delivery
through training and accreditation, developing business understanding
and sector knowledge, investment in technical support, development of
specialist networks and effective consultation processes.

Our quality review results

foundations of well trained

Performance of effective and efficient audits: We understand that
how an audit is conducted is as important as the final result. Our
drivers of audit quality maximise the performance of the engagement
team during the conduct of every audit. We expect our people to
demonstrate certain key behaviours in the performance of effective and
efficient audits. The key behaviours that our auditors apply throughout
the audit process to deliver effective and efficient audits are outlined
below:

staff and a robust

■ timely Engagement Lead and manager involvement;

the right attitude and
approaches into
management and staff.
Quality must build on the

methodology.

We are able to evidence the quality of our audits through the results of
National Audit Office and Audit Commission reviews. The Audit
Commission publishes information on the quality of work provided by
KPMG (and all other firms) for audits undertaken on behalf of them
(http://www.audit-commission.gov.uk/audit-regime/audit-quality-reviewprogramme/principal-audits/kpmg-audit-quality).
The latest Annual Regulatory Compliance and Quality Report (issued
June 2013) showed that we performed highly against the Audit
Commission’s criteria. We were one of only two firms to receive a
combined audit quality and regulatory compliance rating of green for
2012/13.

■ critical assessment of audit evidence;
■ exercise of professional judgment and professional scepticism;
■ ongoing mentoring and on the job coaching, supervision and
review;
■ appropriately supported and documented conclusions;
■ if relevant, appropriate involvement of the Engagement Quality
Control reviewer (EQC review);
■ clear reporting of significant findings;
■ insightful, open and honest two-way communication with those
charged with governance; and
■ client confidentiality, information security and data privacy.
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JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
17 JULY 2014
JOINT REPORT OF THE TREASURER AND THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

6B:

EXTERNAL AUDIT FEES 2014/15

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To advise the Committee of the fee level determined by the Audit Commission
and charged by KPMG for the audit of the 2013/14 accounts.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The scale of fees for the external audit have been set and notified to the
Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable. The fees are as
expected and are budgeted, at £41,380 and £20,000 respectively. This is the
same as was charged for last year as a rebate was given . A copy of the
combined fee letter is attached to this report at APPENDIX A.

2.2

Mr Andrew Cardoza, the Director, KPMG, will be present to talk to this paper
and answer Members’ questions.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

To note the fees for the 2014/15 audit

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required
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LOW
Crime & Disorder

√

Environmental

√

Equality & Diversity

√

MEDIUM

HIGH

√

Financial
Health & Safety

√

Human Rights

√
√

Legal
√

Personnel

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 01773 733779

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable Fee Letter dated
22 April 2014, from John Cornett, KPMG
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Part I –
For Publication

JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
17 JULY 2014
REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITOR
7A:

INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL REPORT 2013/14

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive the annual report of the internal auditors for 2013/14 which
summarises the audit activity carried out during the year, and

1.2

To take assurance that the overall opinion in the audit report is GREEN.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
Audit Activity

2.1

As part of the internal control process and as a support to management,
reviews that provide assurance or in an advisory capacity are carried out each
year by our internal auditors. Reviews are planned at the start of the year and
focus on areas of risk, as part of internal control or to provide evidence that
supports the work of the external audits.

2.2

Under Regulation 4 of the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2011, authorities
are required to publish an annual governance statement which covers issues
of internal control, and there is guidance from CIPFA/SOLACE called the
Good Governance Framework which is been used to meet that statutory
requirement.

2.3

As our internal audit provider, the assignment opinions that Baker Tilly
provides to both the Chief Constable and the Commissioner during the year
are part of the framework of assurances that assist the corporations sole in
preparing informed governance statements.

2.4

The outcomes of the reviews are detailed at Appendix A to the attached
report.

2.5

The assurance statement for 2013/14 is attached to this report at
APPENDIX A. It states that Baker Tilly are satisfied that sufficient internal
1
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audit work has been undertaken to allow them to draw a reasonable
conclusion on the adequacy and effectiveness of Derbyshire Police
arrangements.
2.6

The report states that Baker Tilly are satisfied that sufficient internal audit
work has been undertaken to allow them to draw a reasonable conclusion on
the adequacy and effectiveness of the Derbyshire Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner’s arrangements. In their opinion, based upon the work
they have undertaken, for the 12 months ended 31 March 2014 the
Derbyshire Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner has adequate and
effective risk management, control and governance processes to manage the
achievement of the organisation’s objectives.

2.7

The report states that Baker Tilly are satisfied that sufficient internal audit
work has been undertaken to allow them to draw a reasonable conclusion on
the adequacy and effectiveness of the Office of the Derbyshire Chief
Constable’s arrangements. In their opinion, based upon the work they have
undertaken, for the 12 months ended 31 March 2014 the Office of the
Derbyshire Chief Constable has adequate and effective risk management,
control and governance processes to manage the achievement of the
organisation’s objectives.

3.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Committee take assurance that the outcome of the
work undertaken by Internal Auditors Baker Tilly on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the arrangements for governance, risk management and
control at Derbyshire Constabulary and the OPCC for Derbyshire and should
be included in the respective Annual Governance Statements.
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4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS NONE
APPENDICES
1.

Internal Audit Annual Report for 2013/14:
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Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and the Office of Chief Constable for
Derbyshire
Internal Audit Annual Report – Year ended 31 March 2014
Presented at the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance
Committee meeting of: 17 July 2014
Patrick Green
Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP

www.bakertilly.co.uk

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
And the Office of Chief Constable of Derbyshire | 1

1

Internal Audit Opinion

1.1 Context
As the provider of the internal audit service to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
and the Office of the Chief Constable for Derbyshire we are required to provide the Section 151 Officers and the
Joint Audit & Scrutiny Panel an opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the organisation’s governance,
risk management and control arrangements. In giving our opinion it should be noted that assurance can never
be absolute. The most that the internal audit service can provide is a reasonable assurance that there are no
major weaknesses in risk management, governance and control processes.
In line with the Financial Management Code of Practice published by the Home Office, both the Office of the
Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) and the Office of the Chief Constable (OCC) must have an internal
audit service, and there must be an Audit Committee in place (which can be a joint committee). This annual
report is therefore addressed to both the PCC and the Chief Constable, and summarises the work undertaken
during 2013/14.
As your internal audit provider, the assurance and advisory reviews that Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP
(Baker Tilly) provides during the year are part of the framework of assurances that assist the PCC and Chief
Constable prepare informed annual governance statements.

1.2 Internal Audit Opinion 2013/14
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
We are satisfied that sufficient internal audit work has been undertaken to allow us to draw a reasonable
conclusion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Derbyshire Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner’s arrangements.
In our opinion, based upon the work we have undertaken, for the 12 months ended 31 March 2014 the
Derbyshire Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner has adequate and effective risk management,
control and governance processes to manage the achievement of the organisation’s objectives.

Office of the Derbyshire Chief Constable
We are satisfied that sufficient internal audit work has been undertaken to allow us to draw a reasonable
conclusion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Office of the Derbyshire Chief Constable’s
arrangements.
In our opinion, based upon the work we have undertaken, for the 12 months ended 31 March 2014 the Office
of the Derbyshire Chief Constable has adequate and effective risk management, control and governance
processes to manage the achievement of the organisation’s objectives.

1.3 The Basis of the Opinion
1.3.1 Governance
Our opinion is based upon our internal audit work during 2013/14 in which all assignments considered the
reporting arrangements relating to those areas within the governance framework.
Furthermore, we completed an advisory review of Financial Governance and compliance with elements of the
Good Governance Framework and the Financial Management Code of Practice. No significant issues were
noted.

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
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1.3.2 Risk Management
We have completed a specific Risk Management audit with the intention of reviewing both the arrangements of
the OPCC and the Constabulary and further to provide assurance that the controls found to be in place during
the previous review undertaken in 2012 (specifically around the maintenance of the Constabulary risk register),
remained in place. Our review has confirmed that indeed those arrangements reported as part of our previous
review do indeed remain in place. The review resulted in a green opinion.
1.3.3 Control
Three advisory, two follow up (both good progress) and nine other assurance audit reports were issued across
the OPCC and Force in 2013/14. These comprised of six Green (substantial), one Amber Green (reasonable),
two Amber Red (some) assurance opinions. The Amber Red opinions were from the Collaborative review of
Governance & Financial Framework which was completed across the East Midlands Collaboration and Estates
– Building & Design Consultants.
We concluded that the control arrangements in place for both the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
and the Officer of the Chief Constable were adequate and effective.
1.3.4 Acceptance of Recommendations
All recommendations made during the year, were accepted by management and we have accepted these
responses.
1.3.5 Progress made with previous internal audit recommendation
Our follow up of the recommendations made previously, including those that were outstanding from previous
years, showed that the organisation had made good progress in implementing the agreed recommendations.
1.3.6 Reliance Placed Upon Work of Other Assurance Providers
In forming our opinion we have not placed any direct reliance on other assurance providers.

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
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2

Our Performance

2.1 Wider value-adding delivery
As part of our client service commitment, during 2013/14 we have:
 Issued client updates and general briefings during the year.
 Provided benchmarking within our reports on the number and category of recommendations and assurance
opinions across organisations similar to yourselves.
 Undertaken joint reviews with your collaborative partners to provide a joint assurance opinion including the
Governance Framework.
 Undertaken both advisory and assurance reviews across both Corporations Sole. This included sharing best
practice across the sector through our work.
 We have made suggestions throughout our audit reports based on our knowledge and experience in the
public and private sector to provide areas for consideration.
 Regular contact including ad-hoc telephone calls and queries as required.

2.2 Conformance with Internal Audit Standards
Baker Tilly affirms that our internal audit services to the OPCC for Derbyshire and the OCC for Derbyshire are
designed to conform with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) which came in to effect from 1
April 2013.
Under the standards, internal audit services are required to have an external quality assessment at least once
every five years. During 2011 our Risk Advisory service line commissioned an external independent review of
our internal audit services to provide assurance whether our approach meets the requirements set out in the
International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF) published by the Global Institute of Internal Auditors
(IIA). The PSIAS are based upon the IPPF, and therefore we are confident that the results of this review apply
to our continuing services in the sector.
The external review concluded that “the design and implementation of systems for the delivery of internal audit
provides substantial assurance that the standards established by the IIA in the IPPF will be delivered in an
adequate and effective manner”.

2.3 Conflicts of Interest
We (Baker Tilly) have not undertaken any work or activity during 2013/2014 that would lead us to declare any
conflict of interests.
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Appendix A:

Internal Audit Opinions and Recommendations 2013/14

Actions Agreed (by priority)
Audit

Opinion
High

Medium

Low

Priority Based Budgeting

Advisory

No recommendations made

Post Implementation – Agresso

Advisory

No recommendations made

Process Maps

Advisory

No recommendations made

Payroll

Green

-

-

-

Governance – Financial
Governance

Green

-

-

-

Amber/Green

-

4

2

Green

-

-

4

Amber/Red

2

1

-

Risk Management

Green

-

-

1

General Ledger

Green

-

-

-

Creditors

Green

-

1

-

Follow Up

Good
Progress

-

-

3

Amber / Red

-

5

2

Good
Progress

-

-

-

2

11

12

Network Security – Follow Up
DRAFT
Grant Scheme – Crime
Prevention
Estates

Collaboration - Governance &
Financial Framework
(This audit includes a contribution from
each of the East Midlands Audit Plans and
has been reported across each of these)

Follow Up - Collaboration Governance & Financial
Framework

Total

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
And the Office of Chief Constable of Derbyshire | 5
We use the following levels of opinion classification within our internal audit reports:
Red

Amber / Red

Amber / Green

Green

Taking account of the
issues
identified,
the
OPCC & CC cannot take
assurance that the controls
upon
which
the
organisation
relies
to
manage this risk are
suitably
designed,
consistently applied or
effective.

Taking account of the
issues identified, whilst the
OPCC & CC can take
some assurance that the
controls upon which the
organisation
relies
to
manage this risk are
suitably
designed,
consistently applied and
effective, action needs to
be taken to ensure this risk
is managed.

Taking account of the
issues
identified,
the
OPCC & CC can take
reasonable assurance that
the controls upon which
the organisation relies to
manage this risk are
suitably
designed,
consistently applied and
effective.

Taking account of the
issues
identified,
the
OPCC & CC can take
substantial assurance that
the controls upon which
the organisation relies to
manage this risk are
suitably
designed,
consistently applied and
effective.

Action needs to be taken
to ensure this risk is
managed.

However
we
have
identified issues that, if not
addressed, increase the
likelihood of the risk
materialising.

As a practising member firm of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), we are subject to its ethical and other
professional requirements which are detailed at http://www.icaew.com/en/members/regulations-standards-and-guidance.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our review and are not necessarily a
comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be
assessed by you for their full impact before they are implemented. This report, or our work, should not be taken as a substitute for management’s
responsibilities for the application of sound commercial practices. We emphasise that the responsibility for a sound system of internal controls rests
with management and our work should not be relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses that may exist. Neither should our work be relied
upon to identify all circumstances of fraud and irregularity should there be any.
This report is supplied on the understanding that it is solely for the use of the persons to whom it is addressed and for the purposes set out herein.
Our work has been undertaken solely to prepare this report and state those matters that we have agreed to state to them. This report should not
therefore be regarded as suitable to be used or relied on by any other party wishing to acquire any rights from Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services
LLP for any purpose or in any context. Any party other than the Board which obtains access to this report or a copy and chooses to rely on this
report (or any part of it) will do so at its own risk. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP will accept no
responsibility or liability in respect of this report to any other party and shall not be liable for any loss, damage or expense of whatsoever nature
which is caused by any person’s reliance on representations in this report.
This report is released to our Client on the basis that it shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole or in part (save as otherwise permitted
by agreed written terms), without our prior written consent.
We have no responsibility to update this report for events and circumstances occurring after the date of this report.
Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales no. OC389499 at 6th floor, 25 Farringdon
Street, London EC4A 4AB.
© 2013 Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP
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JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
17 JULY 2014
REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITOR
7B:

INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive a progress report from the internal auditors on their work to date
this during this financial year.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
Progress report

2.1

As part of the management of the internal audit process, a progress report is
provided to each meeting of the JARAC. Attached at APPENDIX A to this
report is the latest progress report for July 2014.

2.2

The report shows a summary of progress against the Internal Audit plan,
including the status of the assignment, the opinion issued and the actions by
priority, categorised into high, medium or low. The report will be presented by
a representative from Baker Tilly. JARAC Members will then have the
opportunity to question the internal auditor.

2.3

There is an opportunity to review the content of the audit plan to ensure it
continues to be fit for purpose.

3.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Committee takes assurance that the internal audit plan addresses
relevant matters and is being delivered as expected.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
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MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

Internal Audit Plan 2014/15

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. Internal Audit Progress Report July 2014
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Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
and Derbyshire Constabulary
Internal Audit Progress Report
17th July 2014

Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire & Derbyshire Constabulary

1

Introduction
The internal audit plan for 2013/14 was approved by the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee on 14
March 2013. This report provides an update on progress against that plan and summarises the results of our
work to date.

Summary of Progress against the Internal Audit Plan
Assignment
Reports considered today are
shown in italics

Status

Opinion

Actions Agreed (by priority)
High
Medium
Low

Audits to address specific risks
Post Implementation –
Agresso

Completed

Payroll

Advisory

-

-

-

Final Report

Green

-

-

-

Governance – Financial
Governance

Final Report

Green

-

-

-

Network Security –
Follow Up

Draft Report

Amber Green

-

4

2

Grant Scheme

Final Report

Green

-

-

4

Estate Management –
Building & Design
Consultants

Final Report

Amber Red

2

1

-

Regional Collaboration Governance

Final Report

Amber Red

-

5

2

Risk Management

Final Report

Green

-

-

1

Priority Based Budgeting

Final Report

Advisory

-

-

-

Process Maps*

Completed

Advisory

-

-

-

General Ledger

Final Report

Green

-

-

-

Creditors

Final Report

Green

-

1

-

Training

Completed

-

-

-

-

Follow Up

Final Report

Good Progress

-

-

3

Follow Up Regional
Collaboration –
Governance

Final Report

Good Progress

-

-

-

*This work is completed and feedback provided to the Head of Strategic Finance

Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and Derbyshire Constabulary
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The internal audit plan for 2014/15 was approved by the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee on 13
March 2014. This report provides an update on progress against that plan and summarises the results of our
work to date.

Summary of Progress against the Internal Audit Plan
Assignment
Reports considered today are
shown in italics

Status

Audits to address specific risks
Governance & Delivery
of Business Plan

November 2014

Value For Money

8 December 2014

Data Quality

8 September 2014

Collaboration

September 2014

Commissioning

November 2014

ICT – Mobile Devices

TBC

Regulatory Checks –
Divisions

7 / 8th July
th
th
25 /26 September
th
th
15 /16 December
th
th
16 /17 February

Victims

November 2014

Asset Management

15 December

Cash Receipting &
Treasury Management

15 December

General Ledger including
Agresso upgrade

15 December

Contingency

As and when required

Follow up

March 2015

th
th

th

th

th

th

Opinion

Actions Agreed (by priority)
High
Medium
Low

Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and Derbyshire Constabulary
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KEY FINDINGS FROM INTERNAL AUDIT WORK

Assignment: Payroll

Opinion:

Derbyshire Constabulary use an external payroll provider, Mouchel, to make salary payments to Officers and staff.
Mouchel are provided the data for these transactions by Leicestershire Force who maintains the SAP payroll system.
Any amendments to this system, such as new starters, leavers or amendments require the Constabulary to inform
Leicestershire. This is done through the use of a ‘Notification to Payroll of Employee Permanent Data’ form which is
transferred to Leicestershire through a secure portal.
We have not made any recommendations in relation to the design or the application of the control framework.

Assignment: Estates – Building & Design Consultants

Opinion:

The area of coverage, i.e. the focus on the Building & Design Consultants was specifically requested by the
Constabulary.
During Spring 2007, an OJEU Notice was issued on behalf of the five East Midlands Police Forces who were
creating a framework for the Building and Design Consultancy Services. From 42 applicants who expressed an
interest, the following six were selected after being evaluated using a mix of scoring and pass/ fail scenarios;


Capital Symonds



Focus Consultants



Parsons Brinckerhoff



Pick Everard



QMP Management and Design



SMC Cortsorphine & Wright

The framework expired in April 2011 and a mini competition was issued on the Bluelight system to all six companies
on the regional framework contract. Companies were asked to confirm that there had been no significant changes in
their company (financial, resources, services) since the initial tender exercise. Companies were also asked to resubmit their rates. From this process Focus Consultants 2010 LLP were award the contract for the provision of
building consultancy services for the Constabulary due to submitting ‘the most economically advantageous’
quotation. This contract ran from 1 May 2011 to 30 April 2013.
It was expected that the contract value for the period of 1 May 2012 – April 2013 would be approximately £123,000
based on the previous 12 months spend.
The key findings from the audit:


The contract for the supply of building and design consultancy services with Focus Consultants has
now expired. Although at the time of review all work being undertaken by Focus commenced prior to
the expiry date, and therefore is still bound by the terms of the previous contract, the Constabulary
should ensure that additional projects do not commence until a contract is in place providing the
correct legal protection.

Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and Derbyshire Constabulary
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There needs to be a more transparent approach to the awarding of projects to Focus Consultants
and the decisions made regarding the selection of contractors/consultants.

Focus produce detailed Tender Evaluation documents with analysis and recommendations of the
tenders received prior to the Constabulary finalising the award.

Monthly Project Status Reports are received identifying the stage of each project being undertaken
by Focus. Monitoring of the performance of Focus is done through these reports.

The Constabulary is currently in the process of identifying previously used frameworks which could
be adopted to allow Derbyshire to have a Building and Design Consultancy Services framework in
place.
Application of and compliance with control framework


Focus Consultants performance is monitored informally through review of the Project Status Reports
and discussions with the Asset Team. A more formal approach should be adopted by including KPI’s
within the future framework.

Action

Responsible Officer

Date

Market testing should be completed to determine the
provider of Building and Design Consultancy Services,
moving forward. In the meantime, a contract needs to be
in place with Focus, as they are continuing to provide
significant services to the Constabulary. Furthermore, an
exercise needs to be completed to ensure that discounts
have been received on invoices, in accordance with the
contractual terms and conditions.(High)

David Vaughan

September 2014

A more robust process that provides transparency over
the decisions regarding the distribution of works to Focus
and indeed any other consultants needs to be in place. It
is accepted that there will always be unscheduled
projects and unplanned demands on resources, but there
should be a planned programme of works in place, that
allows for robust challenge and review to determine who
will complete the required works, whether that be internal
or external. If there is a planned programme of works,
detailing the resources required to complete the work,
this will also assist with budgetary monitoring and overall
control of resources and costs. (High)

David Vaughan

First meeting held on 24
June

The Contractor should be formally monitored through
the use of KPI’s to ensure that the Constabulary is
receiving a quality service and value for money is being
received. Furthermore, if there was a formal monitoring
process in place, then the additional cost saving
benefits (ie 4% discount if fees in excess of £100k) can
be routinely and robustly monitored. (Medium)

David Vaughan

September 2014

th

Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and Derbyshire Constabulary

Assignment: Risk Management
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Opinion:

In October 2011, the Constabulary implemented the Orchid Risk Management system - a management tool for risks,
which is also used collaboratively with other forces in the region. The risk scoring matrix used within the Orchid
system was developed by all forces to ensure that the risk management process and scoring mechanisms was
consistent. We reviewed this system and the content of the risk register to understand how risks are identified,
scored, monitored and managed.
In addition during this review we considered the risk register in use for the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner (OPCC); no formal risk management software is used, instead a spreadsheet based risk register is
used to record risks, controls and assurances. This is considered to be sufficient for the volume of risks and the
number of officers responsible for the management of the risks.
This review was intended to review both the arrangement of the OPCC and the Constabulary and further to
provide assurance that the controls found to be in place during the previous review undertaken in 2012
(specifically around the maintenance of the Constabulary risk register), remain in place. Our review has confirmed
that indeed those arrangements reported as part of our previous review do indeed remain in place.
The key findings from the audit:

The OPCC and Constabulary have a detailed Risk Management Strategy in place. The Strategy for
the Constabulary is dated 2013-2017 and was approved by the Risk Management Board in May
2013 and presented to the Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee in June 2013. The OPCC
Risk Management Strategy is dated 2012-17 was presented at the June 2013 JARAC meeting. The
document clearly records the linkage to the Constabulary risk register, objectives, risk structure and
scoring matrix.

The governance framework for reporting and monitoring of risks is robust and appropriate. There is
a clear linkage between the Constabulary and the OPCC.

There is a Risk Management Board (RMB) in place with clear terms of reference detailing specific
responsibilities. We reviewed the attendance of the RMB from the meetings to date and confirmed
that the attendees were in line with the terms of reference and Board membership.

Risk Management Reports for the Constabulary are presented to the Joint Audit, Risk and
Assurance Committee (JARAC). The purpose of which is to assure the Committee of the
arrangements in place with regards to Risk Management.

It was noted that the review timetable for the OPCC risk register is not formally documented. As
such a recommendation had been included within the main body of the report.

The content of the Constabulary risk register could be strengthened to include details of assurances
and an inherent risk score. However, it is noted that the ORCHID system does not necessarily allow
for this information, although efforts are being made around the inclusion of assurances (by
attaching supporting documentation on the system) to demonstrate the effectiveness and
robustness of identified controls. This is something that we would encourage.

Information on Risk Management is included on the Constabulary intranet site. There is a dedicated
Force Risk management page which gives background on risk management, a strategic risk briefing
and links to Risk Management Board meetings, JARAC reports and the ORCHID system.
Action

Responsible Officer

Date

A formal review timescale should be documented to
ensure that the register is reviewed every six months.
(Low)

Helen Boffy

Implemented

Treasurer

Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and Derbyshire Constabulary
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Opinion: Advisory

A thematic report, Policing in Austerity: One Year On (July 2012), found that police forces across England and Wales
had risen to the financial challenge of the spending review, cutting their spending while largely maintaining the
service they provide to the public; but HMIC had some concerns about whether all forces had transformed their
efficiency to the extent that it could be sustained through the next three years (and into future spending reviews).
Based on the data provided by Derbyshire Constabulary, HMIC found that:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Money: Derbyshire Constabulary needs to save £25 million between March 2011 and March 2015.
By spring 2012 they had planned how to save 92% of this amount. The force will use reserves to
balance the books.
People: The force is planning to cut its total workforce number (i.e. police officers, police staff and
police community support officers) by 330 between March 2010 and March 2015.
170 of these will be police officer posts; this means there will be 8% fewer officers in Derbyshire by
2015 (compared with the 10% officer reduction across England and Wales).
The front line: By 2015, 70% of its workforce will be in frontline roles. This is lower than most other
forces.
The proportion of officers in frontline roles will increase between March 2010 and March 2015 (from
87% to 88%). This means Derbyshire Constabulary will have about the same proportion of police
officers on the front line as most other forces.
Crime: Recorded crime continues to fall in Derbyshire, and the force achieved a much higher than
average rate of overall crime reduction between December 2010 and December 2011.
Victim satisfaction: 87% of victims in Derbyshire are satisfied with the overall service provided by
the force. This is much higher than the national figure.

In July 2013, HMIC published a further report entitled Derbyshire Constabulary’s response to the funding
challenge describing the Constabulary’s progress to date in developing a change programme and reducing costs.
The report stated:
Derbyshire Constabulary’s savings requirement is smaller than that of most other forces. However, as a
low cost force, which spends less on policing than most other forces, closing the funding gap is not without
its challenges.
It has developed a change programme which has allowed it to reduce costs while continuing to fight crime.
The force has made sound progress in reducing its costs, and has already delivered 69% of the savings
that it needs to find over the spending review period. HMIC is confident that the force will close its funding
gap by March 2015.
During this period of cost reduction the force has demonstrated excellent performance, reducing crime in
Derbyshire by 21%. This is one of the highest reductions in crime seen in England and Wales.
As a result of the Spending Review, the Constabulary was instructed that it would need to find approximately a
further £10m in savings by 2015-16. However, a financial settlement received from the Home Office in December
2013 meant that the initial estimate of savings required by March 2016 increased to approximately £12.4m.
Subsequently, by 2019-2020, an estimated £22m is required to be removed from the overall force budget.
To assist in the achievement of this saving the Constabulary has adopted a Priority Based Budgeting (PBB)
approach to closely examine the services provided, understand the costs incurred in delivering these services and
look for opportunities to reduce bureaucracy, increase efficiency and re-define the manner in which the
organisation delivers services in future. To drive the project forward a Moving Forward Team (MFT) was
established in July 2013, made up of police officers and police staff. The Constabulary had previously considered
employing external consultants for this purpose (as has happened elsewhere within the sector), but decided to

Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
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save on significant external consultant costs and draw upon its own internal resources by forming a team with the
capabilities and skill mix to take ownership of PBB. This also provides the added benefit of understanding the
values of the Force and the added strength which is there when individuals are responsible for reviewing and
implementing their individual department proposals.
Our review confirmed that a clear and comprehensive approach had been implemented for the embedding of
Priority Based Budgeting (PBB) across the Constabulary. Furthermore, there is a consistent approach to
challenge and review of the proposals that have been presented by the departments to address the requirements
of PBB.
No recommendations have been made as a result of the advisory review.

Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire & Derbyshire Constabulary
Assignment: Follow Up – Collaboration Governance &
Financial Framework
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Opinion:

Good Progress

We have undertaken a review to follow up progress made to implement previous internal audit recommendations
made within our Collaboration – Governance & Financial Framework report that was issued earlier on during
2013/14.
Within the original report there were five medium and two low priority recommendations that had been agreed by
the PCC and Force, for implementation. The focus of this review was to provide assurance that all
recommendations previously made have been adequately implemented.
In our opinion the Organisation has demonstrated good progress in implementing actions agreed to address
internal audit recommendations.
For two of the medium priority recommendations we were unable to confirm that the recommendation had been
fully implemented as implementation is relying on the utilisation of the revised Business Case document, which is
effective from 1st April 2014. Therefore, we will ensure that this is followed up during 2014/15, to provide
assurance that all recommendations made within our original report have been fully addressed and actioned.

As a practicing member firm of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), we are subject to its ethical and
other professional requirements which are detailed at http://www.icaew.com/en/members/regulations-standards-and-guidance.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our review and are not necessarily a
comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements
should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are implemented. This report, or our work, should not be taken as a substitute
for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound commercial practices. We emphasise that the responsibility for a sound
system of internal controls rests with management and our work should not be relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses that
may exist. Neither should our work be relied upon to identify all circumstances of fraud and irregularity should there be any.
This report is supplied on the understanding that it is solely for the use of the persons to whom it is addressed and for the purposes set
out herein. Our work has been undertaken solely to prepare this report and state those matters that we have agreed to state to them.
This report should not therefore be regarded as suitable to be used or relied on by any other party wishing to acquire any rights from
Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP for any purpose or in any context. Any party other than the Board which obtains access to this
report or a copy and chooses to rely on this report (or any part of it) will do so at its own risk. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Baker
Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP will accept no responsibility or liability in respect of this report to any other party and shall not be liable
for any loss, damage or expense of whatsoever nature which is caused by any person’s reliance on representations in this report.
This report is released to our Client on the basis that it shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole or in part (save as otherwise
permitted by agreed written terms), without our prior written consent.
We have no responsibility to update this report for events and circumstances occurring after the date of this report.
Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales no. OC389499 at 6th floor, 25
Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AB.
© 2013 Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP
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REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITOR
7C:

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT: PRIORITY BASED BUDGETING

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive and review a report from the Internal Auditors on the review of the
priority based budgeting programme, and having considered the report, to
take substantive assurance as to the adequacy of the Priority Based
Budgeting (PBB) programme.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The scope of the audit work was to review if the PBB approach is appropriate
to address the key messages highlighted as part of the HMIC recent report on
austerity measures. Furthermore, the audit was planned to consider the
provision of assurance that the PBB approach provides a robust mechanism
for demonstrating arrangements in place for delivering value for money,
across the Constabulary.

2.2

The full report is attached at APPENDIX A. The audit found that taking
account of the issues identified, whilst the Constabulary can take substantial
assurance that the controls upon which the organisation relies to manage this
risk are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.

2.3

There were no formal recommendations arising as a result of the audit.
however, the audit report made two key comments:-

•

A clear and comprehensive approach has been implemented for the
embedding of Priority Based Budgeting (PBB) across the Constabulary

•

There is a consistent approach to challenge and review of the proposals that
have been presented by the departments to address the requirements of
PBB.
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3.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Committee take substantive assurance that the
controls upon which the organisation relies to manage Priority Based
Budgeting as a means of managing budgets to address expected future
budget shortfalls are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS NONE
APPENDICES
1.

Internal Audit Report: Priority Based Budgeting 9.13/14
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As a practicing member firm of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), we are subject to its ethical and
other professional requirements which are detailed at http://www.icaew.com/en/members/regulations-standards-and-guidance.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our review and are not necessarily a
comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements
should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are implemented. This report, or our work, should not be taken as a substitute
for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound commercial practices. We emphasise that the responsibility for a sound
system of internal controls rests with management and our work should not be relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses that
may exist. Neither should our work be relied upon to identify all circumstances of fraud and irregularity should there be any.
This report is supplied on the understanding that it is solely for the use of the persons to whom it is addressed and for the purposes set
out herein. Our work has been undertaken solely to prepare this report and state those matters that we have agreed to state to them. This
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This report is released to our Client on the basis that it shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole or in part (save as otherwise
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We have no responsibility to update this report for events and circumstances occurring after the date of this report.
Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales no. OC389499 at 6th floor, 25
Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AB.
© 2013 Baker Tilly Risk Advisory Services LLP
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Executive Summary

1.1

Introduction

Priority Based Budgeting
9.13/14

An audit of Priority Based Budgeting (PBB) was undertaken as part of the approved internal audit
periodic plan for 2013/14.
A thematic report, Policing in Austerity: One Year On (July 2012), found that police forces across
England and Wales had risen to the financial challenge of the spending review, cutting their spending
while largely maintaining the service they provide to the public; but HMIC had some concerns about
whether all forces had transformed their efficiency to the extent that it could be sustained through the
next three years (and into future spending reviews).
Based on the data provided by Derbyshire Constabulary, HMIC found that:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Money: Derbyshire Constabulary needs to save £25 million between March 2011 and March
2015. By spring 2012 they had planned how to save 92% of this amount. The force will use
reserves to balance the books.
People: The force is planning to cut its total workforce number (i.e. police officers, police staff
and police community support officers) by 330 between March 2010 and March 2015.
170 of these will be police officer posts; this means there will be 8% fewer officers in
Derbyshire by 2015 (compared with the 10% officer reduction across England and Wales).
The front line: By 2015, 70% of its workforce will be in frontline roles. This is lower than most
other forces.
The proportion of officers in frontline roles will increase between March 2010 and March 2015
(from 87% to 88%). This means Derbyshire Constabulary will have about the same proportion
of police officers on the front line as most other forces.
Crime: Recorded crime continues to fall in Derbyshire, and the force achieved a much higher
than average rate of overall crime reduction between December 2010 and December 2011.
Victim satisfaction: 87% of victims in Derbyshire are satisfied with the overall service
provided by the force. This is much higher than the national figure.

In July 2013, HMIC published a further report entitled Derbyshire Constabulary’s response to the
funding challenge describing the Constabulary’s progress to date in developing a change programme
and reducing costs. The report stated:
Derbyshire Constabulary’s savings requirement is smaller than that of most other forces. However, as
a low cost force, which spends less on policing than most other forces, closing the funding gap is not
without its challenges.
It has developed a change programme which has allowed it to reduce costs while continuing to fight
crime. The force has made sound progress in reducing its costs, and has already delivered 69% of the
savings that it needs to find over the spending review period. HMIC is confident that the force will
close its funding gap by March 2015.
During this period of cost reduction the force has demonstrated excellent performance, reducing crime
in Derbyshire by 21%. This is one of the highest reductions in crime seen in England and Wales.
As a result of the Spending Review, the Constabulary was instructed that it would need to find
approximately a further £10m in savings by 2015-16. However, a financial settlement received from
the Home Office in December 2013 meant that the initial estimate of savings required by March 2016
increased to approximately £12.4m. Subsequently, by 2019-2020, an estimated £22m is required to
be removed from the overall force budget.
To assist in the achievement of this saving the Constabulary has adopted a Priority Based Budgeting
(PBB) approach to closely examine the services provided, understand the costs incurred in delivering
these services and look for opportunities to reduce bureaucracy, increase efficiency and re-define the
manner in which the organisation delivers services in future.
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To drive the project forward a Moving Forward Team (MFT) was established in July 2013, made up of
police officers and police staff. The Constabulary had previously considered employing external
consultants for this purpose (as has happened elsewhere within the sector), but decided to save on
significant external consultant costs and draw upon its own internal resources by forming a team with
the capabilities and skill mix to take ownership of PBB. This also provides the added benefit of
understanding the values of the Force and the added strength which is there when individuals are
responsible for reviewing and implementing their individual department proposals.
This review was undertaken in respect of the following objective:
Objective

1.2

To ensure that the Constabulary maintains financial stability through
effective budgetary management.

Conclusion
Taking account of the issues identified, the Organisation can take
substantial assurance that the controls upon which the organisation
relies to manage this risk are suitably designed, consistently applied
and effective.

The above conclusions feeding into the overall assurance level are based on the evidence obtained
during the review. The key findings from this review are as follows:
•
•

1.3

A clear and comprehensive approach has been implemented for the embedding of Priority
Based Budgeting (PBB) across the Constabulary.
There is a consistent approach to challenge and review of the proposals that have been
presented by the departments to address the requirements of PBB.

Scope of the review
The audit will provide assurance the Priority Based Budgeting approach is appropriate to address the
key messages highlighted as part of the HMIC recent report on austerity measures. Furthermore, the
audit will provide assurances that the PBB approach provides a robust mechanism for demonstrating
arrangements in place for delivering value for money, across the Constabulary.
When planning the audit, the following limitations were agreed:
Limitations to the scope of the audit:
•

•

Our work and report does not provide any assurance on the eventual accuracy at the year end
of the current projected outturn or any assurance on the validity and accuracy of any
assumptions made in producing the projected outturn.
Our work does not provide any guarantees against material errors, loss or fraud or provide an
absolute assurance that material error, loss or fraud does not exist.

The approach taken for this audit was Key Controls Testing.

1.4

Recommendations made during this audit
We have not made any formal recommendations as a result of the work completed.
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Findings

2.1

Background

Priority Based Budgeting
9.13/14

In October 2010, the Government announced that the central funding provided to the police service
would reduce by 20% in the four years between March 2011 and March 2015.
Based on data provided by Derbyshire Constabulary, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary
(HMIC) found that the Constabulary needed to save £25 million between March 2011 and March
2015.
As of July 2013 the Constabulary had made sound progress in this area, implementing a change
programme to reduce costs and fight crime, delivering 69% of the savings that it needed to find over
the spending review period., leaving HMIC confident that the Constabulary would close its funding gap
by March 2015.
However, in June 2013, the Government undertook a further Comprehensive Spending Review where
it was signaled that the police service will face further cash reductions in its grant-funding of -3.3% and
-3.2% in 2014/15 and 2015/16 respectively. An even greater level of uncertainty exists around the
extent and period of any further austerity measures beyond these years, but the best indications are
that the trajectory of funding will continue to be downward at least until 2019/20.
As a result of the June 2013 Spending Review, the Constabulary was instructed that it would need to
find approximately a further £10m in savings by 2015-16. However, a financial settlement received
from the Home Office in December 2013 meant that the initial estimate of savings required by March
2016 increased to approximately £12.4m. Subsequently, by 2019-2020, an estimated £22m is
required to be removed from the overall force budget.
To assist in the achievement of this saving the Constabulary has adopted a Priority Based Budgeting
(PBB) approach to closely examine the services provided, understand the costs incurred in delivering
these services and look for opportunities to reduce bureaucracy, increase efficiency and re-define the
manner in which the organisation delivers services in future.

2.2

PBB – Initiation
During Quarter 3 of 2013/14, the Head of Strategic Finance delivered a presentation to the
Constabulary explaining the principles behind PBB and the manner in which it would be applied
across the Organisation.
Key staff were introduced to key stages of the process including:
1. Identifying the cost of existing services;
2. Defining and prioritising outcomes to services;
3. Developing change, efficiency and stop / reduce options (identifying risk and dependencies);
4. Undertaking a first challenge of options with the Moving Forward Team, Department / Division
and ACPO Portfolio Holder;
5. Undertaking a second challenge of options by Head of Department / Division Commander,
Deputy Chief Constable and Director of Finance; and
6. Chief Constable and the Commissioner agree and prioritise options for change.
The presentation emphasised the transformational nature of PBB and the tough decisions that would
have to be made to ensure that the Constabulary is able build flexibility into plans in order to support
changing demands and ensure a service that operates as business as usual.
Given the size of the task in the hand the Constabulary proposed to scrutinise all departments in a
nine month period consisting of the following phases and timescales:
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•
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Phase 1 (September 2013 to December 2013): Contact Management, Criminal Justice, PSD,
Assets
Phase 2 (January 2014 to March 2014): Crime Support, Ops, Corporate Services
Phase 3 (April 2014 to June 2014): Divisions and Support Services

To drive the project forward a Moving Forward Team (MFT) was established in July 2013, made up of
police officers and police staff. The Constabulary had previously considered employing external
consultants for this purpose (as has happened elsewhere within the sector), but decided to save on
significant external consultant costs and draw upon its own internal resources by forming a team with
the capabilities and skill mix to take ownership of PBB. This also provides the added benefit of
understanding the values of the Force and the added strength which is there when individuals are
responsible for reviewing and implementing their individual department proposals.

2.3

Moving Forward Team
At the time of audit the MFT consists of:
•
•
•
•

Chief Inspector Michelle Shooter;
Sergeant Richard Buxton;
Tracey Wilson, Finance; and
Lesley Blackham, Analyst.

Key roles and responsibilities of the MFT include:
•
•

Support departments in the completion of workbooks;
Work closely with departmental Single Points of Contact (SPoCs) to identify services, consult
with staff and identify options for change;
•
Act as a critical friend and facilitate the initial review and challenge for SPoCs;
•
Manage inter-dependencies and understand the risks; and
•
Report progress.
To raise the profile of PBB across the Constabulary, MFT has delivered presentations explaining the
roles and responsibilities of the MFT and also key personnel within each department. Examples
include:
•
Role of the SPoC

•

-

Define the service description for each area

-

To understand current or future commitments or issues affecting services

-

Challenge existing ways of working and think creatively regarding options for change

-

Search for external benchmarks, influences and inspiration

-

Maintain confidentiality

Role of Head of Department
-

Confirm services, resources and cost

-

Consider whether resources are cost proportionate to the outcome and score

-

Consider whether staff undertake appropriate activities and tasks

-

Provide guidance and direction to the SPoC when developing options

-

Identify and explore areas for benchmarking, best practice comparisons and innovative
thinking

The MFT presentation slides emphasise the need to understand the wider impact of the PBB process.
For instance, the MFT have highlighted the importance of keeping Human Resources (HR) briefed
throughout the process and considering each audience in turn when delivering budgeting messages.
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In particular, given the Constabulary’s plans to cut its total workforce number, staff must ensure that
they act in a considerate and sensitive manner, for example by including Unison and Federation in
Focus Groups and understanding contractual terms and conditions and their potential impact.
To help familiarise staff with PBB the MFT has developed a simple guide providing an overview of the
process and a description of the six steps that each area of the Constabulary must undertake. Steps 1
to 6 as described within the guide are as follows:
Step 1: Key services identified and costed
•
•
•

Create key services, including specific detail and empirical evidence.
Agree each service description with the Head of Department.
Work with finance representative to establish the cost of each service.

Step 2: Score services (1-6)
•

Score each service using the following scoring matrix:
Rank

•

Assessment of Service Level

6

Essential – Unavoidable, corporate or legal requirement

5

Very important – Unavoidable without substantial loss or damage

4

Important – Difficult to see this service level being discontinued

3

Desirable – First to be discontinued if funding curtailed

2

Marginal – First to be supported if funding is available

1

Doubtful – Not sufficient justification to fund under current circumstances
Each service is to be scored two times, once by the Head of Department, then again at the
challenge phase.

Step 3: Define strategic outcomes and rationale for score
•

•

Strategic outcomes should be high level, considering areas of threat and risk alongside force
priorities. Examples of risks provided include drugs, alcohol related harm, safeguarding
children and adults and cyber-crime alongside force priorities such as preventing and reducing
crime, attacking criminality and protecting the vulnerable.
Services may not be high scoring in terms of threat and risk but may be required to be
completed by legislation and therefore the rationale for scoring must reflect this with a higher
score.

Step 4: Develop options, risks and costs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe the service as it is now.
Conduct focus groups and consultation with staff to come up with ideas for change.
Consider whether the Constabulary could buy, outsource, or collaborate with partners either
internally or externally.
Research what other forces and organisations do.
Consider whether the Constabulary can do things differently or stop entirely.
Paint all options available and not just those that feel comfortable. This could include
enhanced options for investment although there must be a strong business case.
When reviewing services, consider the role itself and not the person in it.

Note: Steps 1 to 4 are to be carried out with regular consultation between the Head of Department,
departmental SPoC, the MFT and Strategic Finance.
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Step 5: Validate options
•
•

Prepare for the challenge and the presentation of options that are achievable, acceptable and
affordable.
Minimum service levels to be realistic with a pragmatic risk assessment.

Step 6: Head of Department develops and implements minor efficiency changes
A PBB and MFT intranet webpage has also been created explaining the background to PBB and
associated framework. Staff are encouraged to actively engage with MFT as the Constabulary moves
through the process, in providing views and ideas on how the Constabulary can continue to make
efficiencies, reduce bureaucracy and achieve financial savings.

2.4

Governance Structure
After each phase of the PBB process a series of boards chaired by senior officers is convened to
assess the proposed options and ratify those which the organisation wish to take forward. The current
PBB governance structure is as follows:

Moving Forward Strategic
Programme Board (MFSPB)

Moving Forward Operational
Implementation Group (MFOIG)
Moving Forward Staff Engagement
and Consultation Group (MFSECG)
Moving Forward Coordination
Programme Board (MFCP)

Commissioning
Templates
Moving
Forward
Various

Worksteams
Various

Moving Forward Strategic Programme Board (MFSPB)
The MFSPB is chaired by the Chief Constable and attended by the Police and Crime Commissioner
and the Chief Executive.
The Board meets on an 8 weekly basis and is responsible for ratifying and making decisions on those
wider strategic issues affecting the public and staff. It is essentially a Force process and the decisions
made are predominately by the Chief Constable. This is considered to be a useful and beneficial as it
demonstrates PCC engagement, at an early stage.
Moving Forward Operational Implementation Group (MFOIG)
The MFOIG is chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable.
The Group meets on a 4 weekly basis and is attended by each head of department in order to present
a series of preferred options.
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Moving Forward Staff Engagement and Consultation Group (MFSECG)
The MFSECG is chaired by the Head of HR.
The Group meets on a 4 weekly basis and is designed to drive staff engagement in respect of options
for change that may have an impact upon staff. It is responsible for ensuring clear communication,
support and consultation.
Moving Forward Coordination Programme Board (MFCP)
The Group meets on a 4 weekly basis and is a reporting mechanism for the MFT to present highlight
reports of progress and actions to date.

2.5

PBB – The Process
The purpose of the challenge meetings was to go through for each Department, with the Head of
Department and the ACPO Lead to consider what savings can be proposed. The key considerations
are to ensure that the Constabulary is satisfied that the services being delivered are being delivered
against threat and risk, meet force priorities, policing plan and future proofing. Furthermore, to be
happy that the evaluation against the PBB criteria, in terms of essential or nice to have has been
thoroughly thought through.
The challenge process, which is clearly evident through the documentation reviewed as part of the
audit, is made by both the Chief Constable and Director of Finance. There is clear evidence that
departments have been requested to revisit their original proposals, revise and re-submit for further
scrutiny, challenge and review. This challenge process, is critical to ensure that the PBB process is
effective and drives through value for money, throughout the Constabulary.
As part of the audit we were provided with the minutes from the following Challenge meetings;
•
•
•
•

Stage 1 – Professional Standards Department (18/12/13)
Stage 1 – Criminal Justice (29/11/13)
Stage 2 – Criminal Justice (17/12/13)
Stage 1 – Assets (27/11/13)

Professional Standards – Stage 1
The list of those present was deemed appropriate. The document reports that the previously
circulated Service Level option report was reviewed. The minutes state that all areas were agreed
and there is a list of areas that require further action, both for the current year and future
considerations.
Criminal Justice – Stage 1 & Stage 2
The list of those present was deemed appropriate. The minutes state that all areas were agreed and
there is a list of actions for the current year and future considerations.
Assets – Stage 1
The list of those present was deemed appropriate. Areas such as Fleet, Telematics, Vehicle
Maintenance, Insurance, Hire / Pool Vehicles and Premises are just some of the areas covered. The
minutes clearly reflect the challenge made by those present around the documentation and proposals
suggested. There is a listing of areas that require further action, both for the current year and future
considerations.
On review of the minutes and supporting paperwork, together with discussions with key officers, it is
apparent and confirmed that there is appropriate challenge taking place around the PBB process to
ensure it is embedded and continues to be embedded within the Constabulary.
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Part I –
For Publication

JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
17 JULY 2014
REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITOR
7D:

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT: FOLLOW UP COLLABORATION –

GOVERNANCE & FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive and review a follow up report from the Internal Auditors on the
review of the governance and financial framework of police collaboration in
the East Midlands region, and having taken into account the issues identified
in Baker Tilly’s report, to receive assurance that in the Internal Auditor’s
opinion the Organisation has demonstrated good progress in implementing
actions agreed to address previous internal audit recommendations.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The scope of the audit work was a follow up to the audit on Collaboration
Governance and Financial Framework. Within the original report there were
five medium and two low priority recommendations that had been agreed by
the Commissioner and Force for implementation.

2.2

The full report is attached at APPENDIX A. The audit found that taking
account of the issues identified, whilst the Constabulary and the
Commissioner had demonstrated good progress in implementing actions
agreed to address internal audit recommendations. However, for two of the
medium priority recommendations Baker Tilly were unable to confirm that the
recommendation had been fully implemented as implementation is relying on
the utilisation of the revised Business Case document, which is effective from
1st April 2014. Therefore, they will ensure that this is followed up during
2014/15, to provide assurance that all recommendations made within their
original report have been fully addressed and actioned.

2.3

There were no formal recommendations arising as a result of the audit.
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3.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that
i.

the Committee note the good progress made in delivering the actions
arising for the earlier audit report and

ii.

receive a further report in due course as part of the standard audit
follow up procedures

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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BACKGROUND PAPERS NONE
APPENDICES
1.

Internal Audit Follow up Report: Collaboration Governance and Financial
Framework July 2014
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1

Executive Summary

1.1

Introduction

Follow Up - Collaboration –
Governance & Financial Framework

As part of the approved internal audit periodic plan for 2013/14 we have undertaken a review to follow up
progress made to implement previous internal audit recommendations made within our Collaboration –
Governance & Financial Framework report that was issued earlier on during 2013/14.
Within the original report there were five medium and two low priority recommendations that had been agreed by
the PCC and Force, for implementation.
The focus of this review was to provide assurance that all recommendations previously made have been
adequately implemented.
Staff members responsible for the implementation of recommendations were interviewed to determine the status
of agreed actions. Where appropriate, audit testing has been completed to assess the level of compliance with
this status and the controls in place.

1.2

Conclusion
Taking account of the issues identified in the remainder of the report, in our opinion the Organisation
has demonstrated good progress in implementing actions agreed to address internal audit
recommendations.
For two of the medium priority recommendations we were unable to confirm that the recommendation
had been fully implemented as implementation is relying on the utilisation of the revised Business
st
Case document, which is effective from 1 April 2014. Therefore, we will ensure that this is followed
up during 2014/15, to provide assurance that all recommendations made within our original report
have been fully addressed and actioned.

1.3

Limitations to the Scope of the Audit
The review only covers audit recommendations previously made and does not review the whole control
framework, therefore, we are not providing assurance on the entire risk and control framework.
Where the indication is that recommendations have been implemented, we will undertake limited testing to
confirm this.
Where testing has been undertaken, our samples have been selected over the period since actions were
implemented or controls enhanced.
Our work does not provide any guarantee or absolute assurance against material errors, loss or fraud.
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Follow Up

2.1
Ref

1

FINDINGS
Original Recommendation

The principles of collaborative activity
should be reviewed to ensure that they
remain
appropriate,
given
the
governance changes and funding cuts
that have taken place within the sector,
over the last few years. Ideally, there
should be specific outcomes for
collaborative activity, in order for the
achievement of the unit to be
transparent and for the regional Forces
and Police and Crime Commissioners
to clearly understand the benefits that
have been received, by collaboration.
As the forces across the region, as
indeed nationally, have developed
local policing plans, there should be
something similar for the collaboration.
The document (Corporate Plan) could
be used to include the Vision, Values,
Priorities (opportunity to link to the
regional
objectives
set
by
Commissioners
and
any
other
objectives) and Delivery (sets out how
reporting will take place, achievement
of outcomes and effective actions).
Management Comment
Agreed. This is on-going. Regional
forces are individually considering and
reviewing their position in regards to
collaboration. A report is to be
th
presented to the PCC Board on 18

Original
Category

Medium

Manager
Responsible

Dec 13

Phil
Whiteley

Status

1

Comments / Implications / Recommendations

On review of the notes from the East Midlands Police and Crime
th
Commissioners Board from their meeting on 18 December 2013, it was
noted that item 6 referred to a draft vision being presented for
collaboration in the East Midlands. The document had been drawn up
between the regional Chief Executives and the Chief Constables. Within
the report there is a statement of intent for Collaboration and it refers to;
‘The East Midlands Police and Crime Commissioners and Chief
Constables are committed to enhancing the efficiency and the cost
effectiveness of each of their individual forces and to policing services
across the five Forces and to meet the strategic policing requirement.
They are committed to maximise innovative ways of working
collaboratively across a range of operational and business support
functions to deliver reductions in crime and improvements in community
safety. They recognise that collaboration is and will be seen in many
different ways including agreements with national agencies, with other
service providers, with forces outside the region, with criminal justice and
community safety partners, with the third sector and with other local
emergency services. In addition, they remain committed to appropriate
collaboration with partner forces in the East Midlands. This may mean a
mix of collaborative proposals which will include 2, 3, 4 or 5 force support.
The vision is to deliver a programme of change that will protect and
improve local policing services by exploring every opportunity to
collaborate to reduce cost and enhance the capability and capacity of
policing and other services.
The document continues to state;
Guiding Principles
 To improve public safety
 To make better and more productive use of police resources
 To increase public confidence in policing
 To ensure that local policing will remain a local service addressing
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FINDINGS
Original Recommendation

Original
Category

Manager
Responsible

Status

Comments / Implications / Recommendations

December 2013.


local needs and priorities
To explore the potential for collaboration in specialist operational
services, support services and ICT with the intent that this will be
delivered collectively (collaboratively) to common standards and
through common processes

Joint Working Will Be:
 Based upon the mutual commitment of Chief Constables and
Police and Crime Commissioners
 Governed by a clear, transparent and publicly accountable
governance structure, scheme of delegation and financial
regulations
 Timely and efficient to deliver change to meet the financial
challenges facing each Police Force
 Respectful of the constitutional positions of PCCs to act in the
interests of their constituents and Chief Constables to ensure
effective operational policing is delivered to their communities
 Supported by a central team/s of specialists and staff who are
accountable for delivery
 Managed by a joint management board and delivery boards
involving PCCs and Chief Constables, relevant staff and other
resources
 The benefits and costs of working collaboratively will be shared
between the five forces or in the case of those collaborations not
involving all forces, with those who have entered the collaboration
It was resolved that the vision for regional collaboration at Appendix 1 of
the report be adopted.
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Ref

2

FINDINGS
Original Recommendation

The same format should be used for
each Business Case, clearly stating the
author, to assist consistent scrutiny and
challenge. The Business Plan should
include specific objectives and priorities
of the project. For each objective the
following should be detailed;
a) Details / Purpose (why / high risk
on risk registers)
b) Cost improvements
c) Capital Funding
d) Key risks and management (taken
from key risks)
e) Summary financial plan
f) Impact on Workforce
g) Summarised capacity plans

Original
Category

Medium

Manager
Responsible

March
14

Phil
Whiteley

Status

1

Comments / Implications / Recommendations

On review of the Business Case document it was confirmed that the
comments regarding additions and alterations have been considered
and built into the business case template along with other
recommendations that came out of the HMIC review. This newly
formatted template is to be used for all new business cases from April
2014.

The Business Plan, sections e, f & g
need to be completed by the individual
forces, using a set definition for all
costings and savings, to ensure there is
consistent approach in reporting the
comparative data. The data that is
included should be robustly verified to
provide assurance that the basis for the
Business Plan or project is robust, to
benefit all those involved in the
collaboration.
Management Comment
Agreed.
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2.1
Ref

FINDINGS
Original Recommendation

Original
Category

Manager
Responsible

Status

Comments / Implications / Recommendations

3

The benefits that are included within
the Business Plan should be Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and
Timely.
There should be specific
measurable deliverables, with a target
date to be able to ascertain if the
benefit originally identified has been
realised.
Management Comment
Agreed

Medium

March
14

Phil
Whiteley

2

As the revised Business Case format is effective from April 2014, there
have not been any completed business cases to consider at the time of
the review. Therefore it is suggested that this be considered as part of
the regional work to be completed during 2014/15.

4

The actual costs that are recorded
within the Business Case should be
broken down to provide clarity and
transparency. Furthermore, it would be
useful to include a definition of the
costs that are being collated, to ensure
consistency and understanding across
all the forces to provide assurances
that each force is including the correct
cost requirements. In addition, the
costs that are included within the
Business Plan should be robustly
checked and confirmed. This check
and
confirmation
should
be
documented as part of the process.
Furthermore,
as
part
of
this
consideration, it may be beneficial to
review the funding formula that is used
as part of the business case and
confirm that it remains appropriate.
Other forces utilise a formula that also
considers the demand impact and this
may be something that could be

Medium

March
14

Phil
Whiteley

2

This will be part of the new process and will be encapsulated within the
revised Business Case format. As the revised Business Case format is
effective from April 2014, there have not been any completed business
cases to consider at the time of the review. Therefore it is suggested
that this be considered as part of the regional work to be completed
during 2014/15.

4

Regarding the funding formula, it was established that there are no
plans to change the current process currently. The approach that has
been taken by East Midlands, regarding the funding formula, has been
recognised as good practice through the HMIC work and furthermore,
the region is being contacted regularly by other regions who are
struggling with this particular area, for advice and guidance.
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Ref

FINDINGS
Original
Category

Original Recommendation

considered
forward.

and

reviewed,

Manager
Responsible

Status

Comments / Implications / Recommendations

moving

5

The responsibilities outlined in section 3
of the s23 agreements, around the
previous EMPAJC, should be reviewed
and assurances sought that the
responsibilities
listed
remain
appropriate, given the changes to the
sector and are being captured
elsewhere within the governance
framework and structure.

Low

31 Dec
13

Phil
Whiteley

1

We obtained an excerpt from the latest Section 22A and confirmed that
the relevant amendments had been actions. No further action is
required.

6

It is an essential part of the project
management process to complete a
final closure report, ultimately a 12
month review. The report will provide
assurances that the project has met its
original objectives and continues to
provide for an effective and efficient
approach. Where this is not the case,
the report provides the opportunity to
highlight any issues and provides the
option to reassess and realign
operations (including officers in kind)
accordingly.
Management Comment
The production of a final closure report
is now built in within the current process
and is specifically included within the
‘Business as Usual’ report, where
applicable.

Medium

Implem
ented

Phil
Whiteley

1

As part of the review we obtained a copy of the ‘Business as Usual’
report and it was established that the document includes a full business
case review together with the review of benefits achieved to date. The
document also includes any lessons learnt. It is considered that the
document is appropriate and fit for purpose.
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2.1
Ref

7

FINDINGS
Original Recommendation

Consideration should be given to
reporting on the various outcomes that
have been highlighted as beneficial for
inclusion, within the main body of our
report, within the East Midlands PCC
Performance Report. This will provide
clear linkage to the Business Case
measures to ensure success can be
effectively measured.
The Performance Report could also be
adapted to include linkage with any
overarching objectives and outcomes,
for the Collaborative Unit, as a whole.
(Refer
to
comments
made
at
Recommendation 1)
Management Comment
Agreed.
The Performance Report is currently
very much work in progress and the
areas highlighted as part of this review
will be incorporated, moving forward.

Original
Category

Low

Manager
Responsible

March
14

Phil
Whiteley

Status

1

Comments / Implications / Recommendations

A number of iterations of the performance report have been presented to
th
the PCCs. At the PCCs’ Board on 10 March 2014, a document was
produced which was a performance, threat and risk document which
PCCs agreed as providing what they required. Some minor
amendments were requested.
Furthermore, a recruitment process has taken place with the result that
a dedicated performance analyst will be joining the Collaboration Team
in April 2014.
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JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
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Part I –
For Publication

JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
17 JULY 2014
REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITOR
7E:

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT: ESTATES BUILDING DESIGN

CONSULTANCY

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive and review a report from the Internal Auditors on the review of the
management of the Estates Building Design Consultants, and having
considered the report and the action plan arising, to take assurance as to the
adequacy of the internal controls.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The scope of the audit work was to ensure that the use of design consultants
offered value for money.

2.2

The full report is attached at APPENDIX A. The audit found that taking
account of the issues identified, whilst the Constabulary can take some
assurance that the controls upon which the organisation relies to manage this
risk are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective, action needs to
be taken to ensure this risk is managed.

2.3

There were 2 high and 1 medium priority recommendations as a result of the
audit.

3.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Committee take assurance that the controls upon
which the organisation relies to manage design consultancy are suitably
designed, consistently applied and effective, but that action needs to be taken
to ensure that the risk is managed.
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JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
17 JULY 2014

5.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

Internal Audit Programme 2014/15

Appendix A. Internal Audit Report on Building Services Design Consultancy 2014
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1

Executive Summary

1.1

An audit of Estates was undertaken as part of the approved internal audit periodic plan for 2013/14.
The area of coverage, i.e. the focus on the Building & Design Consultants was specifically
requested by the Constabulary.
During Spring 2007, an OJEU Notice was issued on behalf of the five East Midlands Police Forces
who were creating a framework for the Building and Design Consultancy Services. From 42
applicants who expressed an interest, the following six were selected after being evaluated using a
mix of scoring and pass/ fail scenarios;


Capital Symonds



Focus Consultants



Parsons Brinckerhoff



Pick Everard



QMP Management and Design



SMC Cortsorphine & Wright

The framework expired in April 2011 and a mini competition was issued on the Bluelight system to
all six companies on the regional framework contract. Companies were asked to confirm that there
had been no significant changes in their company (financial, resources, services) since the initial
tender exercise. Companies were also asked to re-submit their rates. From this process Focus
Consultants 2010 LLP were award the contract for the provision of building consultancy services for
the Constabulary due to submitting ‘the most economically advantageous’ quotation. This contract
ran from 1 May 2011 to 30 April 2013.
It was expected that the contract value for the period of 1 May 2012 – April 2013 would be
approximately £123,000 based on the previous 12 months spend.
The audit was designed to assess the controls in place to manage the following objectives and
risks:

1.2

Objective

To ensure the use of a Design Consultants offers the for Value for
Money

Risk

The benefit of using a Design Consultant is not obtained

Conclusion

Taking account of the issues identified, whilst the Constabulary
can take some assurance that the controls upon which the
organisation relies to manage this risk are suitably designed,
consistently applied and effective, action needs to be taken to
ensure this risk is managed.
The above conclusions feeding into the overall assurance level are based on the evidence obtained
during the review. The key findings from this review are as follows:
Design of control framework
•
The contract for the supply of building and design consultancy services with Focus
Consultants has now expired. Although at the time of review all work being undertaken by
Focus commenced prior to the expiry date, and therefore is still bound by the terms of the
previous contract, the Constabulary should ensure that additional projects do not commence
until a contract is in place providing the correct legal protection.
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•

Focus Consultants were awarded the contract based on providing the ‘most economically
advantageous’ quotation for the contract covering the period of May 2011 – April 2013.
•
Focus produce detailed Tender Evaluation documents with analysis and recommendations of
the tenders received prior to the Constabulary finalising the award.
•
Monthly Project Status Reports are received identifying the stage of each project being
undertaken by Focus. Monitoring of the performance of Focus is done through these reports.
•
The Constabulary is currently in the process of identifying previously used frameworks which
could be adopted to allow Derbyshire to have a Building and Design Consultancy Services
framework in place.
Application of and compliance with control framework
•
Focus Consultants performance is monitored informally through review of the Project Status
Reports and discussions with the Asset Team. A more formal approach should be adopted by
including KPI’s within the future framework.

1.3

Scope of the review
To evaluate the adequacy of risk management and control within the system and the extent to
which controls have been applied, with a view to providing an opinion. Control activities are put in
place to ensure that risks to the achievement of the organisation’s objectives are managed
effectively. When planning the audit, the following controls for review and limitations were agreed:
Limitations to the scope of the audit:

Our work does not provide any guarantees against material errors, loss or fraud or provide an
absolute assurance that material errors, loss or fraud does not exist
The approach taken for this audit was a Systematic Audit.

1.4

Recommendations Summary
The following tables highlight the number and categories of recommendations made. The Action
Plan at Section 2 details the specific recommendations made as well as agreed management
actions to implement them.
Recommendations made during this audit:
Our recommendations address the design and application of the control framework as follows:
Priority
High

Medium

Low

Design of control framework

2

1

0

Application of control framework

0

0

0

Total

2

1

0
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2

Action Plan
The priority of the recommendations made is as follows:
High
Medium

Recommendations are prioritised to reflect our assessment of risk associated with the control weaknesses.

Low
Suggestion

Ref

These are not formal recommendations that impact our overall opinion, but used to highlight a suggestion or idea that management may want to
consider.

Recommendation

Categorisation

Accepted
(Y/N)

Management Comment

Implementation
Date

Manager
Responsible

1.1

Market testing should be completed to
determine the provider of Building and
Design Consultancy Services, moving
forward. In the meantime, a contract needs
to be in place with Focus, as they are
continuing to provide significant services to
the Constabulary.
Furthermore, an
exercise needs to be completed to ensure
that discounts have been received on
invoices,
in
accordance
with
the
contractual terms and conditions.

High

Yes

The Assets team and EMSCU September 2014
Category Manager have identified
a suitable Framework for this area
of work and a mini competition is
underway to appoint a suitable
consultant for all disciplines
required. It is anticipated that this
will be in place by the mid
September 2014.
Consultants
for
the
New
Headquarters
building
were
appointed following a standard
tendering exercise. Other small
projects are in the main on hold at
present pending the outcome of
the PBB budget reviews and the
appointment of a consultant from
the framework.

David Vaughan

1.2

A more robust process that provides High
transparency over the decisions regarding
the distribution of works to Focus and

Yes

The Constabulary has instigated a
project board (Strategic Assets
Governance Board) which is

David Vaughan

First meeting held
th
on 24 June
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Ref

Recommendation

Categorisation

Accepted
(Y/N)

indeed any other consultants needs to be in
place. It is accepted that there will always
be unscheduled projects and unplanned
demands on resources, but there should be
a planned programme of works in place, that
allows for robust challenge and review to
determine who will complete the required
works, whether that be internal or external.
If there is a planned programme of works,
detailing the resources required to complete
the work, this will also assist with budgetary
monitoring and overall control of resources
and costs.

1.3

The Contractor should be formally
monitored through the use of KPI’s to
ensure that the Constabulary is receiving a
quality service and value for money is
being received. Furthermore, if there was
a formal monitoring process in place, then

Management Comment

Implementation
Date

Manager
Responsible

September 2014

David Vaughan

mandated
to
oversee
and
approve all future projects for the
Force,
subject
to
funding
approvals by the PCC.
This
Board will have sight of initial
business cases and part of the
business case will examine how
the
project
will
resourced
internally and with any external
consultancy support.
A
capitalised
maintenance
programme
is
also
being
produced, and will be presented
to the next Strategic Assets
Group. This will set out any
requirements for external support
stemming from this programme.
This will provide an auditable and
transparent process for the
appointment of consultants, Some
scoping / feasibility work will be
approved by the Head of Assets
to enable the Business Cases to
be produced and this will be done
in
accordance
with
the
Framework provisions. With a
maximum value of £5k on each
project.
Medium

Yes

It is understood that the
framework that the Constabulary
intends to use for consultants has
several KPI’s within it and it is
intended that these will be
monitored by the Head of Assets
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Ref

Recommendation
the additional cost saving benefits (ie 4%
discount if fees in excess of £100k) can be
routinely and robustly monitored.

Categorisation

Accepted
(Y/N)

Management Comment
and EMSCU at
contract meetings
consultants.

Implementation
Date

Manager
Responsible

Provision
place

David Vaughan

bi-monthly
with the

In the past Focus have carried out
tender
reviews
for
the
Constabulary, however, this is
supplemented
by
separate
reviews carried out by members
of the Assets team, EMSCU,
Strategic Finance and the Health
and Safety departments and all
aspects of the tender are
considered before awarding a
tender

is

in
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3

Findings and Recommendations
This report has been prepared by exception. Therefore, we have included in this section, only those areas of weakness in control or examples of lapses in
control identified from our testing and not the outcome of all audit testing undertaken.
Controls (actual and/or
missing)

Adequate
Design
(yes/no)

Test Result / Implications

Recommendation

Categorisation

Risk 1: The benefit of using a Design Consultant is not obtained
1.1

There was a Regional Framework
in place for the use of Building
and Design Consultancy
Services. The Framework expired
in April 2011.

Yes

From May 2007 to April 2011, there was a Regional
Framework for Building and Design Consultancy
Services. When the Framework expired, the
Regional Procurement Team was being developed
and implemented. Upon the advice of the Regional
Procurement Representatives it was advised that
each Force should carry out their own mini
competition under the current framework to select
one consultancy company to carry out work for the
next 12 months. The competition was issued to the
six companies which made up the Regional
Framework (via Bluelight) and replies were received
from five companies. Companies were asked to
confirm that there had been no significant changes
to their company (financial, resources, services
etc..) since the initial tender exercise. The contract
recommendation document stated that ‘Award of the
Contract will be to the Tenderer offering the most
economically advantageous tender including costs
and all other issues’ and ‘the award was based on
the criteria used in the original tender evaluation’
which is listed as;

Market testing should be
completed to determine
the provider of Building
and Design Consultancy
Services, moving
forward. In the meantime,
a contract needs to be in
place with Focus, as they
are continuing to provide
significant services to the
Constabulary.
Furthermore, an exercise
needs to be completed to
ensure that discounts
have been received on
invoices, in accordance
with the contractual terms
and conditions.

High

1) Price / Total Cost (100%)
2) Resources / Technical Capacity (Pass/Fail)
3) Project Management / Service Delivery
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Controls (actual and/or
missing)

Adequate
Design
(yes/no)

Test Result / Implications

Recommendation

Categorisation

(Pass /Fail)
4) Quality (Pass / Fail)
5) Contract Compliance (Pass / Fail)
As a result of the mini competition, Focus
Consultants were selected by Derbyshire
Constabulary to provide the Building Consultancy
Services for the period of 1 May 2011 to 30 April
2012, with the option to extend for a further 12
month period.
The Contract Recommendation document was
completed and signed by both the Head of Contract
Services and approved by the Director of Finance
and Administration, following the signed proposal
from the Head of Assets. The contract period was 1
May 2011 – 30 April 2012 (with the option to extend
for 12 months). The document states that;
‘Volume of work under the Framework is expected
to be relatively low as there are no major builds
anticipated in the next couple of years. During this
period of time, options will be reviewed for procuring
these services in the future, e.g. use existing
frameworks, carry out new regional tender etc..’
It was noted that the level of spend for 2011/12 was
£123k.
The option of a one year extension was taken up by
the Constabulary, in May 2012. Similarly, a
Contract Recommendation report was prepared by
the Head of Assets and signed by the Procurement
Officer, to seek approval to take up the 12 month
extension with Focus Consultants, ending 30 April
2013. The report was signed by the Head of
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Controls (actual and/or
missing)

Adequate
Design
(yes/no)

Test Result / Implications

Recommendation

Categorisation

Contract Services and approved by the Director of
Finance and Administration. The report detailed
additional discounts if Focus received annual fee
income of up to £100k a 2.25% discount applies.
Over £100k, a 4% discount applies. During the
audit, it was not clear whether the level of spend
was being monitored and therefore whether the
additional discounts were being applied.
In effect the contract with Focus ended in April 2013
and there is no current contract or framework in
place. Focus continue to complete projects for the
Constabulary and at the time of the audit were
working on a number of projects (Refer to number
1.4 below). It is important that the Constabulary
ensure an appropriate contract is in place, but also
to test the market, to ensure that Focus remain the
best option to provide the required services.
1.2

Due to the nature of the estate
there is no set procedure for when
the Design Consultants should be
used, it is very much on a job by
job basis. Large projects are often
undertaken by Focus when
feasibility studies and structural
work is required.

No

The Head of Assets informed audit that through the
use of Focus Design Consultants, the Constabulary is
able to complete many more projects than they would
otherwise be able to do, due to the size of the team
within the Assets department. It was noted that
smaller jobs are sometimes undertaken by Focus
when there are timing issues. If the Assets teams are
occupied with current projects when an additional
smaller job arises which needs to be completed
quickly, then this is often assigned to Focus.
A more robust process that provides transparency
over the decisions regarding the distribution of works
to Focus and indeed any other consultants needs to
be in place. It is accepted that there will always be
unscheduled projects and unplanned demands on
resources, but there should be a planned programme

A more robust process that High
provides transparency over
the decisions regarding the
distribution of works to
Focus and indeed any
other consultants needs to
be in place. It is accepted
that there will always be
unscheduled projects and
unplanned demands on
resources, but there
should be a planned
programme of works in
place, that allows for
robust challenge and
review to determine who
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Controls (actual and/or
missing)

1.3

There are no Key Performance
Indicators (KPI’s) included within
the contract documentation.
Currently performance of Focus is
monitored by the Assets Team.

Adequate
Design
(yes/no)

No

Test Result / Implications

Recommendation

of works in place, that allows for robust challenge and
review to determine who will complete the required
works, whether that be internal, external or regional.
If there is a planned programme of works, detailing
the resources required to complete the work, this will
also assist with budgetary monitoring and overall
control of resources and costs.
It is noted that the Head of Strategic Finance is
currently working on a project around priority based
budgeting and it is considered by audit that this
project will assist the Assets Team significantly, in
understanding their costs and indeed the resources
that make up their costs to provide assurance that
they are achieving the most value from existing
resources and that they are being utilised most
effectively.

will complete the required
works, whether that be
internal or external. If
there is a planned
programme of works,
detailing the resources
required to complete the
work, this will also assist
with budgetary monitoring
and overall control of
resources and costs.

Through discussion with the Head of Assets it was
established that performance is reviewed informally.
The Project Status report that is produced by Focus,
is reviewed by the Assets team to ensure that it is
accurate.
It is considered that with such a significant
expenditure associated with the provider, that a
more robust performance monitoring mechanism be
introduced. The monitoring mechanism should link
to the original contractual agreement to ensure the
Constabulary can demonstrate that what was
stipulated within the contract, is being provided (by
both parties).
We obtained and review the Project Status report
from June 2013 which lists the following ongoing

The Contractor should be
formally monitored
through the use of KPI’s
to ensure that the
Constabulary is receiving
a quality service and
value for money is being
received. Furthermore, if
there was a formal
monitoring process in
place, then the additional
cost saving benefits (ie
4% discount if fees in
excess of £100k) can be
routinely and robustly
monitored.

Categorisation

Medium
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Controls (actual and/or
missing)

Adequate
Design
(yes/no)

Test Result / Implications

Recommendation

Categorisation

projects that Focus have involvement with;


C Block Refurbishment



Blomass Boiler Installation



CCMC Works



Buxton Heating System Replacement



Re-supply (Elec) to HQ



Chesterfield Concrete Repairs



DDHQ Special Branch Project



DDHQ Second Floor Works



Titan House Car Parking Extension



Ripley HQ Tarmac Repairs Project



Fire Alarm Zoning Project (Drawing
Production)



Chesterfield Electrical Re-wire



Chesterfield Fire Alarm Project



HQ Drainage (Pump House)



Cotton Lane Refurbishment



Temporary Mortuary

 High Voltage Maintenance
On review of the status report it is noted that a
number of the projects involve Focus completing
progress reviews with projects or reviewing and
evaluating tenders. Such tasks could be completed
by either the Assets Team and / or Procurement
Team.
1.4

The Constabulary is currently in
the process of identifying
previously used frameworks

Yes

The Procurement Business Partner is currently in
the process of identifying frameworks that have
already been created which can be adopted by the

Refer to the
recommendation made at
1.1 above.
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Estates – Building & Design Consultants
(8.13/14)

Derbyshire Constabulary

Controls (actual and/or
missing)
which could be adopted to allow
the Constabulary to have a
Building and Design Consultancy
Services framework in place
without incurring the cost of
creating a new framework.

Adequate
Design
(yes/no)

Test Result / Implications

Recommendation

Categorisation

Constabulary. In order to ensure value for money is
achieved it is intended to complete a mini
competition using the framework. This could be
based on receiving quotes on a fictional project or
for known future projects. This is considered to be
a useful and beneficial action.
It is important that the Constabulary completes this
exercise as soon as is possible, to ensure that they
are receiving value for money and have appropriate
contractual arrangements in place.
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JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
17 JULY 2014
REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITOR
7F:

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT: RISK MANAGEMENT

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive and review a report from the Internal Auditors on the review of risk
management in both the Constabulary and the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner (OPCC), and having considered the report and the action plan
arising, to take assurance as to the adequacy of the internal controls.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The scope of the audit work was to provide further assurance following the
previous review of risk management.

2.2

The full report is attached at APPENDIX A. The audit found that taking
account of the issues identified, the Constabulary and the OPCC can take
substantial assurance that the controls upon which the organisation relies to
manage this risk are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.

2.3

There is 1 low risk recommendation in respect of the application of the control
framework; this has been accepted by management.

3.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Committee take substantive assurance that the
controls upon which the organisations rely to manage risk management are
suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report

1
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MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

Internal Audit report: Risk Management 10.13/14

2
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Executive Summary

1.1

Introduction

Risk Management
10.13/14

An audit of Risk Management was undertaken as part of the approved internal audit periodic plan for 2013/14.
In October 2011, the Constabulary implemented the Orchid Risk Management system - a management tool for
risks, which is also used collaboratively with other forces in the region. The risk scoring matrix used within the
Orchid system was developed by all forces to ensure that the risk management process and scoring
mechanisms was consistent. We reviewed this system and the content of the risk register to understand how
risks are identified, scored, monitored and managed.
In addition during this review we considered the risk register in use for the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner (OPCC); no formal risk management software is used, instead a spreadsheet based risk register
is used to record risks, controls and assurances. This is considered to be sufficient for the volume of risks and
the number of officers responsible for the management of the risks.
This review was intended to review both the arrangement of the OPCC and the Constabulary and further to
provide assurance that the controls found to be in place during the previous review undertaken in 2012
(specifically around the maintenance of the Constabulary risk register), remain in place. Our review has
confirmed that indeed those arrangements reported as part of our previous review do indeed remain in place.

1.2

Conclusion
Taking account of the issues identified, the Organisation can take
substantial assurance that the controls upon which the organisation
relies to manage this area are suitably designed, consistently applied
and effective

The above conclusions feeding into the overall assurance level are based on the evidence obtained during the
review. The key findings from this review are as follows:
Design & Application of control framework

The OPCC and Constabulary have a detailed Risk Management Strategy in place. The Strategy for the
Constabulary is dated 2013-2017 and was approved by the Risk Management Board in May 2013 and
presented to the Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee in June 2013. The OPCC Risk Management
Strategy is dated 2012-17 was presented at the June 2013 JARAC meeting. The document clearly records
the linkage to the Constabulary risk register, objectives, risk structure and scoring matrix.

The governance framework for reporting and monitoring of risks is robust and appropriate. There is a clear
linkage between the Constabulary and the OPCC.

There is a Risk Management Board (RMB) in place with clear terms of reference detailing specific
responsibilities. The role of the Board is;

To ensure a co-ordinated approach to identifying, analysing, controlling and monitoring
organisational risks with the implementation of the Risk Management process;

The Board will review organisational risks, assign risk owners and monitor organisational risks;

The Board will focus on maintaining a clear and cohesive approach of the organisational risk
management process;

To determine if the risks are organisational;

Managing and developing the risk management process;

Review risk assessments of potential organisational risks;

Regular monitoring of red and amber risks;

Assigning risk owners to a risk dependant on the risk scoring;

Providing visible leadership and commitment to the Organisational risks and risk management
process;

Ensuring programme and project assurance
We reviewed the attendance of the RMB from the meetings to date and confirmed that the attendees
were in line with the terms of reference and Board membership.
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1.3

Risk Management
10.13/14

Risk Management Reports for the Constabulary are presented to the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance
Committee (JARAC). The purpose of which is to assure the Committee of the arrangements in place with
regards to Risk Management.
It was noted that the review timetable for the OPCC risk register is not formally documented. As such a
recommendation had been included within the main body of the report.
The content of the Constabulary risk register could be strengthened to include details of assurances and an
inherent risk score. However, it is noted that the ORCHID system does not necessarily allow for this
information, although efforts are being made around the inclusion of assurances (by attaching supporting
documentation on the system) to demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of identified controls. This
is something that we would encourage.
Information on Risk Management is included on the Constabulary intranet site. There is a dedicated Force
Risk management page which gives background on risk management, a strategic risk briefing and links to
Risk Management Board meetings, JARAC reports and the ORCHID system.

Scope of the Review
To evaluate the adequacy of risk management and control within the system and the extent to which controls
have been applied, with a view to providing an opinion. Control activities are put in place to ensure that risks to
the achievement of the organisation’s objectives are managed effectively. When planning the audit, the following
controls for review and limitations were agreed:
Control activities relied upon:

There is a documented Risk Management Strategy in place.


Risk registers are documented and regularly reviewed and updated.

Limitations to the scope of the audit:

We will not comment on whether all risks to the OPCC and the Constabulary have been identified, only
whether mechanisms are in place to identify, capture, assess and report on risks.


We will not advocate any particular method of risk management; only advise the OPCC and the
Constabulary on good practice.



Our work does not provide an absolute assurance that material errors, loss or fraud do not exist.

The approach taken for this audit was a System-Based Audit.

1.4

Recommendations Summary
The following tables highlight the number and categories of recommendations made. The Action Plan at Section
2 details the specific recommendations made as well as agreed management actions to implement them.
Recommendations made during this audit:
Our recommendations address the design and application of the control framework as follows:
Priority
High

Medium

Low

Design of control framework

0

0

0

Application of control framework

0

0

1

Total

0

0

1

The recommendations address the risks within the scope of the audit as set out below:
Priority
Area

High

Medium

Low

Risk Management

0

0

1

Total

0

0

1
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Risk Management
10.13/14

Recommendations implemented since the previous audit in this area:
Date of previous audit: 24 February 2013
High

Medium

Low

Number of recommendations made during
previous audit

0

0

1

Number of recommendations implemented

0

0

1

Recommendations not yet fully
implemented:

0

0

0

Assurance:

We recommended in the previous risk management review that reference to ‘confidential risks’ should be
included within the Risk Management Strategy. During our review of the strategy we confirmed that this had been
updated to include the required detail. No further action is required.
We have included some comparative data to benchmark the number of recommendations made, as shown in the
table below. In the past year, we have undertaken a number of audits of a similar nature in the sector.
Level of Assurance

Percentage of Reviews

Results of this Audit

Green

71.43%

x

Amber / Green

28.57%

Amber / Red

0%

Red

0%

Recommendations
Recommendations made

Average number in similar
audits

Number in this audit

3.14

1
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Risk Management
10.13/14

Action Plan
The priority of the recommendations made is as follows:
Priority

Description

High
Medium

Recommendations are prioritised to reflect our assessment of risk associated with the control weaknesses.

Low
Suggestion

Ref

1.6

These are not formal recommendations that impact our overall opinion, but used to highlight a suggestion or idea that
management may want to consider.

Recommendation

Categorisation

Accepted
(Y/N)

Management Comment

Implementation
Date

Manager
Responsible

A formal review timescale should be
documented to ensure that the register is
reviewed every six months.

Low

Y

Agreed.

Implemented

Helen Boffy,
Treasurer
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Risk Management
10.13/14

Findings and Recommendations
This report has been prepared by exception. Therefore, we have included in this section, only those areas of weakness in control or examples of lapses in
control identified from our testing and not the outcome of all audit testing undertaken.
Controls (actual and/or
missing)

Adequate
Design
(yes/no)

Test Result / Implications

Recommendation

Categorisation

Yes

We obtained the risk register for the Office of the
Police and Crime Commissioner and noted that the
spreadsheet used contained:

A risk description

Cause and Effect

An inherent score

Existing risk mitigations and controls

A residual score

Planned mitigations and controls

An overall assurance level
The level of information is sufficient to ensure that
the risk can be fully understood, that the existing
controls are well defined and that any future actions
to further mitigate the risk are identified and that
action can be taken.
The Treasurer is responsible for the risk register and
through our discussions we established that the
review of the register includes discussions with the
Chief Executive, the Head of Service for
Compliance and Engagement, the Head of Service
for Commissioning and the Policy Officer. The
register is also presented to JARAC once a year.
There is however no set timescale for the review of
the document, the aim is to review the register every

A formal review timescale
should be documented to
ensure that the register is
reviewed
every
six
months.

Low

Area: Risk Management
1.1

The Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner record their
risks on a spreadsheet based risk
register. The risk register is
periodically
reviewed
and
updated.
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Controls (actual and/or
missing)

Adequate
Design
(yes/no)

Risk Management
10.13/14

Test Result / Implications

Recommendation

Categorisation

six months and to meet before the end of the year.
To strengthen the control within this area it would be
beneficial to introduce set timescales for review to
ensure that all individuals can meet six monthly to
review to content of the register. This will ensure a
more formalised and consistent approach, moving
forward.
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REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITOR
7G:

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT:PAYROLL

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive and review a report from the Internal Auditors on the review of
payroll services for the Constabulary and the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner (OPCC), and having considered the report, to take assurance
as to the adequacy of the internal controls.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The scope of the audit work was to ensure that adequate payroll processes
are in place to ensure that staff are paid accurately and the information held
within the system is correct.

2.2

The full report is attached at APPENDIX A. The audit found that taking
account of the issues identified, the Constabulary and the OPCC can take
substantial assurance that the controls upon which the organisation relies to
manage this risk are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.

2.3

There are no recommendations in respect of the application of the control
framework.

3.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Committee take substantive assurance that the
controls upon which the organisations rely to manage risk management are
suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
1
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MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

Internal Audit report: Payroll 7.13/14

2
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Executive Summary

1.1

Introduction

Payroll
7.13/14

An audit of Payroll was undertaken as part of the approved internal audit periodic plan for 2013/14.
Derbyshire Constabulary use an external payroll provider, Mouchel, to make salary payments to Officers and
staff. Mouchel are provided the data for these transactions by Leicestershire Force who maintains the SAP
payroll system. Any amendments to this system, such as new starters, leavers or amendments require the
Constabulary to inform Leicestershire. This is done through the use of a ‘Notification to Payroll of Employee
Permanent Data’ form which is transferred to Leicestershire through a secure portal.
At 3 January 2014 the Constabulary reported that their year-end projection for Police Officers pay and pension
for the 2013- 2014 year stood at £95,678,000, this is an underspend of £202,000 on the revised budget. Police
Staff had a year-end projection of £35,248,000, which is an underspend of £494,000 against the revised budget.
The audit was designed to assess the controls in place to manage the following objectives and risks:

1.2

Objective

Adequate payroll processes are in place to ensure that staff are paid accurately
and the information held within the system is correct.

Risk

Incorrect payments are made to staff

Conclusion
Taking account of the issues identified, the Organisation can take
substantial assurance that the controls upon which the organisation
relies to manage this risk are suitably designed, consistently applied and
effective.

The above conclusions feeding into the overall assurance level are based on the evidence obtained during the
review. The key findings from this review are as follows:
Design and Application of control framework
We have not made any recommendations in relation to the design or the application of the control
framework. Examples of the sound design and application include;

A timetable is in place identifying the time and date all changes to the SAP system must be communicated
to Leicestershire for entering prior to the payment run. This is communicated to all members of HR in the
Constabulary.

A Notification to Payroll of Employee Permanent Data is completed for all new starters and leavers. This is
completed by a member of HR and checked by a separate member to confirm the details are correct.
These are all stored in a shared drive accessible by all members of the team by the month they were
transferred to Leicestershire. Once the transfer has been completed the folder is marked as all items have
been sent. Currently a paper copy of the Notification to Payroll of Employee Permanent Data is printed,
signed as transferred and filed. This is due to end in April 2014 when all forms will be scanned and stored
online.

Leicestershire Force is notified of changes to address through the use of a spreadsheet which is
transferred along with the Notification to Payroll of Employee Permanent Data forms. All other
amendments, which include name changes, salary increases, changes to hours and bonus payments are
made through the use of the notification form.

Prior to the cut off deadline a member of staff transfers the Notification to Payroll of Employee Permanent
Data forms to Leicestershire Force via a secure portal. Access to this is secured by username and
password. The portal identifies documents which have been transmitted in each direction and when the
recipient has downloaded the file.
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1.3

Payroll
7.13/14

Strategic Finance receives a costing file from the payroll service provider on a monthly basis. This is
uploaded to the finance system to recording staffing costs. This report is also reconciled to the BACS
notification form. Reconciliations are also undertaken on deductions & attachment orders, Inland Revenue
items and details of interims payments.
The BACS payment is approved prior to processing. There are checklists which are signed off by the Joint
Payroll Services Manager and the Head of Finance at Leicestershire.
Leicestershire is responsible for producing and reviewing exception reports. The Joint Payroll Services
Manager and the Head of Finance sign a payroll processing checklist to confirm these tasks have been
completed and this is received by the Finance Support Team at the Constabulary.
Management reports are produced on a monthly basis to each Division/ Department identifying their
position against approved budgets. Further to this there is a detailed breakdown of salary costs per month.
A high level Financial Briefing report is presented at the Strategic Governance Board.

Scope of the Review
To evaluate the adequacy of risk management and control within the system and the extent to which controls
have been applied, with a view to providing an opinion. Control activities are put in place to ensure that risks to
the achievement of the organisation’s objectives are managed effectively. When planning the audit, the following
controls for review and limitations were agreed:
Limitations to the scope of the audit:

Our work does not provide an absolute assurance that material errors, loss or fraud do not exist.
The approach taken for this audit was a Key Controls Audit.

1.4

Recommendations Summary
We have not made any recommendations as a result of our audit
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JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
17TH JULY 2014
JOINT REPORT OF CHIEF CONSTABLE AND TREASURER

8A: ASSURANCE MAP 2013-2014

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

This report sets out the assurances that have been gained by the Joint Committee
during the last financial year against their key areas of responsibility as set out
within their terms of reference.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
BACKGROUND

2.1

At this meeting the Joint Committee will be considering Annual Governance
Statements for the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable.

2.2

While not the only contributor to these statements, the work of the Joint Committee
plays a significant part in enabling the Commissioner and Chief Constable to be
assured that their governance arrangements are adequate and subject to
independent oversight.

2.3

The terms of reference for the Joint Audit and Risk Committee set out four main
areas of responsibility as follows:O The risk management and the internal control framework operated by the PCC
and the Chief Constable.

O The effectiveness of their respective governance arrangements including
providing for value for money services.

O Appointment, support and keep under review the work of internal and external
auditors as they provide assurance on risk management, internal controls and
the annual accounts through their work.

O The financial reporting process.

1
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2.4

Over the last financial year the Committee has reviewed the activities of the PCC
and Chief Constable against these four areas and has been able to build key
assurance across each of the four areas.

2.5

APPENDIX A provides an Assurance Map that sets out the assurances that the
Joint Committee has gained during its work over the last year. This is reference to
the four meetings that were held and the unique minute reference.

2.6

The annex demonstrates the considerable assurance gained by the Joint
Committee in its first year of independent oversight. This assurance spreads
across the four key areas of responsibility for the committee.

2.7

Both the Commissioner and Chief Constable recognise and are grateful for the
valuable work undertaken by the Committee and in particular the breadth of
assurance that the Committee has gained.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

That the Committee notes the level of assurances that it has gained over the last
financial year and using this to inform any comments that it wishes to make on the
Annual Governance Statements produced by the Commissioner and Chief
Constable.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
LOW
Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Risk
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM

HIGH

x
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
Name: Chief Superintendent Sunita Gamblin
External telephone number: 0300 122 4039
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: NONE
Appendix A: Assurance Map
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Office of Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire & Chief Constable
Joint Audit Risk Management and Assurance Committee

SUMMARY OF ASSURANCE GAINED
Risk Management and Internal Control
Meeting

Minute

13/12/13

29/13

Decision/Assurance Gained
HMIC Inspection Activity
RESOLVED:
1. The report was received to gain direct assurance that there is a process in place for the Constabulary to
implement HMIC recommendations.

13/12/13

30/13

Force Risk Management
RESOLVED
1. The report was received and significant and direct assurance was taken that this area of business is
being managed efficiently and effectively.

13/12/13

31/13

Report On Attendance At The Force Strategic Risk Management Board
RESOLVED:
1. Assurance was taken from the verbal feedback provided by Ms S Hart that the area of Risk is being
managed efficiently and effectively by the Constabulary.

13/3/14

04/14

HMIC Inspection Activity
RESOLVED
1. The committee gained direct assurance that there is a process in place to implement where relevant,
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Office of Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire & Chief Constable
Joint Audit Risk Management and Assurance Committee
HMIC recommendations.
Governance and Value for Money Arrangements
Meeting

Minute

20/6/13

07/13

Decision/Assurance Gained
PCC Risk Management
RESOLVED:
1. The committee took assurance that progress was being made to implement Risk Management in the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner was noted.

20/6/13

12/13

Derbyshire Joint Code Of Corporate Governance For The Police And Crime Commissioner And
The Chief Constable
RESOLVED
1. Assurance was taken that suitable and appropriate Code(s) of Corporate Governance are in place for
the Commissioner and the Chief Constable, noting that in Derbyshire, a joint Code had been adopted.

13/12/13

38/13

Audit Report: Collaboration Governance & Financial Framework
RESOLVED:
1. Assurance was taken as to the design and application of the control framework.
2. To note the 5 medium and 3 low priority matters identified in the action plan relating to the design of the
control framework have been accepted by management and will be addressed according to the plan
timescale.
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Office of Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire & Chief Constable
Joint Audit Risk Management and Assurance Committee
Meeting

Minute

13/12/13

41/13

Decision/Assurance Gained
NCRS and NSIR Compliance Report
RESOLVED:
1. To gain direct assurance that this area of business is being managed efficiently and effectively.

13/3/14

10/14

Value for Money
RESOLVED:
1. The committee took assurance that the controls upon which the organisation relies to manage this area
is suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.

13/3/14

11/14

Priority Based Budgeting
RESOVLED:
1. The committee gained assurance from the report that Derbyshire Police is continuing to take steps to
deliver future value for money.
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Office of Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire & Chief Constable
Joint Audit Risk Management and Assurance Committee
Oversight of Internal and External Audit

Meeting
20/6/13

Minute Decision/Assurance Gained
10/13

Internal Audit Annual Report
RESOLVED:
1. To note and take assurance from the Internal Audit Annual Report.

20/6/13

11/13

Internal Audit Governance Arrangements
RESOLVED:
1. To note and take assurance from the Internal Audit Governance Arrangements
2. Members’ receive a copy of all future Strategic Governance Board meeting papers.

13/12/13

33/13

Annual Audit Letter
RESOLVED:
1. To receive the Annual Audit Letter for 2012/13 and take assurance
that once again the arrangements by Derbyshire Police for financial
reporting, value for money and external reporting were satisfactory.

13/12/13

35/13

Internal Audit Progress Report
RESOLVED:
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Office of Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire & Chief Constable
Joint Audit Risk Management and Assurance Committee

13/12/13

39/13

1. The Committee takes assurance that the internal audit plan addresses relevant matters and is
being delivered as expected.
Follow Up Of Previous Internal Audit Recommendations
RESOLVED:
1. To take assurance from the follow up report that all but 3 of the previous internal audit
recommendations have been implemented and that those outstanding have a planned action to
deliver.

13/3/14

07/14

Internal Audit Progress Report
RESOLVED:
1. The committee took assurance that the internal audit plan addressed relevant matters and was
being delivered as expected.

08/14

Internal Audit Report – General Ledger
RESOLVED:
1. The committee took assurance that the controls upon which the organisation relies to manage this area
is suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.

09/14

Internal Audit Report – Payments And Creditors
RESOLVED:
1. The committee took assurance that the controls upon which the organisation relies to manage creditors
and payment are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective.
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Office of Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire & Chief Constable
Joint Audit Risk Management and Assurance Committee

The Financial Reporting Process

Meeting
26/9/13

Minute Decision/Assurance Gained
22/13

Statement of Accounts 2012/13
RESOLVED:
1. Members were provided with a final overview of the Statement of Accounts as set out within the
report to provide assurance to the Chief Constable and the Police and Crime Commissioner prior
to them signing their statements of accounts.

13/12/13

33/13

Annual Audit Letter – please see above
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Part I –
For Publication

JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
17 JULY 2014
REPORT OF THE TREASURER

8B:

ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2013/14 FOR THE POLICE AND

CRIME COMMISSIONER

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

This report presents for assurance and information purposes, the
Commissioner’s Annual Governance Statement for 2013/14, compiled after
reviews of internal control, and the effectiveness of internal audit.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011 (Regulation 4) requires
the Commissioner to publish an Annual Governance Statement alongside the
Statement of Accounts which includes the publication of a statement on
Internal Control.

2.2

This process of review of internal control together with the ongoing assurance
processes during the year ensures that the statement provided accurately
reflects the internal control environment. Where appropriate, actions to
improve significant areas of internal control weakness have been identified to
continue to be actioned during the following financial year.

2.3

As a response to any changes in the Commissioner’s corporate governance
arrangements, and to reflect the local Joint Code of Corporate Governance
adopted for the period from November 2012, the Annual Governance
Statement (attached as APPENDIX A to this report) reviews and evidences
how well the Commissioner meets his own governance standards, and where
there are areas for improvement, these will be identified as actions for
2014/15. This review is attached as ANNEX 1 to APPENDIX A to this report.
Also as part of the Annual Governance Statement, is a review of the
effectiveness of internal control. This is attached to this report at ANNEX 2 to
1
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APPENDIX A. The AGS for the Region has been prepared on behalf of the
Deputy Chief Constable and is attached at ANNEX 3 to APPENDIX A.
2.4

In respect of the required review of the effectiveness of Internal Audit, this has
been provided by an assurance letter from the internal Auditors, Baker Tilly.

2.5

Following new Accounts and Audit Regulations which came into effect from 1
April 2011, the statement of accounts are now signed by the responsible
financial officer before the end of June and submitted for audit.

2.6

It is a requirement that the Annual Governance Statement is considered and
approved independently of the Statement of Accounts. The Commissioner’s
Annual Governance Statement 2013/14 is given at APPENDIX A.

2.7

The JARAC has this opportunity to review and make comment on the
Statement, as being the independent audit committee and therefore best
placed to make recommendations as to the content or process as required.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

Consider the Annual Governance Statement for the Commissioner attached
at APPENDIX A (with Annexes) and identify any further content or
amendments.

ii.

Subject to there being no further matters raised for consideration, agree that
the Annual Governance Statement 2013/14 accompany the Statement of
Accounts for 2013/14 for audit.

iii.

Consider any further areas of Governance that need further development in
2014/15 to include in the final statement.

2
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4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

MEDIUM

HIGH

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy , Treasurer

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS NONE
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A: Commissioner’s AGS 2013/14
Annex 1 to Appendix A: Review of Principles
Annex 2 to Appendix A: Effectiveness of Control
Annex 3 to Appendix A: AGS Region
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR DERBYSHIRE
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 2013/14
COMMISSIONER’S ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2013/14

Position as at 31 March 2014 including plans for the financial year 2014/15

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Police and Crime Commissioner (Commissioner) and the Chief
Constable have approved and adopted a Derbyshire Joint Code of Corporate
Governance which is consistent with the principles of the CIPFA Framework:
Delivering Good Governance in Local Government: Guidance note for Police.
A copy of the Joint Code of Corporate Governance can be obtained from the
Chief Executive, Office for the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire, Butterley Hall, Ripley, Derbyshire, DE5 3RS. It is also available
on the Commissioner’s website at http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/PublicInformation/Policies-Procedures-and-Guidance-Documents.aspx

1.2

This Annual Governance Statement explains how the Commissioner has
complied with the joint code and also meets the requirements of Regulation
4[2] of the Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011 in relation to the
review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control.

2

SCOPE AND RESPONSIBILITY

2.1

The Commissioner and the Chief Constable are responsible for ensuring that
business is conducted in accordance with the law and proper standards, that
public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used
economically, efficiently and effectively.

2.2

The Commissioner is responsible under the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011 for securing, inter alia, an efficient and effective police
Constabulary for Derbyshire and to deliver value for money, being continuous
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improvement in the way in which its functions are exercised, having regard to
a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

2.3

In discharging this overall responsibility, the Commissioner is also responsible
for putting in place proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs and
facilitating the exercise of its functions, which includes ensuring a sound
system of internal control is maintained through the year and that
arrangements are in place for the management of risk. He may do this
through delegation to his officers.

3

THE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL

3.1

The Police and Crime Panel has been established under legislation to hold
the Commissioner to account by scrutinising his decisions and also has a role
to play in overseeing the police and crime plan, on the setting of the precept,
the appointment of the Commissioner’s statutory officers and in the
appointment of a Chief Constable. The panel is politically and geographically
balanced with representatives from the local authorities in the policing area
with 2 co-opted independent members. There are 16 members on the
Derbyshire panel.

4

THE PURPOSE OF A GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

4.1

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 changed the way
policing was governed by introducing one directly elected Police and Crime
Commissioner. The Commissioner is a corporation sole, as is the Chief
Constable and this required a new governance framework to be adopted.

4.2

Governance is about the systems and processes; and culture and values
which companies and other organisations are directed and controlled. Good
governance enables the Commissioner to:
• Deliver on his vision and priorities for policing and crime
• Performance manage the Force and other partners
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• Hold individuals to account for delivery
• Make decisions in an open transparent way
• Engage with the public and victims to achieve better outcomes
• Provide good stewardship over public funds and achieve value for
money

Importantly, it also provides an appropriate level of control and flexibility to
enable the Chief Constable to make timely, efficient and effective operational
decisions.

4.3

The Policing Protocol Order 2011 requires the Commissioner to abide by the
seven Nolan Principles as defined by the Committee on Standards in ‘Public
Life’ published in May 1995. These principles include: selflessness, integrity,
objectiveness, accountability, openness, honesty and integrity. The protocol
also defines the Chief Constable’s operational independence from
interference by the Commissioner.

4.4

The Commissioner has sworn an oath of impartiality. This has committed him
to serve local people without fear or favour and it sets out his public
commitment to performing his role with integrity, impartiality and fairness.

4.5

The Commissioner’s governance framework has been in place since 22
November 2012 when Alan Charles was elected as the first Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire. The framework was in place at the yearend 31
March 2014. It will be replaced by an amended framework after 1 April 2014
to reflect the transfer of the majority of police staff to the employment of the
Chief Constable (called the Stage 2 transfer).

5

THE POLICE AND CRIME PLAN

5.1

Each Commissioner is required to set out his vision, priorities and objectives
for policing and crime and contained within the Police and Crime Plan which
has effect (subject to review) until the end of the financial year of the next
election. The production and publishing of the Police and Crime Plan is a
A-3
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core statutory planning requirement as defined by the Police Reform and
Social Responsibility Act 2011. The Plan sets out the resources and assets
that the Commissioner will make available to the Chief Constable for policing
and the mechanisms by which the Chief Constable will report on performance
and be held to account.

5.2

In developing the plan the Commissioner is required to consider a number of
duties. These include:
• Working and co-operating with partner organisations in developing
and implementing local crime and disorder strategies.
• Engaging and consulting with the public, victims of crime and
businesses.
• Resources to support the strategic policing requirements to address
national risks, harm and threats.
• Have regard to the safeguarding of children, promoting the welfare
of children and equality and diversity
• Co – operation with local criminal justice bodies to provide efficient
and effective criminal justice services.

5.3

Developing the Police and Crime plan is part of the Commissioner’s annual
business planning and commissioning cycle process. The Commissioner may
review the Police and Crime plan to take account of public and victim
consultation and findings from the annual partnership risk and threat
assessment.

5.4

Although the Chief Constable is responsible for operational policing matters,
the direction and control of police personnel and for putting in place proper
arrangements for the governance of the Constabulary, the Commissioner is
required to hold him to account for the exercise of those functions and those
of the persons under his direction and control. It therefore follows that the
Commissioner must satisfy himself that the Constabulary has appropriate
mechanisms in place for the maintenance of good governance, and that these
operate in practice. To this end and as a consequence of the Chief Constable
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being a corporation sole with his own accounts, the Chief Constable will
produce his own Annual Governance Statement.

6

THE INTERNAL CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

6.1

The system of internal control is a significant part of the governance
framework and is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level. It cannot
eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can
therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of
effectiveness. The system of internal control is based on an ongoing process
designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the
Commissioner’s policing objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks
being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them
effectively, efficiently and economically.

6.2

The following documents and strategies establish the policies, aims and
objectives at a high level:

6.3

•

The five year Police and Crime Plan reflecting local and national priorities

•

The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner Business Plan

•

The Medium Term Financial Plan

•

Strategic Risk Registers (Constabulary and Commissioner)

•

The Joint Scheme of Corporate Governance

•

The Code of Corporate Governance

•

The Scheme of Delegation and Consent

•

The Financial Regulations and Contract Regulations

•

Meeting protocol

•

Terms of reference for the Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee

These documents and other strategies and policies, which incorporate best
practice, demonstrate that the Commissioner operates a good system of
internal control and is detailed further in the following key elements of the
Internal Control environment.
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6.4

The Internal Control environment supports the Commissioner in establishing,
implementing and monitoring policies and objectives. The Commissioner, in
consultation with the Chief Constable, has published his 5 year Police and
Crime Plan which articulates the policing objectives, based on public
consultation, the assessment of risk and threat in the County and the
Commissioner’s manifestos commitments. The plan has to have regard to the
national Strategic Policing Requirement and the Policing Protocol, as well as
the community safety priorities of the responsible authorities.

6.5

The Medium Term Financial Plan and the Risk Registers are then linked to
the policing objectives identified in the Police and Crime Plan. These
objectives are used to direct resources and manage activity and risk.

6.6

The 6 policing objectives in the 2012/2017 policing plan Derbyshire are: -



Work to improve the support provided to victims and
witnesses



Work to provide strong and effective partnership working
with organisations such as Neighbourhood Watch and the
Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise Sector to
facilitate greater impact and use of resources



Work to keep people, particularly the most vulnerable in
our communities, safe from harm, antisocial behaviour and
criminal activities



Work to support local policing and maintain current
strength, distributing resources into places of greatest
need



Work to drive continual improvement in performance
through a robust performance framework that identifies
key risks and Manifesto priorities



Encourage further investigation into the issues surrounding
alcohol-related crime & harm and the impact of drugs on
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communities; explore ways to intervene early – with
support from our partners

6.7

The activities of the Constabulary are further governed by the vision,
corporate values, principles and behaviours that have been agreed by the
Commissioner and the Chief Constable.

6.8

Thorough the mechanism of a generally monthly, public, Strategic
Governance Board the Commissioner receives regular reports from the Chief
Constable, the Chief Constable’s Director of Finance (his Chief Financial
Officer), the Chief Executive and the Treasurer on the implementation of
these objectives, financial management and emerging issues. This is
supplemented by a range of policies and processes to support the operation
of the Commissioner’s office, including a scheme of delegation to officers,
standing orders relating to the business of the Commissioner, and codes of
conduct for the Commissioner and his Deputy as well as the staff of the
OPCC.

7

TRANSPARENCY

7.1

The Commissioner has adopted and is following a wide ranging and robust
transparency agenda which whilst it is based on the secondary legislation of
the two Specified Information orders and the requirements of the Information
Commissioner’s Office is nevertheless one of the Commissioner’s key tenets.
Meetings are publicised in advance and all decisions are taken in the public
domain as far as possible. All decisions are published along with any
supporting reports that are not subject to a restrictive marking.

7.2

The financial management of the Commissioner’s business is integrated with
and influenced by many of the above processes, and includes processes for
forward planning of expenditure and resources; budget consultation, setting
and monitoring; and completion of final accounts, all aimed to be accurate,
informative and timely. The Commissioner also has in place financial
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regulations designed to support sound financial management policies and
procedures, and adherence thereto, and to reflect the Commissioner's currant
management structure and business activities.

7.3

In order to ensure compliance with policies, procedures and statutory
requirements, the Commissioner has a range of controls and processes in
place, as set out below. These processes also assist the Commissioner to
ensure the economical, effective and efficient use of resources, and to secure
continuous improvement in exercising his functions, providing for an effective
performance management and reporting process.

7.4

The Commissioner or his representative sit on project groups at all levels
within the Constabulary and the Constabulary regularly provides the
Commissioner with information on performance, finance and risk
management, in accordance with an agreed forward plan, which is published.

7.5

Collaborative functions are overseen by the East Midlands Police and Crime
Commissioners Board. The Board provides oversight of all collaboration
activities in the region and is a forum for all Police and Crime Commissioners
and Chief Constables to share and demonstrate their experiences of
partnership work. All forces can discuss governance, performance and
financial issues at the quarterly EMPCCB meetings. The collaboration builds
on best practice from across the region to improve performance and enhance
resilience as well as delivering a cost saving agenda.

7.6

There are 5 forces in the East Midlands region –Derbyshire, Leicestershire,
Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire and Nottinghamshire. These continue to
review collaborative arrangements through the East Midlands Police
Collaboration Programme (EMPCP) which is led by the Deputy Chief
Constable East Midlands. All the projects aim to save money, increase
capacity and capability, maintain or improve customer service standards, use
officer and staff time in the best way possible, deliver the best service with the
resources available, improve performance or make better use of technology.
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The EMPCP focuses on delivering joint regional work in both operational and
non-operational support services. Not collaboration initiatives are shared by
all five forces.

7.7

An Internal Control Assurance Statement has been produced by the Deputy
Chief Constable East Midlands covering performance monitoring,
arrangements for compliance with relevant laws, polices and procedures, and
that appropriate controls are in place for the management of resources.
A copy of this is attached at APPENDIX C to this report.
A management structure is in place, with clear lines of accountability for both
operational issues and use of resources. Budgets for each service are
approved each year at EMPCCB which defines the expenditure targets for
each area of policing within regional collaboration.

7.8

Each force actively supports the budget allocation and sets its own precept
accordingly. Management reports showing costs against budget are provided
generally monthly and unexpected variances and investigated and explained,
ready for reporting to EMPCCB quarterly. The monthly expenditure reports are
shared across the region to provide each force with visibility over expenditure to
date.

7.9

Whilst the EMPCCB provides joint oversight, it has no decision making
powers; Commissioners remain individually responsible for their decisions
and Chief Constables are held to account locally for activities they carry out
regionally.

7.10

The Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee for the Chief Constable and
the Commissioner is charged with overseeing the corporate governance
process and the management of risk. It carries out the role of an audit
committee and will review the full Annual Governance Statement and approve
an abridged version for inclusion in the annual Statement of Accounts. The
Statement of Accounts for 2013/14 will be approved by the JARAC Committee
itself in September.
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8

REVIEW OF THE JOINT CODE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 2013/14

8.1

In adopting the Joint Code the Commissioner undertook to demonstrate
compliance with the principles of corporate governance in each of the six
dimensions of his business:


Focusing on the purpose of the Commissioner and the Constabulary,
and on outcomes for the community, and creating and implementing
a vision for the local area



Leaders, officers and partners working together to achieve a
common purpose with clearly defined functions and roles;



Promoting values for the Commissioner and demonstrating the
values of good governance through upholding high standards of
conduct and behaviour;



Taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to
effective scrutiny and managing risk;



Developing the capacity and capability of the Commissioner and the
Officer of the Police and Crime Commissioner to be effective; and



Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust
public accountability.

Attached at APPENDIX 1 is a review of these six areas with comment as to
how these have been achieved. This review evaluates how well the
Commissioner has met his own code during 2013/14, and identifies what
areas of work will be reviewed or improved in 2014/15. The major areas for
development relate to the governance changes required as a result of the
Stage Two transfer.

9

DELIVERING THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

9.1

The Commissioner is committed to maintaining an effective governance
framework.
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9.2

The Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee is responsible for all audit
matters and has oversight over the full range of audit and inspection activity
undertaken across the Commission. This provides effective reassurance that
governance arrangements are working effectively.

9.3

External Inspection activity is carried out by KPMG LLP, appointed following a
national tender process by the outgoing Audit Commission. Baker Tilly took
over RSMTenon during the financial year and provides the internal audit
service. HMIC have no remit to inspect Commissioners but can inspect
Commissioner activities on request and for a fee.

9.4

The designated Monitoring Officer (the Commissioner’s Chief Executive) is
responsible for promoting and maintaining high standards of conduct of the
Commissioner and his deputy by monitoring compliance with the
Commissioner’s Code of Conduct and the Register of Interests and
Hospitality.

9.5

Collaboration is overseen by Management Boards with overall responsibility
through the East Midlands Police and Crime Commissioner Board.

10

REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERNAL CONTROL

10.1

The Commissioner has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, the
review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control. The review of
effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the work of the
internal auditors and the managers within both the Constabulary and the
Commissioner’s Office who have responsibility for the development and
maintenance of the internal control environment. It is also informed by the
comments received from external auditors, and other agencies.

10.2

There are a number of ongoing processes, which review effectiveness from
several different perspectives, and these are explained at APPENDIX 2.
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10.3

Internal Audit also provides assurance statements for each audit they carry
out during the year, being Substantive, Adequate, or Limited.

10.4

The Internal Audit Annual Assurance Statement opinion regarding the
adequacy and effectiveness of the arrangements for governance, risk
management and control is classified as GREEN as detailed in the Annual
Internal Audit Letter for 2013/14.

10.5

In addition to the above formal review, assurance is provided throughout the
year through:
•

The framework of regular management information.

•

Internal audit reviews, advisory reports and progress and follow-up
reports.

•

Performance monitoring arrangements.

•

The role of the Professional Standards Department where their work
impacts on the activities of the Commissioner’s office.

•

Reviews by external agencies such as the Audit Commission.

11

SIGNIFICANT INTERNAL CONTROL ISSUES

11.1

Significant Internal Control Issues 2013/14 – There were no significant
control issues identified during the year and the system of Internal Control is
considered to have operated adequately in 2013/14. At the time of writing,
the Statements of Accounts for 2013/14 have not yet been audited. There are
no known post balance sheet events.

11.2

There were no significant control issues identified and reported in the
Statement of Accounts for 2012/13.
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11.3

Having undertaken the review of governance, and recognising the future
changes to governance required to reflect Stage Two Transfer, the areas of
work or development in 2014/15 are:
Review of Scheme of Governance
Review of Delegations and Consents including Financial and contract
procedure rules.

12

LOOKING FORWARD

12.1

There will continue to be serious financial challenges to be faced for the
foreseeable future. A general election in 2015 will mean a new government
but there is no feeling from any party that the austerity measures will be lifted.
Derbyshire Police have delivered substantial cuts whilst maintain public
satisfaction and reductions in recorded crime. Police grant for the current
financial year saw further percentage reductions as well as top slicing of £13m
to support growth in HMIC and the IPCC. There is no indication of grant levels
for 2015/126 but in anticipation of a further substantial reduction in grant
support, the Commissioner is supporting the Constabulary in its Priority Based
Budgeting review.

12.2

The Commissioner and the Chief Constable are committed to delivering a
high quality policing service. The organisation continues to make savings by
reducing bureaucracy. Its collaboration programme is continuing to be
expanded delivering both financial savings and improving resilience.

12.3

The Stage 2 Transfer of staff was signed off by the Home Secretary, and the
model agreed between the Commissioner and the Chief Constable saw the
Chief Constable becoming the employer of all except the staff directly
supporting the Commissioner in the OPCC. Changes will be required in the
governance frameworks of both the Commissioner and the Chief Constable to
address the new staffing structures and these are in hand, based on a
Memorandum of Agreement. In particular, the scheme of delegation and
consent have been completely rewritten.
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13

SUMMARY

13.1

In 2013/14 both the internal and external auditors better understand the
organisation and have provided both an opportunity and a challenge to the
organisation. The Commissioner welcomes challenge and the support proved
by our auditors; we will continue to meet the financial, economic and
governance challenges of ensuring there is an efficient and effective policing
service in Derbyshire.

Appendices:
Appendix 1. Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire: Review of the Code of
Corporate Governance 2013/14.
Appendix 2. Internal Control Environment of the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire incorporating the review of effectiveness for 2013/14.
Appendix 3. AGS for Collaboration 2013/14
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
Annual Governance Statement 2013/14

Signed:

Alan Charles

Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
Date

Signed:

David Peet

Chief Executive
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
Date
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DERBYSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER
ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2013/14
REVIEW OF PRINCIPLES
CORE PRINCIPLE 1:
Focusing on the purpose of the PCC and on outcomes for the community, and creating and implementing a vision for the local area
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• develop and promote the PCC’s purpose and vision

• Police and Crime Plan and Commissioning arrangements

• review on a regular basis the PCC’s vision for the local area

• PCC/Joint Governance code, the meeting protocols, scheme of

and its impact on governance arrangements

delegation and budgets

• ensure that partnerships are underpinned by a common

• PCC/Joint Partnership protocols

vision of their work that is understood and agreed by all
parties

• PCC/Joint Governance code

• publish an annual report on a timely basis to communicate the

• Annual financial statements and Group Accounts
• Police and Crime Plan
• Commissioner’s Annual report to the Panel/public

PCC’s activities and achievements, the financial position and
performance
• decide how the quality of service for users is to be measured and

make sure that the information needed to review service quality
effectively and regularly is available

• This information is reflected in the PCC’s:
– Police and crime plan
– Medium term financial strategy
– Resourcing plan in order to ensure improvement

• put in place effective arrangements to identify and deal with failure

in service delivery

• Complaints procedure including dip sampling and persistent

complainants meetings
• Evidence that complaints have informed positive service

improvement
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• decide how value for money is to be measured and make sure

• The results are reflected in performance plans and in reviewing the

that the PCC/CC or partnership has the information needed to
review value for money and performance effectively. Measure the
environmental impact of policies, plans and decisions.

work of the commissioner and his/her office
• JARAC has specific responsibility to review vfm
• Reference to HMIC Valuing the Police inspection report
• Horizon scanning – new HMIC police inspection regime (PEEL)

CORE PRINCIPLE 2:
Leaders, officers and partners working together to achieve a common purpose with clearly defined functions and roles
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• set out a clear statement of the roles and responsibilities of the
• Record of decisions and supporting materials

PCC, and the deputy PCC(s) where appointed, and the PCC’s
approach towards putting this into practice
• set out a clear statement of the respective roles and

• Organisation Charts
• Job Descriptions

responsibilities of the senior officers and staff of the office of the
PCC and the Force
• Determine a scheme of delegation and consent, including a formal

schedule of those matters specifically reserved for decision by the
PCC and those delegated to the Chief Constable, taking account of
relevant legislation, and ensure that it is monitored and updated
when required.
• Make a chief executive or equivalent responsible and

• Code of Corporate governance
• Standing Orders/Financial Regulations, which are reviewed on a

regular basis.

•
•
•
•
•

accountable to the PCC for all aspects of operational
management of the PCC
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• Develop protocols to ensure that the PCC, deputy PCC(s) where

appointed, PCC chief executive and Chief Constable negotiate
their respective roles early in the relationship and that a shared
understanding of the roles and objectives is maintained

•
•
•
•
•

make a senior officer (usually the Section 151 officer )
responsible to the PCC for ensuring that appropriate advice is
given on all financial matters, for keeping proper financial records
and accounts, and for maintaining an effective system of internal
financial control

•
•
•
•
•

• make a senior officer (usually the monitoring officer) responsible to

the PCC for ensuring that agreed procedures are followed and that
all applicable statutes, regulations are complied with
• develop protocols to ensure effective communication between the

PCC, Deputy PCC(s) where appointed Chief Constable and officers
in their respective roles

Conditions of employment
Scheme of delegation
Statutory provisions
Job descriptions/specification
PDR process

Section 151 responsibilities contained in Treasurer’s Job Description
Statutory provision
Statutory reports
Budget documentation
Compliance with The Role of the CFO of the Police and Crime
Commissioner and the CFO of the Chief Constable and
reporting on it accordingly in the annual governance statement
• Compliance with The Role of the Head of Internal Audit in Public
Service Organisations and reporting on it accordingly
• Monitoring officer responsibilities contained in CX job description
• Statutory provision

• PCC/officer protocol
• PCC/Chief Constable Protocol – memorandum of understanding

• set out the terms and conditions for remuneration of the PCC,

• Pay and conditions policies and practices

deputy PCC(s), Chief Constable and officers and an effective
structure for managing the process including an effective
remuneration panel (if applicable)

• PCC remuneration determined by statute
• DPCC remuneration is a percentage of PCC

• ensure that effective mechanisms exist to monitor service delivery
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• Ensure that the PCC’s vision, strategic plans, priorities and

•
•
•
•

targets are developed through robust mechanisms, and in
consultation with the local community and other key
stakeholders, and that they are clearly articulated and
disseminated
• when working in partnership

Vision
Strategy
Budgets
Performance plan/regime

• All grants awarded by the Commissioner are supported by formal

signed agreements which give terms and conditions, and the
outcomes expected, clarity of responsibilities and roles to deliver
/fund outcomes and show clear accountability for financial reporting

• ensure that the PCC and Deputy PCC(s) are clear about their

roles and responsibilities both individually and collectively in
relation to the partnership and to the Police and Crime
Commissioner
• ensure that there is clarity about the legal status of the

partnership
• ensure that representatives or organisations both

understand and make clear to all other partners the extent of
their authority to bind their organisation to partner decisions

CORE PRINCIPLE 3
Promoting values for the PCC and demonstrating the values of good governance through upholding high standards of conduct and
behaviour
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• ensure that the PCC’s and Chief Constable’s leadership sets a

• Chief’s Briefings, Strategic Planning days and Risk and Threat

tone for the organisation by creating a climate of openness,
support and respect

assessments all attended by the Commissioner as well as the Chief
Constable

• ensure that standards of conduct and personal behaviour

• Members/officers code of conduct performance management

expected of those holding public office and their staff are defined
and communicated through codes of conduct and protocols
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• put in place arrangements to ensure that the PCC, Deputy PCC(s),

and officers of the PCC and CC are not influenced by prejudice, bias
or conflicts of interest in dealing with different stakeholders and
put in place appropriate processes to ensure that they continue
to operate in practice
• develop and maintain shared values including leadership values

•
•
•
•

Standing orders
Codes of conduct
Financial regulations
Registers of interests

• Codes of conduct
• Whistle blowing arrangements
• Exploring reciprocal arrangements with other OPCCs

both for the organisation and staff reflecting public expectations,
and communicate these between the PCC/CC, staff, the
community and partners
• put in place arrangements to ensure that systems and processes

are designed in conformity with appropriate ethical standards, and
monitor their continuing effectiveness in practice

• Codes of conduct
• Complaints procedures: OPCC
• Complaints procedures: PCC – Police and Crime Panel
• Complaints procedure: Chief Constable
• Developing a Code of Ethics

• develop and maintain an effective standards monitoring process

• Codes of conduct
• Complaints monitoring and dip sampling

• use the organisation’s shared values to act as a guide for decision

making and as a basis for developing positive and trusting
relationships within the Office of the PCC

• Terms of reference
• Regular reporting to the PCC
• Decision making practices

• in pursuing the vision of a partnership, agree a set of values

• Protocols for partnership working as required

against which decision making and actions can be judged. Such
values must be demonstrated by partners’ behaviour both
individually and collectively.
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CORE PRINCIPLE 4:
Taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to effective scrutiny and managing risk
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• develop and maintain an effective review and scrutiny function

• Scrutiny is supported by robust evidence and data analysis
• An effective internal audit function which is resourced and

which encourages constructive challenge and enhances the
PCC’s performance overall and of any organisation for which it is
responsible

maintained

• develop and maintain open and effective mechanisms for

• Decision making protocols record of decisions and supporting

documenting evidence for decisions and recording the
criteria, rationale and considerations on which decisions are
based

materials
• Open decision making in public meetings
• Full decision transparency on website with supporting reports

• put in place arrangements to safeguard the PCC, Deputy

• Codes of conduct

PCC(s), CC and employees against conflicts of interest and
put in place appropriate processes to ensure that they
continue to operate in practice
• in conjunction with the Chief Constable develop and maintain an

• Terms of reference for JARAC
• Independent membership
• Training for audit committee members

effective Audit Committee (or equivalent)
• ensure that effective, transparent and accessible arrangements

are in place for dealing with complaints

• Complaints procedure
• Evidence of improvement as a result of a complaint received and

acted upon
• ensure that those making decisions whether for the PCC/CC or

partnership are provided with information that is fit for the
purpose – relevant, timely and gives clear explanations of
technical issues and their implications
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• ensure that professional advice on matters that have legal or

• Record of decision making and supporting reports

financial implications is available and recorded well in advance of
decision making and used appropriately
• ensure that risk management is embedded into the culture, with

all parties recognising that risk management is part of their job
• ensure that arrangements are in place for whistle blowing to which

• risk management protocol
• Financial standards and regulations
• Whistle blowing policy

staff and all those contracting with the PCC have access
• actively recognise the limits of lawful activity, for example the ultra

vires doctrine, but also strive to utilise powers to the full benefit of
the community
• recognise the limits of lawful action and observe both the specific

• Monitoring officer provisions
• Statutory provisions

• Record of legal advice provided by officers

requirements of legislation and the general responsibilities placed
on the PCC/CC by public law
• observe all specific legislative requirements placed upon them,

as well as the requirements of general law, and in particular to
integrate the key principles of good administrative law – rationality,
legality and natural justice into the PCC/CC’s procedures and
decision making processes.
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CORE PRINCIPLE 5:
Developing the capacity and capability of the PCC, officers of the PCC and the Force to be effective
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• provide induction programmes tailored to individual needs and

opportunities for the PCC, deputy PCC(s) CC and officers to update
their knowledge on a regular basis
• ensure that the statutory officers have the skills, resources and

•
•
•
•

Training and development plan
Induction programme
Update courses/information
Membership of APACC, PACCTS, APACCE

• Job description/personal specifications

support necessary to perform effectively in their roles and that
these roles are properly understood

• Membership of top management team

• assess the skills required by the PCC, deputy PCC(s) CC and

• Training development plan/performance development review (PDR)

officers and make a commitment to develop those skills to enable
roles to be carried out effectively
• develop skills on a continuing basis to improve performance

process
• Training and development plan reflect requirements of a modern

including the ability to scrutinise and challenge and to recognise
when outside expert advice is needed

• ensure that effective arrangements are in place for reviewing the

•
•
•
•

member including:
The ability to scrutinise and challenge
The ability to recognise when outside advice is required
Advice on how to act as an ambassador for the community
Leadership and influencing skills

• Performance management systems

performance of the PCC, deputy PCC(s), CC and the organisation
as a whole, and agreeing an action plan which might for example
aim to address any training or development needs
• ensure that effective arrangements designed to encourage

• Strategic partnership framework
• Stakeholders forums’ terms of reference
• Over to You public consultation and engagement

individuals from all sections of the community to engage with,
contribute to and participate in the work of the PCC
• ensure that career structures are in place for officers to

encourage participation and development
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CORE PRINCIPLE 6:
Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust public accountability
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• define who the PCC is accountable to, and for what

• Compliance with legislation overseen by the Monitoring Officer

• consider those institutional stakeholders to whom the PCC is

• Developing working relationships between the Police and Crime Panel,

the Commissioner and the relevant supporting officers – detail

accountable and assess the effectiveness of the relationships
and any changes required
• produce an annual report on the activities of the PCC in relation

• Commissioner’s annual report

to monitoring its own performance and that of the Chief
Constable and force
• ensure that clear channels of communication are in place with all

sections of the community and other stakeholders and put in place
monitoring arrangements to ensure that they operate effectively
• ensure arrangements are in place to enable the PCC to engage

• Processes for dealing with competing demands within the

community including Community Engagement Strategy,
• Compliance with statuary duty to have due regard to
Responsible Authorities’ community safety plans.
• Processes for dealing with competing demands within the

community including a Community Engagement Strategy

with all sections of the community effectively. These
arrangements should recognise that different sections of the
community have different priorities and establish explicit
processes for dealing with these competing demands
• establish a clear policy on the types of issues that the PCC will

• Partnership framework
• Communication strategy

meaningfully consult on or engage with the public and service
users, including a feedback mechanism for those consultees
to demonstrate what has changed as a result
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• on an annual basis, publish a performance plan giving

• Annual report
• Annual financial statements
• Annual business plan

information on the PCC’s vision, strategy, plans and financial
statements as well as information about its outcomes,
achievements and the satisfaction of service users in the
previous period.
• ensure that the PCC and the office of the PCC as a whole is open

and accessible to the community, service users and its staff and
ensure that it has made a commitment to openness and
transparency in all its dealings, including partnerships subject
only to the need to preserve confidentiality in those specific
circumstances where it is proper and appropriate to do so
• develop and maintain a clear policy on how staff and their

• Freedom of Information publication scheme
• Commissioner’s dedicated website
• Co located with Constabulary at HQ.

• Formalised engagement with recognised Union Representatives

representatives are consulted and involved in decision making
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REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL CONTROL ENVIRONMENT AT DERBYSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE
INCORPORATING THE REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTROL 2013/14
Serial
(a)
1.

Assurance
provided by:
(b)
Internal Audit

Nature of the Control
(c)
Provides
independent
and
objective assurances across the
whole
range
of
the
Commissioner’s
activities.
Focuses on identified areas of
strategic and operational risk. In
addition, internal auditors have
carried out advisory work to
support services, and have
assisted with the implementation
and review of the transfer to the
new payroll
and
pension
provider.

Review of Effectiveness of Control

Areas for Review/Improvement
2014/15
(d)
(e)
The External Auditor has confirmed that for Annual review of internal audit plan
the 2013/14 accounts they are able to place to address emerging and cyclical
reliance on the work of Internal Audit.
audit issues.
In March 2013, the Internal Audit Plan for
2013/14 was approved by the Strategic The Internal Audit plan for 2014/15
Governance Board, focussing particularly on covers:the key financial systems.
Governance and Delivery of the
For 2013/14, based on the work it has Commissioner’s Business Plan
undertaken, Baker Tilly advised the Value for Money
Commissioner in their Annual Audit Letter Data Quality
considered by the JARAC on 17 July 2014, Collaboration
that the overall adequacy and effectiveness Commissioning
of arrangements for governance, risk ICT Mobile Devices
management and control is classified as Regularity checks at divisions
GREEN.
Victims – compliance with Victims
Code
Key Financial Systems – Asset Mgt,
Service based financial assurance,
governance and risk audits have been
Cash and Treasury Mgt, General
Ledger incl AGRESSO upgrade
carried out during the year which covered:Governance Arrangements
Follow Up previous audits
Financial Governance
Commissioner’s Grant Scheme
Collaboration Governance and Financial
Framework
General ledger
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Serial
(a)

Assurance
provided by:
(b)

Nature of the Control
(c)

Review of Effectiveness of Control
(d)
Payments & Creditors
Follow Up previous audits

Areas for Review/Improvement
2014/15
(e)

2.

External
Auditors

A further source of assurance by
reviewing and reporting upon
the Commissioner’s internal
control processes and matters
relevant
to
his
statutory
functions and codes of practice.
Audit of the statement of
accounts.

The Commissioner has continued to
maintain an efficient final accounts
closedown process including the provision of
good quality working papers to support the
financial statements.
The Statement of
Accounts for the Commissioner and the
Group Accounts were signed by the
Treasurer by the statutory deadline of 30
June
and
approved
by
the
JARAC/Commissioner in September 2014
after the audit had taken place.
An
unqualified opinion on the 2012/13 accounts
was issued on 26 September 2013. At that
time the
Commissioner had adequate
arrangements for securing economy,
efficiency and effectiveness.

3.

HMIC

The HMIC has no remit to
inspect Police and Crime
Commissioners
except
by
invitation and at a fee.

The Commissioner engages positively with a There are no HMIC Police and
number of external bodies, e.g. Her Crime Commissioner inspections
Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary and for 2014/15.
the College of Policing, in respect of any
inspection visits. These provide valuable
external consultancy and the Force and the
welcome the opportunity to learn and
improve.
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opinion on the statement of
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statement. The Audit Commission
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Serial
(a)
4.

Assurance
provided by:
(b)
Corporate
governance
and oversight
of Risk
Management

Nature of the Control

Review of Effectiveness of Control

(c)
Risk Management
arrangements are in place with
the objective of ensuring that the
risks facing the Commissioner in
achieving his Police and Crime
Plan objectives are evaluated,
regularly reviewed and
mitigation strategies developed.

(d)
The Force risk register is kept under review
by the Strategic Risk Management Group
which has a representative from the OPCC.
The budget proposals were risk assessed
for financial sustainability and a four year
medium term financial plan was agreed by
the Commissioner.

The JARAC has oversight of
audit reports and agrees the
audit plan.

5.

Strategic
Governance
Board

VFM
Takes decisions in a public
environment
and
publishes
agendas, minutes, supporting
reports and decisions on the
web.
The public forum for
holding the Chief Constable to
account.
Receives oversight of financial
health and budget monitoring
reporting.
Commissioner
sets
budget
policy and reviews the level of
reserves.

Insurance policies and funds are in place
and are regularly reviewed to ensure the
Commissioner is adequately safeguarded.
The Commissioner has a risk register in
place, which is monitored by the chair of the
JARAC.
Risk is annually reviewed by
internal audit.
Financial monitoring reports are considered
by the Strategic Governance Board. Early
indications of budget variances are available
to ensure a robust financial position or
corrective action can be taken.
Enhanced budget monitoring procedures
show a predictive (outturn) budget position.
A Performance Management reporting
framework to the Strategic Governance
Board of ACPO Scorecards and thematic
reports assists the Commissioner in holding
the Chief Constable to account for
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2014/15
(e)
Existing scheduled reporting of
Commissioner risks to the JARAC
is built into the Committee’s work
plan.

The JARAC will to review the value
for money profiles during the year,
to better understand where the
outlying costs sit in comparison to
other forces in the region and
nationally.
The profiles have
morphed into profiles based on
Police Activity Analysis.
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Serial
(a)

6.

Assurance
provided by:
(b)

Nature of the Control

Review of Effectiveness of Control

(c)
Reports
on
Treasury
management
are
regularly
made. Ensures the provision of
effective,
efficient
and
responsive system of financial
management.
Performance
monitoring
processes are in place to
measure
progress
against
objectives and to provide for
remedial
action
where
appropriate.

(d)
performance. A dedicated performance
officer in the OPCC scrutinises performance
in more detail so there is a greater depth to
the control process.
The Home Secretary determined that targets
were no longer considered an appropriate
performance management tool but the focus
became reducing overall crime.

External and Codes of practice are issued by
regulatory
external bodies in respect of the
bodies
Commissioner’s
activities
services and processes, with
which the Commissioner is
expected to comply.

The Commissioner has complied with the
2003 CIPFA Code relating to Capital
Finance & Treasury Management.
The
Statement of Accounts is prepared in
accordance with the Local Authority
Accounting Code of Practice and the
Statement of Recommended Practice
(SORP). Where the Commissioner is subject
to regulation, he receives supporting
guidance on regulatory matters and general
information through his membership of the
Association
of
Police
&
Crime
Commissioners.
Complaints
against
the There have been no complaints against the
Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner during the reporting period
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Areas for Review/Improvement
2014/15
(e)
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development
of
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Serial
(a)

Assurance
provided by:
(b)

Nature of the Control

Review of Effectiveness of Control

(c)
(d)
Commissioner are dealt with by There were no complaints against staff of
the Police and Crime Panel, /the Commissioner’s office.
hosted by Derbyshire County
Council.
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Areas for Review/Improvement
2014/15
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JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE (JARAC)
17 JULY 2014
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

8C:

ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT FOR THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

Introduction of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 changed
the way in which the police in England and Wales are governed and held
accountable.

1.2

One of the key reforms was to replace the Derbyshire Police Authority with a
Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire. At the same time the Chief
Constable was established as a separate body with responsibility for
Derbyshire Constabulary.

1.3

The primary function of the new body headed by the Chief Constable is the
exercise of operational policing duties under the Police Act 1996. The
Commissioner’s function is to hold to Chief Constable to account for the
exercise of these duties, thereby securing the maintenance of an efficient and
effective police service in Derbyshire.

1.4

As part of the statutory accounts to be prepared for the Chief Constable an
Annual Governance Statement (AGS) is published on his behalf. Though the
statement is published within the Annual Statement of Accounts, it should be
considered and agreed as a separate document as it is about all corporate
controls and not confined to financial issues.

1.5

The purpose of the AGS process is to provide a continuous review of the
effectiveness of the governance arrangements, so as to provide assurance on
the effectiveness and/or to produce a management action plan to address
identified weaknesses in the arrangements. Guidance from the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) envisages that the
statement is reviewed by a Member group during the year (rather than just at
the year end) as an integral and indeed critical component of the review
process.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

In order to gather the relevant assurances, the ‘Delivering Good Governance
in Local Government, Guidance Note for Police published by the CIPFA has
been followed. This guidance draws on the principal framework of the proper
practice in compiling the AGS where each element is considered in turn and
linked to the relevant assurance mechanism and evidence of their
effectiveness in the Constabulary.
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2.2

The AGS has been prepared having reviewed the findings and
recommendations made from all available Internal Audit reports. The review
of the systems of internal control is an ongoing process with Baker Tilly the
Constabulary’s Internal Auditors testing the controls throughout the year.

2.3

Whilst the AGS is published as part of the accounts for 2013/14 year, there is
also a requirement for any significant control issues that are identified up to
the publication of the accounts in September to be included in the AGS.

2.4

The final Annual Governance Statement will be considered by the Joint Audit,
Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC) as part of the accounts on 23
September 2014 before being formally signed by the Chief Constable and
Director of Finance and Business Services.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

Agree the Annual Governance Statement for the Chief Constable.

ii.

Consider any further contents or amendments to the statement.

iii.

Consider any area of Governance that needs further development in 2014/15
and therefore requires inclusion in the final statement.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
for enquiries

LOW









MEDIUM

Name:
Superintendent Kul Mahay
Telephone: 01773 572675
Email:
sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. Annual Governance Statement for the Chief Constable

HIGH
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Annual Governance Statement
1. Introduction
On 22 November 2012, responsibility for the governance of local policing in Derbyshire passed
from Derbyshire Police Authority to the elected Police and Crime Commissioner, Alan Charles.
The Chief Constable became a legal entity as a corporation sole, with the ability to employ staff
and hold assets.
The Police and Crime Commissioner (Commissioner) and the Chief Constable have approved
and adopted a Derbyshire Joint Code of Corporate Governance which is consistent with the
principles of the CIPFA Framework: Delivering Good Governance in Local Government:
Guidance note for Police. A copy of the Joint Code of Corporate Governance can be obtained
from the Chief Executive, Office for the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire,
Butterley Hall, Ripley, Derbyshire, DE5 3RS. It is also available on the Commissioner’s
http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/Public-Information/Policies-Procedures-andwebsite
at
Guidance-Documents.aspx
This Annual Governance Statement explains how the Chief Constable has complied with the
joint code and also meets the requirements of Regulation 4[2] of the Accounts and Audit
(England) Regulations 2011 in relation to the review of the effectiveness of the system of
internal control.

2. Scope of responsibilities
The Commissioner and the Chief Constable are responsible for ensuring that business is
conducted in accordance with the law and proper standards, that public money is safeguarded
and properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and effectively. The
Commissioner and Chief Constable are responsible under the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011 (the Act) for securing, inter alia, efficient and effective policing for
Derbyshire and to deliver value for money, being continuous improvement in the way in which
its functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and
effectiveness.
In discharging this overall responsibility, the Chief Constable is responsible for putting in place
proper arrangements for the governance of his affairs and facilitating the exercise of his
functions, which includes ensuring a sound system of internal control is maintained through the
year and that arrangements are in place for the management of risk.
The Chief Constable for Derbyshire is responsible for maintaining the Queen’s peace and
has direction and control over the officers and staff operating within Derbyshire
Constabulary. The Chief Constable holds office under the Crown and is appointed by the
Commissioner.
The Chief Constable is accountable in law for the exercise of policing powers and to the
Commissioner for the delivery of efficient and effective policing, management of
resources and expenditure by Derbyshire Constabulary. At all times the Chief Constable, his
officers and staff remain operationally independent in the service of the public. In
discharging his overall responsibilities, the Chief Constable is responsible for establishing
and maintaining appropriate risk management processes, governance arrangements and
ensuring that there is a sound system of internal control which facilitates the effective
exercise of these functions.
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The Chief Constable appointed a professionally qualified Chief Financial Officer (CFO) for
Derbyshire Constabulary with effect from 22 November 2012. Under the Police Reform and
Social Responsibility Act 2011 the Chief Constable’s CFO has a personal fiduciary duty by
virtue of their appointment as the person responsible for the proper financial administration of
Derbyshire Constabulary. This includes requirements and formal powers to safeguard
lawfulness and propriety in expenditure (Section 114 of the Local Government Act 1988 as
amended by paragraph 188 of Schedule 16 to the Police Reform and Social responsibility
Act 2011 (“2011 Act”)). The Chief Constable’s CFO is a key member of Derbyshire
Constabulary’s Chief Officer Team, helping it to develop and implement strategy and to
resource and deliver the Commissioner’s strategic objectives sustainably and in the public
interest. The CFO is actively involved in, and able to bring influence to bear on, all strategic
business decisions of the Chief Constable to ensure immediate and longer term implications,
opportunities and risks are fully considered. The CFO leads the promotion and delivery by
the Chief Constable of good financial management so that public money is safeguarded at all
times and used appropriately, economically, efficiently and effectively. The CFO ensures the
finance function is resourced to be fit for purpose and oversees that appropriate
management accounting systems, functions and internal controls are in place so that
finances are kept under review on a regular basis.
Under s.35 of the 2011 Act in exercising his functions the Chief Constable must ensure that
good value for money is obtained and this includes ensuring that persons under his direction
and control obtain good value for money in exercising their functions. Derbyshire
Constabulary (as a standalone entity) is legally required to produce an Annual Governance
Statement. The Statement helps the Commissioner to hold the Chief Constable to account
for efficient and effective policing. The Statement sits alongside the statutory accounts for
the Chief Constable and gives assurance to the Commissioner of Derbyshire
Constabulary’s governance arrangements. In addition, the Commissioner produces his own
Governance Statement.

3. The Governance Framework
The governance framework comprises the systems and processes, culture and values by
which the Chief Constable is directed and controlled and its activities through which it accounts
to, engages with and leads its communities. It enables the Chief Constable to monitor the
achievement of its strategic objectives and to consider whether those objectives have led to the
delivery of appropriate services and value for money.
This statement has been prepared for the 2013/14 financial year to state Derbyshire
Constabulary’s current governance arrangements, to report on their effectiveness during the
year and to outline future actions planned to further enhance the arrangements. Derbyshire
Constabulary has adopted a joint code of corporate governance with the Commissioner,
which is consistent with the principles of the CIPFA/SOLACE Framework: Delivering Good
Governance in Local Government. This statement explains how the Chief Constable has
complied with the code and also meets the requirements of Section 4 of the Accounts and
Audit Regulations (England) 2011 in relation to the publication of a statement on internal
control. This is underpinned by the governance framework as follows.
A Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC) is in place providing independent
assurance to both the Commissioner and the Chief Constable on the adequacy of:•

The risk management and the internal control framework operated by the PCC
and the Chief Constable.

•

The effectiveness of their respective governance arrangements including
providing for value for money services.
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•

Appointment, support and keep under review the work of internal and external
auditors as they provide assurance on risk management, internal controls and the
annual accounts through their work.

•

The financial reporting process.

4. Corporate Governance Reporting and Processes
Derbyshire Constabulary’s Chief Officer Team, led by the Chief Constable, is responsible for
ensuring Derbyshire Police has a corporate governance framework that reflects the principles
of openness, integrity, accountability and equality, and supports the delivery of quality policing.
The governance framework enables Derbyshire Constabulary to monitor the achievement of its
strategic objectives and to consider whether those objectives have led to the delivery of
appropriate, cost-effective services, including achieving value for money. An annual review of
this framework takes place and appropriate improvements are made to ensure that it remains
fit for purpose. The Constabulary also carries out regular performance reviews, where each
Chief Officer holds the Division or Department to account for their performance.

5. Organisational Structures and Processes
Decision making structures are well established and are regularly reviewed to ensure they are
fit for purpose. The Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan sets out policing priorities and the
resourcing of those priorities. It reflects the areas of greatest importance locally, identified
through consultation with the public, or where performance improvement is required. Our plan
and our planning process are complementary to other partnership plans such as Community
Safety Partnerships, Local Criminal Justice Board and Local Strategic Partnerships.
We will work closely with our partners in order to ensure consistency and alignment where
possible. The Chief Constable holds monthly Senior Officer Meetings, which are attended by
the Constabulary’s Chief Officer Team, Divisional Commanders and Heads of Departments.
These meetings are used to consult on and develop policy and ensure the engagement of the
senior managers of the organisation in change. Police and Crime Plan objectives are
cascaded throughout the Constabulary via Divisional and Departmental briefings and included
as appropriate in individual Performance Development Reviews (PDRs).
The Commissioner approves an annual budget for the Constabulary activity which is aligned to
the Police and Crime Plan.

6. The risk management process by which Derbyshire Constabulary identifies
and seeks to prevent and mitigate key risks
An infrastructure has been established to support the effective management of risk and ensure
that information on risks is gathered and acted on in a consistent and efficient manner. The
Risk Management Group annually reviews the Risk Management Policy Statement and policy
guidance.
The Constabulary recognises exposure to a wide and diverse range of risks and opportunities
in securing the delivery of priorities and objectives. All employees, volunteers, contractors and
partners are responsible for identifying and managing risks as part of their role and the Deputy
Chief Constable, as corporate sponsor, ensures that risk management is supported and
championed at Chief Officer Team level.
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The Risk Management Policy provides clear guidance by which the Constabulary manages
uncertainty in a structured and effective way. The risk management framework and
infrastructure provide a solid foundation for risk management and standard for consistency
ensuring that information on risks is gathered and acted upon in an efficient manner.
Risk management is fully embedded into the business planning process in order to identify the
threat, harm and risk facing the Constabulary in order to prioritise and identify areas which
need resourcing. The Constabulary maintains a hierarchy of risk registers for strategic,
operational, project and programme risks which are subject to scrutiny by the JARAC.
The Risk Management Board, chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable, meets quarterly to
monitor changes to the Force risk profile and process. The Commissioner has a risk champion
who attends the meeting to maintain a strategic overview of risk management issues in the
Constabulary and report as appropriate to the JARAC.

7. Business Continuity
Derbyshire Constabulary has robust plans in place to ensure business continuity following
incidents. The Business Continuity Steering Group, comprising of relevant departmental
representatives assist the Business Continuity Manager in developing the business continuity
management process and respond to any business continuity crisis, as required.

8. Insurance
The Commissioner continues to maintain, develop and renew its insurance programme in
order to minimise financial risks.

9. Health and Safety
Derbyshire Constabulary takes very seriously its responsibility for the health and safety of all
who attend the premises where the business of Derbyshire Constabulary is conducted or are
affected by our undertaking. The overall responsibility for health and safety matters rests with
the Chief Constable, who ensures that effective procedures and processes are in place.

10. Reviewing and updating standing financial instructions, a scheme of
delegation and supporting procedure notes/manuals, which clearly define how
decisions are taken and the processes and controls required managing risks
The Financial Handbook is reviewed and updated regularly to ensure it remains fit for purpose.
Procedure notes and manuals are in place for all key systems and are also reviewed regularly.
A Scheme of Delegation sets out financial authorisation levels for police officers and staff
throughout the organisation. A Medium Term Financial Strategy is in place and is fully linked to
the organisation’s strategic objectives. At an operational level, rigorous and regular budget
monitoring takes place and a well-established fraud assurance programme is in place. Robust
management of income collection and debt recovery continues.

11. Ensuring compliance with relevant laws and regulations, internal policies and
procedures, and that expenditure is lawful
Processes for ensuring compliance with relevant law and regulations are well established and
work effectively. The Director of Finance and Business Support has statutory responsibilities in
this regard, and Internal Audit provides an assurance function and an annual independent
objective opinion on the control environment, comprising risk management, internal control and
governance.
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All reports to Chief Officer Team and Project Boards together with all reports presented to the
Commissioner must consider legal implications.
A Regional Procurement Strategy is in place with regular procurement reporting to Regional
and Constabulary governance structures.

12. Determining the conditions of employment and remuneration of officers and
staff, within appropriate national frameworks
Processes for determining the conditions of employment and remuneration of officers and staff
within appropriate national frameworks are well established. Modernisation of police pay
reports go to the Chief Officer Team detailing financial impacts, risks and progress to date.
Regular equal pay reviews are undertaken and there is a focus on maintaining market
competitive pay and benefits. The Constabulary operates an approved job evaluation scheme
based upon role profiles for each post. Regular strategic and local consultation is undertaken
with staff associations and trades unions.

13. Identifying the development needs of members and senior officers in relation
to their strategic roles, supported by appropriate training
A Performance Development Review process is in place that identifies, manages and monitors
work related and personal development objectives for all Police Officers and Police Staff skills.
Training programmes are available through the regional learning and development structure,
the College of Policing, other professional bodies and external suppliers where appropriate.

14. Establishing clear channels of communication with all sections of the
community and other stakeholders, ensuring accountability and encouraging
open consultation
Derbyshire Constabulary is committed to ensuring our service meets the needs of the people of
Derbyshire. Due regard has been taken of emerging stakeholder processes such as the
Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan and the development of the ‘Over to You’ campaign.

15. Whistleblowing and receiving and investigating complaints from the public and
handling citizen and other redress
A confidential reporting policy is in place to enable officers and staff to report any concerns
about malpractice or unlawful actions without fear of recrimination.
The Commissioner has made a commitment to putting things right and has a range of policies in
order to deal with public complaints.
Complaint handling in Derbyshire Constabulary is monitored in regular meetings between the
Head of Professional Standards Department and the Chief Executive of the OPCC or the
Independent Police Complaints Commissioner.

16. Standards of Behavior
Codes of conduct are in place for police officers and police staff. Relevant officers in the
Constabulary are also subject to professional codes of conduct for their particular profession.
For example the Chief Constable’s Chief Financial Officer is bound by the code of the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA), of which he is a member.
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At least once a year, the Constabulary’s policy on professional standards is reviewed by the
Professional Standards Department and assessed based on its effectiveness and discrepancies
over that period. Derbyshire Constabulary expects all members of staff to always be honest,
truthful and sincere. We will uphold, administer and enforce all laws without bias or prejudice in
a just, consistent and reasonable manner.

17. Review of Effectiveness
The Chief Constable has responsibility for conducting a review of the effectiveness of the
governance framework within Derbyshire Constabulary at least annually. This review is
informed by the work of the Director of Finance and Business Services and managers within
Derbyshire Constabulary who have responsibility for the development and maintenance of the
governance environment. In preparing the Annual Governance Statement for 2013/14 the
Commissioner has placed reliance on this review and the Annual Governance Statement of
Derbyshire Constabulary.
Internal Audit provided an independent opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
system of internal control and concluded that reasonable assurance can be given regarding the
overall internal control environment, with no areas of concern identified by Internal Audit during
2013/14.
In the Annual Audit Letter for 2012/13, the External Auditor reported that he had issued an
unqualified opinion on the Statement of Accounts and an unqualified conclusion on the
Constabulary’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in use of
resources. He also reported that he had not identified any significant weaknesses in the
Constabulary’s internal control arrangements.
The following areas have been identified that are considered important in maintaining and
strengthening the internal control environment. These areas will be tracked by the
Constabulary and the JARAC over the next 12 months to ensure continuous improvement.
Governance Areas

Action

Following the Stage 2 transfer under the Act
the new governance arrangements will need
to be fully embedded.

Derbyshire Constabulary will continue to
work with the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner to ensure that all the
necessary processes and procedures are
put in place to support these changes.
The Chief Constable will also further
develop his own internal governance
arrangements, in particular for publishing
and recording decisions.

Given the further organisational changes
that may follow as a result of the continuing
Government austerity measures and to
address changing risk and threat, it is
important that performance management
and monitoring continues to be refocused in
line with business need.

Derbyshire Constabulary will build on
approaches such as Priority Based
Budgeting and Moving Forward as well as
continuing to focus on performance
management of the organisation overall.
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Governance Areas

Action

Corporate risk processes will continue to be
maintained ensuring that structured risk
information further helps inform decisionmaking and organisational learning at both
an operational and strategic level.

Further development of risk processes and
information will take place working closely
with operational and support units.

Derbyshire Constabulary continues to
develop its approach to community
engagement in partnership with key
stakeholders such as local councils, the
voluntary and community sector and the
private sector.

The Constabulary in conjunction the
Commissioner will continue to consult via
the ‘Over to You’ programme that aims to
find out what local people think about
policing and the broader crime agenda.
Understanding the differing needs of
Derbyshire’s diverse communities becomes
even more important as the Government’s
austerity measures are impacting on the
Constabulary’s partners, which will
inevitably affect preventative and
diversionary work that can make such a
difference to levels of crime.

18. Declaration
We propose over the coming year to take steps to address the above matters to
further enhance our governance arrangements. We are satisfied that these steps will
ensure that Derbyshire Constabulary’s governance processes will remain effective in
a changing environment. We will continue to monitor their implementation and
operation.
Signed

Signed

Chief Constable of Derbyshire
Constabulary

Director of Finance and Business
Services

Date:

Date:
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JOINT, AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
17 JULY 2014
JOINT REPORT OF THE REPORT OF THE TREASURER
AND THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & BUSINESS SERVICES

8D:

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 2013/14

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To present for assurance purposes the draft Statement of Accounts for
policing for 2013/14.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Accounts and Audit Regulations which came into effect from 1 April 2011,
direct that the statements of accounts are to be prepared in accordance with
proper practice and this is held as the Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting in the United Kingdom. In addition, the accounts must be prepared
following approved accounting policies.

2.2

The relevant responsible financial officer must sign the accounts before the
end of June, after which they are submitted for audit. The Auditor should issue
his/her audit letter with the audit opinion on the accounts and the Value for
Money opinion by the end of September.

2.3

The JARAC (as the audit committee) has no legal responsibilities over the
draft accounts at this stage. As a courtesy to the Committee and to give it
and the public the assurance that the closure process, transparency and
reporting objectives are being met in a timely manner, a copy of the draft
accounts is shared with Members and is also a public document.

2.4

Given the very tight timescales and the need to produce accounts for the
Chief Constable as well as the Commissioner and a set of Group accounts, is
challenging, especially when the Audit Commission has not finalised the
guidance.
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2.5

Nevertheless, the draft accounts were prepared promptly and have been
signed off by the two statutory officers by the due date and submitted to the
auditors for them to progress the opinion. A copy of the draft accounts for the
Police and Crime Commissioner and the Group is attached at APPENDIX A
and the Chief Constable’s accounts are attached at APPENDIX B for
members consideration.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

That the Committee notes the draft Statements of Accounts (as attached) for
2013/2014.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

MEDIUM

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal
Personnel

HIGH

X
X

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy, Treasurer

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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BACKGROUND PAPERS
Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom Great Britain:
CIPFA
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. Police and Crime Commissioner & Group Statement of Accounts
2013/2014
Appendix B. Chief Constable Statement of Accounts 2013/2014
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JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
17TH JULY 2014
JOINT REPORT OF CHIEF CONSTABLE AND TREASURER

8E LOCAL AUDIT CONSULTATION

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To inform the committee of an important consultation proposing changes to auditor
appointments and accounts.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Department for Communities and Local Government has recently issued a
“Local Audit” consultation document.

2.2

The documents includes proposals to:o reduce the audit burden on smaller authorities (not applicable to the Police)
o streamline the appointment of external auditors. This gives organisations the
option to either appoint their own individual appointment or join a consortium
(e.g. of Police bodies) that engages auditors on their behalf.
o Change the accounts and audit regulations. This proposes to bring forward
deadlines for closing accounts (to 31st May) and auditing them (to 31st July). It
also proposes streamline the process for inspecting and objecting to the
accounts so that they run concurrently.
o Publish information by land drainage boards etc with a turnover of less than
£25,000.

2.3

The consultation poses a number of questions which are set out at Appendix A.

2.4

The main implications of the proposals for the two organisations are as follows:o The Commissioner and Chief Constable will need to decide at some point in the
future whether they wish to appoint auditors direct or through consortium
arrangements. This will be a significant change given that to date the two
organisations have had little or no influence over the appointment of their
external auditors.
o The proposals to bring forward the date for closing and auditing accounts does
not come into effect until 2017/18. This will rely heavily on professional bodies
streamlining the requirements for information within the accounts i.e. in relation
to Pensions, Private Finance Initiatives and a review of the current
cumbersome reporting arrangements for separate Chief Constable and
Commissioner organisations.
o It is not known whether the proposals to change time periods for inspection and
objection to accounts will have a significant impact. To date there have been
1
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few objections but clearly this will always be a possibility, although potential
objectors will have less time to set out their objection.
2.5

The proposals also have implications for our external auditors, who will find that
the audit period is reduced from 3 to 2 months. This will have a real impact on
their resources and their ability to resource each audit. This could also have an
impact on audited bodies. As auditors have less time to undertake an audit their
requirements from their audited bodies may increase. This will need to be kept
under review.

2.6

The deadline for consultation is 18th July 2014. A joint response is being prepared
for the Commissioner and Chief Constable and this will be circulated to members
prior to the meeting.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

That the Committee considers whether it wishes to make a specific response to the
consultation document.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
LOW
Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Risk
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM

HIGH

x
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
Name: Chief Superintendent Sunita Gamblin
External telephone number: 0300 122 4039
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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Appendix A

List of Questions
Smaller Authorities
Q1. Do the regulations meet the Government’s policy objective at Paragraph
2.1?
Q2. Do you have any other comments on the proposed smaller authorities
regulations?
Q3. Do you agree with the differing proposals regarding the appointment of
auditors to exempt authorities which are opted-in and those which are optedout
of the specified person’s auditor appointment regime?
Collective Procurement
Q4. Should regulations require that the decision to opt-in to sector-led
arrangements is made by full council?
Q5. Do you agree that the maximum length appointing period should be
restricted to five years?
Q6. Do you have any other comments on the proposed collective procurement
regulations?
Accounts and Audit Regulations
Q7. Is 30 working days a suitable period for the accounts to be available?
Q8. Do you agree this information should be published electronically?
Q9. Do you agree that a common period for the exercise of public rights
should be included in the regulations?
Q10. Do you have any views on the intentions for exempt authorities set out
above?
Q11. Do you have any other comments on the proposed Accounts and Audit
Regulations?
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Transparency Code
Q12. Do you agree that the Code should be mandatory for internal drainage
boards, charter trustees and port health authorities with an annual turnover
not exceeding £25,000?
Q13. Should there be a threshold above which individual items of expenditure
must be published? If yes what should this threshold be (e.g. £50, £100)?
Q14. What exemptions – if any – would need to be made to information
published to explain negative responses to the internal controls objectives
(e.g. information relating to a current fraud case)?
Q15. The Government proposes that internal drainage boards will be exempt
from publishing the details of public land and infrastructure assets. Do you
agree?
Q16. The Government proposes that charter trustees will be exempt from
publishing the details of public land and building assets. Do you agree?
Q17. Do you agree this information should be published electronically?
Q18. How much additional staff time and cost will be involved for authorities in
publishing the required data online?
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